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Abstract

Surface scattering, particularly the enhancement of ”specular” scattering, is widely be-
lieved to hold the key to yet-unattained levels of spin-valve GMR. We have developed a novel
technique to measure surface scattering, the in-situ magnetoconductance measurement. By
measuring resistance and GMR in real time during deposition, in ultrahigh vacuum, and
in the Van der Pauw configuration, we may determine the effect on scattering of various
overlayers as they are created.

We have applied this technique to study claims that the specularity may be modified
through deposition of metal overlayers. In conjunction with first-principles based calcu-
lations of film conductance and detailed characterization of thickness-dependent film mi-
crostructure, we have determined that the surface specularity is not modified during over-
layer deposition. Effects previously attributed to specularity modulations are well inter-
preted through scattering mechanisms intrinsic to the system.
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Introduction

Giant magnetoresistance (GMR) is an extremely useful phenomenon. Millions of magnetic
recording heads put it to use every day. GMR is brought about in specially engineered ul-
trathin metal films, dozens of atoms thick, arranged to produce a large change in electrical
resistance with small applied magnetic field. Technological development of these structures,
discovered only twelve years ago, has been rapid, but our understanding of them is incom-
plete. A fuller understanding might lead to a more ”giant” giant magnetoresistance. Useful
films are highly disordered, full of grain boundaries and defects, but it is not at all clear
what the defects do to GMR. A significant fraction of the atoms in the film are located at
the surface, but we have very little understanding of what influence the surfaces exert on
GMR.

I will address both questions in this thesis. The goal here is to understand what effects
bulk microstructure and surface scattering have on GMR. These comprise the two experi-
mental parts to this thesis, arranged chronologically. Chapter 3, ”Ex-situ correlation of bulk
microstructure and GMR,” shows how crystallographic disorder tends to decrease spin-valve
GMR. This is shown experimentally through depositions of several series of samples, charac-
terization of the relevant defects, and correlation to magnetotransport measurements. We
have formed the films by sputtering and UHV ion beam deposition. Experimental tech-
niques used to characterize microstructure are high-resolution cross-sectional transmission
electron microscopy (HR-xTEM), x-ray diffraction (XRD), 59 Co nuclear magnetic reso-
nance (NMR), contributed by Ewa Jedryka at the Polish Institute of Physics in Warsaw.

We have devised a novel technique to measure surface effects on GMR. In Chapter
4, ”Surface scattering and GMR: in-situ resistance and magnetoresistance measurements”
I will describe how the in-situ magnetoconductance measurement has yielded some new
insights on surface effects on GMR. These measurements are relevant to the question of
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vi INTRODUCTION

specular scattering, which may provide a means to enhance the GMR by factors of two to
five through engineering of the surfaces. Our measurement technique is detailed first, and
we then describe how measurements during metal overlayer deposition show that specularity
likely remains constant with overlayer character. We have correlated these measurements
with surface-sensitive in-situ Auger electron spectroscopy measurements. Both the under-
standing of microstructure detailed in Chapter 3 as well as ab-initio calculations of film
conductance, contributed by Evgueni Tsymbal of Oxford University, are important for un-
derstanding these results.

Prior to the experimental sections, I will first try to provide some background for un-
derstanding the experiments. Spin valve basics are introduced in Chapter 1 in a qualitative
fashion, and I hope that this part will bring readers who are totally unfamiliar with GMR
up to speed. These ideas are given more detail in Chapter 2, ”Some models of GMR.” After
providing some details on methods to calculate conductance and GMR, I will try to intro-
duce how two models understand basic features of spin-valve behavior. Both these models,
the Boltzmann free-electron model of Dieny and the Kubo-Greenwood band-structure based
model of Tsymbal, are applied in this thesis to understand experimental results.

This document is designed in part to be read online, particularly since most figures are
in color. It should be available in Adobe Acrobat semipermanently, as long as the Center
for Research on Information Storage Materials at Stanford (CRISM) has a web-site, at
http://crism.stanford.edu/∼web.
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Chapter 1

Introduction to spin-valve giant

magnetoresistance

Spin-valve giant magnetoresistance (GMR) can be both easily understood and straight-
forwardly applied. Most of the physics of GMR is described well by analogy with light
polarizers, shown in 1.1.1. Its application in magnetic storage, using specially engineered
thin films (”spin valves”), is an evolutionary extension of sensors based on anisotropic mag-
netoresistance (AMR). Film engineering and application are sketched in Section 1.2. While
the physics and ultimate magnitude of GMR rest on currents passed perpendicular to the
film planes (known as the ”CPP geometry”), applications presently demand currents passed
within the film planes (”CIP geometry”). We show finally how engineering of ”specular scat-
tering” at surfaces (Section 1.3) may be understood as a means to allow both currents in
the same structure, and represents the prospect for great advances in spin-valve GMR.

1.1 Basic phenomenology

1.1.1 The polarizer analogy

Giant magnetoresistance may be most easily understood through a simple optical analogy
(Fig. 1.1). If a beam of unpolarized light is directed through a pair of light polarizers, the
total transmitted intensity can be modulated by rotating the polarizers with respect to each
other. The first polarizer scatters all but one polarization of light, and the second polarizer
either transmits that same polarization (0 ◦ ) or blocks it (90 ◦.)

For GMR, electrons take the place of photons, thin ferromagnetic materials act as elec-
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION TO SPIN-VALVE GIANT MAGNETORESISTANCE

polarizer #2: 

90 deg.

unpolarized

light

polarizer #1

polarized
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Dim
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spin-unpolarized

current

FM

Layer #1:

"pinned"

FM

Layer #2:

"free"

spin up

current Antiparallel M: 
High Resistance

Parallel M:
Low Resistance

M M
noble metal 

"spacer"

GMR:

Figure 1.1: Explanation of giant magnetoresistance (GMR) by analogy with light transmis-
sion through polarizers. If the polarizers are aligned parallel, a greater amount of light is
transmitted; if layer magnetizations are aligned parallel, a greater amount of spin-polarized
current is passed.

tronic polarizers, and the current is polarized in spin rather than electric field. The phe-
nomenon is brought about in a superlattice of at least three films: two ferromagnetic layers,
most typically NiFe or Co, separated by a noble metal spacer layer, usually Cu. These films
are ultrathin, on the order of ten atomic layers (20 Å) each.

The polarization axis is provided by the magnetization of the ferromagnet through spin-
dependent scattering. Conduction electrons with spin parallel to the layer magnetization
are scattered weakly close to the layer, carrying current more effectively and leading to
low resistance, and those with spin antiparallel to the magnetization are scattered strongly,
leading to high resistance. Spin-dependent scattering of this sort has been postulated to be
a dominant resistance mechanism in bulk ferromagnets since the work of Mott[1] ; we will
discuss its origin further in Section 2.

GMR has been interpreted in terms of spin-dependent scattering from its very first
experimental observation in 1988. [2] For parallel alignment of the two layer magnetizations,
the electrons transmitted strongly through one ferromagnetic layer are transmitted strongly
through the other, leading to a lowered overall resistance. For antiparallel magnetization,
strong scattering will take place in either one of the layers for both spins. By changing the
relative magnetization of alternate layers from parallel to antiparallel, a very large room-
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1.1. BASIC PHENOMENOLOGY

Figure 1.2: The possible locations of electronic scattering in the spin valve, all believed to
be important in creating a large GMR effect.

temperature change in the resistance may be produced.

We note that spin-dependent scattering is not the only mechanism presumed to cause
GMR; possible alternate sources will be described in Section 2.

1.1.2 Scattering geometries: CIP and CPP GMR

As described, the giant magnetoresistance would seem to be present only where current is
passed perpendicular to the film planes, in the CPP geometry. It is indeed true that the
GMR effect is largest for this geometry, but it is also sizeable for current passed in the film
planes (”CIP-geometry,” Figure 1.2), due to diffusive currents between the layers. This is
illustrated in Figure 1.3 Room-temperature CIP resistance changes (known as the ”GMR
ratio”) as high as 110% for [Co90Fe10(20)/ Cu(10)]x10 multilayers[3] , and as high as 20%
for Co(20)/ Cu(20)/ Co(20) ”spin valve” trilayers[4] , have been produced.

11



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION TO SPIN-VALVE GIANT MAGNETORESISTANCE

Figure 1.3: CIP (current-in-plane) and CPP (current-perpendicular-to-plane) geometries for
GMR. Center: current which crosses the Cu layer causes GMR, as shown in Figure 1.1 Left:
in CPP, all current is forced across the interfaces. Right: in CIP-GMR, diffusive currents
are present which cross the interfaces, despite the fact that the net (drift) current direction
is in the planes.

1.1.3 Scattering locations (bulk,interface, surface)

While the interpretation of GMR in terms of spin-dependent scattering has been widespread,
the location of the particular spin-dependent and relevant spin-independent scattering cen-
ters in these structures remains unclear. Bulk spin-dependent scattering, manifested as
a spin-dependent mean-free path in the ferromagnet [5], and interfacial spin-dependent
scattering, manifested as a spin-dependent transmissivity of the ferromagnet-noble metal
interface [6], have been identified in similar experiments on the same materials system. The
scattering locations are illustrated in Figure 1.2. In both cases, an exponential approach to
a maximum CIP-GMR as a function of one ferromagnetic layer thickness has been observed.

An additional scattering location which has come under scrutiny recently is the outer
surface of the spin valve. If the surfaces can be prepared such that they do not scatter but
rather reflect the electrons back specularly (bottom left, Figure 1.2), semiclassical models
predict that spin valves will have GMR as large as that observed in multilayers, as the
outer boundary condition has become periodic[7]. Surface engineering could thus produce
an enormous increase in the GMR ratio of spin valves, as much as fivefold.

12



1.1. BASIC PHENOMENOLOGY

1.1.4 Layer pinning: coupling and ”exchange bias”

It is not trivial to create the antiparallel magnetization state necessary to produce giant
magnetoresistance. Two ferromagnets with equal properties will tend to rotate equally in
response to an applied magnetic field, so one could sweep from positive to negative saturation
field without observing any change in the relative alignment of the films. This state is known
as ferromagnetic coupling, and no GMR will be present in this case. Worsening the situation
is that in most cases, some residual ferromagnetic coupling (on the order of 10 Oe) will be
present for two ferromagnetic layers separated by an thin noble metal spacer, to 30 Å. This
tends to lock the motion of the two magnets together.

While ferromagnetic coupling is universally observed, the origin of the residual ferro-
magnetic coupling is somewhat controversial. It has been ascribed either to pinholes in
the spacer layer, producing direct coupling where the ferromagnets touch, or to correlated
roughness across the spacer layer, producing magnetostatic coupling between free poles at
the top and bottom interfaces. This mechanism is known as Neél coupling[8], or more
popularly, ”orange peel” coupling.

Evidence for both ferromagnetic coupling mechanisms has been demonstrated in sep-
arate experiments. Ferromagnetic bridging, tentatively ascribed to Co/Cu pinholes, has
been observed directly through Lorenz microscopy on Co/Cu multilayers first by Zweck[9]
and coauthors. Egelhoff and coauthors[10] have provided strong indirect evidence for the
Neél mechanism, on the other hand, in low-temperature (120K) deposition of Cu on Co in
NiO/Co/Cu/Co spin valves. Functional spin valves (8.8%) with remarkably thin Cu layers,
to 10Å, have been produced using this technique, twice as thin as at ambient deposition.
The great reduction in FM coupling is ascribed to the reduction in the grain size of Cu,
where the surface roughness is thought to scale with grain size.

The ferromagnetic coupling is overwhelmed in practice through one of two methods,
requiring different film structures. Thus at least two different structures may create GMR:
GMR multilayers or GMR spin-valves. 1 These are illustrated in Figure 1.4.

In studies of ferromagnetic / nonmagnetic (FM/NM) multilayers, it has been found that
there is an intrinsic and very strong antiferromagnetic (AF) coupling[12] which oscillates
with the NM layer thickness[13] and is generally observed for ferromagnet-nonmagnetic
transition metal combinations[14].2 The multilayer AF coupling was used to produce GMR

1For completeness, we note also that granular GMR systems may obtain a significant GMR effect; here,
very small FM precipitates are aged out of a NM matrix in which they are imiscible. [11] Granular GMR
systems have been of relatively little experimental or theoretical interest due to the difficulty in controlling
or evaluating particle size.

2The oscillatory AF coupling is thought to arise through either an ”RKKY” interaction, in which the
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION TO SPIN-VALVE GIANT MAGNETORESISTANCE

in the earliest studies[2], but has proven to be too strong for use in low-field sensors, as the
full AP state is not obtained up until saturating fields of 100-1000 Oe.

”Exchange biased spin-valves” have been preferred for applications, as these use un-
coupled ferromagnetic layers. We will treat spin valves in this thesis. Exchange-biasing
provides the antiparallel state, and saturation fields may be identified with the coercivity of
the ”free” layer. Exchange anisotropy was discovered by Miekeljohn and Bean (1957)[17, 18].
In their work, it was found that unidirectional magnetic anisotropy can be created where
an antiferromagnet is placed in direct contact with a ferromagnet. The anisotropy is cre-
ated when the bilayer system is annealed above the antiferromagnet’s ordering temperature
in the presence of a magnetic field, providing a preferred magnetization direction for the
ferromagnet. The phenomenon, and antiferromagnetism in general, was thought to be tech-
nologically useless until the late 70’s, when it was shown that the anisotropy may be used
as a biasing mechanism (”exchange bias”) in the thin film couple NiFe/FeMn[19, 20]. The
unidirectional anisotropy shifts the magnetization (M-H) loop of the ferromagnet opposite
to the annealing field direction.

A qualitative explanation for the phenomenon is widely accepted, illustrated in Figure
1.4. Successive layers of an antiferromagnet, cut along an appropriate crystal direction,
possess spins of opposite directions in alternate layers. If an atomically smooth interface
is created, a plane of uncompensated spins in the antiferromagnet will be present. Direct
exchange coupling between these spins and the first plane of spins in the ferromagnet provide
an obvious mechanism for bias field creation. On the other hand, perfect interfaces are
experimentally unattainable, so any amount of roughness would seem to cancel the effect
out. The paradox is addressed in the model of Malozemoff[21], in which he argues that
rough interfaces of length N will tend to have

√
N uncompensated spins, as in a random

walk.

Several experimental discrepancies with the model exist, however. First, there is no
correlation whatsoever between uncompensated crystal plane directions and orientation of
highest exchange bias in MBE-deposited NiFe/FeMn[22]–the experimental trend is oppo-
site, with the fully compensated (111) orientation providing highest bias fields. Second,
calculated domain wall widths presumed to be created in the antiferromagnet in the re-
versed magnetization state far exceed the antiferromagnet thickness. The understanding of
exchange bias is a very active research area in its own right; see recent reviews by Berkowitz

free-electron gas is polarized through interactions with the magnetic layer[13], or through the formation of
quantum-well states in the nonmagnetic layer[15] Progress in understanding the AF coupling has approached
completeness and has been reviewed by Jones in [16]
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Figure 1.4: Illustration of GMR-multilayers and spin valves.

and Takano[23] and Stiles and McMichael [24].
Although extremely important for spin valves, exchange bias falls somewhat outside of

the scope of this thesis. We will be concerned with exchange bias to the extent that we
may verify that a complete AP-state is present, so that the full ∆R

R amplitude is measured.
A small amount of microstructure-properties data will be considered for the FeMn/ NiFe
system in Section 7.

1.2 Use of spin-valves in magnetic storage technology

GMR spin valves may be engineered to display a large change in resistance (to 20%) in
response to a small applied magnetic field (to < 1 Oe). The combination of these properties
produces a large field sensitivity of resistance response, often measured in %/Oe. Due to the
high sensitivity of resistance response, spin valves[25, 26] and GMR sensors generally[27]
were recognized immediately as ideal candidates for the field-sensing element (read head)
in magnetic recording technology.

GMR spin valves were particularly attractive as sensors since they could be easily sub-
stituted for single-layer magnetoresistive sensors, based on anisotropic magnetoresistance
(AMR). For these permalloy films used previously, ∆R

R ∼ 2%, so GMR spin valves, initially
reaching ∆R

R ∼ 5 − 8%, offered a clear and immediate benefit. The magnetoresistive film
sensor is used edge-on, with current passed in the plane of the film (CIP-geometry) to detect
the magnetic fields rising above the media. A schematic illustration of the use of the spin
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION TO SPIN-VALVE GIANT MAGNETORESISTANCE

valve in a magnetic recording head is shown in Figure 1.5. Sensors based on CPP-GMR
have been proposed, but have been slower to find acceptance, due in part to the consider-
able engineering challenges involved in modifying the sensor geometry. Chief among these
is the low resistivity of the metal film, requiring very small cross-sectional elements to be
patterned.

Figure 1.5: Application of GMR spin valve in magnetic recording, courtesy http:
www.ibm.com.

For spin-valve applications, then, several quantities can be identified for optimization.
For high sensitivity of resistance response, ∆R

R , or the GMR ratio, should be as high as
possible. For sensitivity to low fields, the free layer coercivity, Hc1, should be as low as
possible. It is important to make sure that the resistance response comes about from the
free layer only, so it is important to make sure that the exchange-bias field HE is as high as
possible. Similarly, pinned layer coercivity Hc2 should be as low as possible.

In this thesis, we will be primarily concerned with ∆R
R , although we will pay some

attention to Hc1 in Section 3.5. However, it is important to bear in mind that all quantities
must be optimized simultaneously in devices, and that tradeoffs are often present. ∆R

R and
HE are typically in conflict through the Cu layer thickness: thin Cu layers create large ∆R

R ,
to be described in Section 2.2.1, but increase the residual ferromagnetic coupling and tend
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to decrease HE. The highest observed room-temperature amplitudes of ∆R
R have been for

Co layers, but these tend to exhibit poor HE and Hc1 compared with NiFe.

GMR spin valves entered production in the IBM Deskstar hard-drive in 1998. Most
producers of magnetic recording heads followed quickly in incorporting GMR heads. It is
perhaps remarkable that less than ten years elapsed between first observation of the effect
and mass production of devices based upon it. At the same time, many open issues remain
in the understanding of CIP-GMR.

We note finally that magnetic tunnel junctions (”MTJ’s”), which introduce an ultrathin
oxide between magnetic layers in the CPP-geometry, have subsequently shown even higher
GMR effects, to ∆R

R ∼ 40% at room temperature[28] by 1998. This resistance change has
been dubbed ”TMR,” with ”tunneling” perhaps hoped to replace ”giant” and ”anisotropic”
in applications. In ”TMR,” the very high resistivity presented by the tunneling barrier
presents a problem in fabricating a read-head sensor, and some additional challenges are
introduced in fabrication. Full application of TMR sensors in a magnetic recording head
has not yet been demonstrated, but much work is focused in this area at the time of writing,
and the prospects seem bright.

1.3 ”Specular” scattering for higher-sensitivity spin valves

We have mentioned so far that CPP-GMR is found to be much larger than CIP-GMR,
and that multilayer GMR is found to be much larger than spin-valve GMR. Qualitatively
speaking, these two behaviors are thought to be linked. The enhancement of ”specular”
scattering in spin valves is currently believed to be instrumental in removing the difference
between them.

GMR depends on current being transmitted from one magnetic layer to the other, as can
be grasped intuitively from the polarizer analogy in Figure 1.1. CPP-GMR sends a higher
proportion of the current across the spacer layer than CIP-GMR, since drift currents, driven
by the applied electric field, operate in the first, and diffusion currents, arising from random
motion of the electrons, operate in the second. This leads to a greater fraction of the
CPP-current participating in the GMR effect.

GMR for multilayers is found to exceed GMR for spin valves by a factor of five. While
the reasons for this behavior have not been settled, as will be discussed in Section 4.1.2.1, the
prevailing view is that surface scattering creates the difference. If the surfaces of the trilayer
scatter electrons, the perpendicular current is interrupted. Currents completely parallel to
the layers are not affected, on the other hand: these electrons do not encounter surfaces, but
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neither do they contribute to the GMR. If the surfaces can be engineered such that electrons
simply reflect specularly, as by a mirror, the perpendicular current is not interrupted. The
transport situation then becomes equivalent to a multilayer, as the boundary condition has
become infinite. Further computational detail on this idea will be provided in Section 2.2.1,
but the intuitive prospect will not be changed.

The enhancement of ”specularity” has thus become a very exciting prospect in spin
valves over the last several years. One hopes for a several-fold increase in GMR under this
qualitative idea. In Chapter 4, we will examine evidence for specular scattering enhance-
ments in detail, using the novel technique of in-situ magnetoresistance measurement.
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Chapter 2

Some models of GMR

In this chapter, we present some of the transport models used to understand thin-film
resistivity and GMR. There are two goals for the discussion. First, we would like to pro-
vide physical intuition on how various scattering locations manifest themselves in the layer
thickness dependences of GMR and to show why the conductance representation (∆G) is
important. These features of CIP-GMR can all be understood from the semiclassical model
of Dieny. Second, we would like to provide some background for the calculations which are
presented as comparisons with experiment in Chapters 3 and 4.

2.1 Theory: methods to calculate the conductivity

Two principal methods are available to calculate the electrical conductivity of layered struc-
tures, given assumptions about the energy bands in which the electrons can travel. The
first method is a semiclassical one, the Boltzman transport equation (BTE). The BTE treats
transport of ensembles of point-particles, which could equally be gas molecules as conduction
electrons. This method has the advantage of easy connection with physical intuition. The
second method, evaluation of the Kubo-Greenwood formula, is entirely quantum-mechanical
and thus relatively opaque, but should be applicable to all cases of interest for spin valves,
where the BTE does not necessarily apply.
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2.1.1 The semiclassical Boltzmann transport equation

General derivation

The BTE assumes the existence of a position-, velocity-, and time- dependent distribution
function f(r, v, t) for the moving particles. The distribution function quantifies the number
density of particles present in a given conduction state:

f(r,v)drdv = number of particles in drdv (2.1)

f would, for example, be zero for energies several kT above the Fermi energy in a metal
at finite temperature. Once this distribution function is known, it is simple to solve for the
current flux J . From J = nev, where n is the spatial concentration of electrons, we have

J = e
∑
σ=↑,↓

∫
vd3vfσ(v,x) (2.2)

where σ represents a summation over spin. The conductivity σ can then be related to
the current density simply by

σ =
J

E
(2.3)

if J and E are assumed to be collinear. In the absence of any scattering, the number of
particles is conserved as they evolve under any external force:

f(t + dt, r+ dr,v+ dv) = f(t, r,v) (2.4)

If some scattering is present which can change the velocity of the particles, this equation
no longer applies; instead

f(t+ dt, r+ dr,v+ dv)− f(t, r,v) =
(

∂f

∂t

)
collisions

dt (2.5)

Taylor-expanding the differential to first order, we have

(
∂f

∂t

)
dt +∇rf · dr+∇vf · dv =

(
∂f

∂t

)
collisions

dt (2.6)

After dividing through by dt, this becomes(
∂f

∂t

)
+∇rf · v+∇vf ·

(
F
m

)
=
(

∂f

∂t

)
collisions

(2.7)
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This is the BTE. To this point, no assumption has been introduced which distinguishes
conduction electrons from gas molecules or any macroscopic particles.

To distinguish the electronic system, we introduce v −→
(

h̄
m∗
)
k, where m∗ =

(
∂Ek
∂k

)−1
.

We denote also fk: since the Pauli principle allows only integral occupation of each spin
and wavevector state, the number density no longer applies, and f becomes a probability
(0 < fk < 1) of occupancy.

The scattering term for a given wavevector is written generally as:

(
∂fk
∂t

)
collisions

=
∑
k′

[
fk(1− fk′ )Pkk′ − fk′ (1− fk)Pk′k

]
(2.8)

where the left-hand term considers ”scattering-out” processes, in which electrons of
wavevector k change state, and the right-hand term considers ”scattering-in” processes, in
which electrons of wavevector k

′
are scattered to k. The Pkk′ represent the probablilities of

these events.

It is then customary to invoke the principle of microscopic reversibility,

Pkk′ = Pk′k (2.9)

although it bears mentioning that it is correct only for elastic (energy-conserving) scat-
tering, as by impurities or crystal defects. 1 It is also customary to separate fk into
equilibrium and nonequilibrium distributions,

fk = fk0 + gk(x) (2.10)

where fk0 denotes the Fermi-Dirac distribution and gk(x) its perturbation due to an
applied force. The (elastic) scattering term may then be written generally as

(
∂fk
∂t

)
collisions

=
∑
k′

(
gk(x)− gk′ (x)

)
Pkk′ (2.11)

where Pkk′ has units of s−1 We have then for the electronic BTE in its most general
form,

(
∂fk
∂t

)
+∇rfk · k+∇kfk ·

(
F
m

)
=
∑
k

′

(
gk(x)− gk

′ (x)
)

Pkk
′ (2.12)

1For inelastic scattering as by phonons, it is not strictly true; the two probabilities differ by a factor
exp(−ω/kT ), where ω represents the energy difference between k and k

′
, so this approximation holds only

for ”elevated” temperature.[29]
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This form retains generality for all geometries of conductance, which could include CIP-
or CPP-GMR, and all possible forces F on electrons, which could include temperature
gradients or external magnetic fields. It also contains no assumptions on the energy bands
of the layers, so it is possible to incorporate realistic band structure in the Boltzmann
transport model. This has been done in separate treatments by Mertig et al[30, 31, 32] and
Butler et al [33].

General limitations of the BTE

Before proceeding to more specific applications of Eq. 2.12 we point out several restrictions
of the BTE. The first two are not important for the typical CIP-GMR case. For the validity
of the BTE, F must be a constant, not varying over length scales comparable with a mean
free path. This is a relevant restriction for the treatment of CPP-GMR, as the contact
resistances of the layers introduce abrupt voltage drops across the interfaces, but not for CIP.
Secondly, the scattering needs to be dissipative, such that the system returns to equilibrium
after the perturbation force is turned off. This requirement is not restrictive for nearly all
GMR systems, which tend to possess a high degree of disorder. The BTE would however
be a poor representation of recent experiments on the ballistic limit of GMR.

A potentially important restriction is that multiple scattering events cannot be treated, as
it is assumed that there is no phase relationship of electrons as they travel from one scattering
event to the next. Multiple scattering has been essential to understand the conductivity
of highly disordered, quench-condensed metal films (under ”weak localization”)[34]; it is
possible that multiple scattering is necessary to understand the contribution of Co/Cu
interface disorder to GMR, as argued by Zhang and Levy[35]. The Kubo formalism is
necessary to treat this case.

Perhaps the most serious deficiency of the BTE as identified by Tsymbal[36] is that it ig-
nores the possibility of interband transitions. This is well known and has been pointed out in
the textbook of Ashcroft and Mermin.[37] Any electron which is accelerated to the Brillouin
zone boundary and undergoes Bragg-reflection violates the semiclassical idea. This is not a
very important limitation in the treatment of relatively pure bulk metals, as the bands are
not degenerate in energy in most locations. For GMR multilayers, however, interband tran-
sitions may be very important. Due to experimentally observed levels of disorder present
in the system, the bands will be broadened in energy by nearly the magnitude of energy
gaps between bands, so transitions become possible when the electric field is applied. By
ignoring these transitions, Tsymbal has argued, the calculated GMR may be overestimated
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by an order of magnitude, as the parallel conductance is severely overestimated.

2.1.2 Quantum-statistical methods using the Kubo formula

In this section, we will provide a very small amount of background about the use of the
Kubo formula for transport calculations. Given that the use of the technique is mostly
restricted to specialists, we will not attempt to provide anything like the derivation given
for the BTE. In this thesis, all Kubo-formula calculations have been provided by Evgueni
Tsymbal. The notes here are drawn from the textbook of Mahan[38] and the lecture notes
of Hirshfeld[39]; much greater detail on motivation and use of the Kubo formula is provided
there.

The Kubo formula is a generalized linear response-theory. Given some external pertur-
bation on a system, assumed to be small, the formula will calculate the response on an
observable property. For an observable Θ, the change under the Kubo formula in response
to a perturbation potential H

′
writes

δ〈Θ̂〉 = −i

∫
dt

′
Tr
(
ρ̂[H

′
, Θ̂H(t)]

)

where ΘH = e−iĤotΘe+iĤot, and ρ̂(0) is the unperturbed density matrix and Tr denotes
the trace of the matrix. This equation is relatively simple to derive. (Hirschfeld, 2.2.2) For
the conductivity, the observable is the current operator and the perturbation is the electric
field.

In practice, it is not necessary to know the density matrix to calculate the conductivity.
The density matrix can be restated in terms of Green’s functions. If the Hamiltonian for
the system can be divided into one (Ĥo) for which the Green’s functions are known, plus
a perturbation potential V̂ , it is possible to solve for the perturbed Green’s functions by
expanding to all orders through Dyson’s equation

G(p,E) =
Go(p,E)

1− Go(p,E)Σ(p,E)

where Go(p,E) is the unperturbed Green’s function, and Σ is the ”self-energy,” a partic-
ular class of perturbation expansion in V̂ . It may then be possible to state the conductivity
in terms of Σ, so Σ will have to be evaluated in practice. Approximations usually have to be
made in this step (Mahan, p.109). So, the quality of the Kubo-calculated conductance, exact
in terms of the self-energy, depends on the quality of the approximation to the self-energy.
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2.2 Models used in this work

2.2.1 Semiclassical transport model of Dieny

Most of the Dieny model[40, 41] simply rehashes Fuchs’ 1938 calculation for the current in a
single thin-film layer. This is shown in the first part of this section. In fact, there is a direct
evolution to be traced from Fuchs to the first multilayer free electron BTE treatments[42]
of conductance, to the first semiclassical model of GMR by Camley and Barnas.[43] Only
the boundary conditions for the various layers and the assumption of parallel spin channels
distinguish the GMR system from the double layer treatment; Dieny’s main innovation over
the Camley-Barnas model was to treat surface scattering in spin valves, C-B having treated
only multilayers. We will show how Dieny’s GMR model comes out of the Fuchs derivation
in the second part of this section.

Free-electron CIP and CPP conductance under the relaxation time approxima-

tion

We treat first the BTE in a single layer in the CIP-geometry, then discuss the CPP-
geometry qualitatively. In CIP, E = Ex is taken to be parallel to the layers, where z is
taken to be the direction of layer stacking. The direction of layer stacking to be the ẑ

direction, and the film plane is x̂ − ŷ. We then have F = eEx̂, and −→∇rf becomes zero in
all directions but ẑ, as we consider the sample dimensions to be infinite in the film plane.
Substituting Eq. 2.10 into Eq. 2.7 then yields in the steady-state,

(
∂gσ

∂z

)
vσz +

(
∂fσk0

∂kx

)
eE

m∗σ =
(

∂fσ

∂t

)
scattering

(2.13)

where the σ superscript denotes electrons of a given spin. It is assumed here that the equi-
librium electron distribution fk0 is independent of position; this departs from an evaluation
under realistic electronic structure, as some charge transfer may occur at interfaces.[44] To
simplify the evaluation of the scattering term, the relaxation time approximation is intro-
duced. It is assumed that when the field is turned off, the current decays exponentially
towards equilibrium with a relaxation time defined as the mean time between scattering
events τ , so

(
∂fσ

∂t

)
scattering

= −gσ(x)
τσ

(2.14)

We then have for Eq. 2.13,
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(
∂gσ

∂z

)
+

gσ

τσvσz
= − eE

m∗σ vσz

(
∂fσ

∂vx

)
(2.15)

This ordinary differential equation can be solved in closed form. The nonequilibrium
distribution function then writes:

gσ(kx, z) =
eEτσ

m∗σ

(
∂fσ

∂vx

)(
1− Aσ(vz) exp(

−z

τσvFz
)
)

(2.16)

where A, the integration constant, can be a function of velocity since the ODE only
considers the spatial dependence.

The derivative
(
∂fσ

∂vx

)
can be simplified further, using the statistical properties of a

free-electron gas. This is the semiclassical portion of the model: classical dynamics, but
quantum-mechanical statistics are used. Electrons, as fermions, are known to obey the
Fermi-Dirac distribution for each allowed quantum state in momentum space (k-space):

fσk (E) =
1

1 + exp(E−εF
kT )

(2.17)

where εf is the Fermi energy, and f(E) describes the probability of occupancy, from
0 < f < 1. At zero temperature, this function approximates a negative step function
centered at εf . Thus the occupancy falls off abruptly from unity to zero at εf , with higher-
energy states unfilled, and the energy derivative of f(E) is a delta function:

(
∂fσk
∂E

)
= δ(E − εF ) (2.18)

In this context fσk describes the probability of occupancy, rather than the number density,
in k−space. To yield a number density, fσk is multiplied by the density of states in k−space,

1
( 2π

L
)3
, where L is the dimension of the system.

In our discussion through Equation 2.16, it is important to remember that f and g have
been defined as number density in r- and v-space. We have then a normalization condition
for fr,v(E)

fσr,v(E) =
fσ,or,v

1 + exp(E−εF
kT )

(2.19)

such that the number density satisfies

fσ,or,v =
Nσ

V rV v
F

(2.20)
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where V v
F represents the volume enclosed by the Fermi surface (energy equal to the

Fermi energy) in velocity space, V r is the volume of the physical system, and Nσ is the
total number of electrons of spin σ in the system.

Under the free-electron approximation, this expression can be simplified further. Since
energy depends only on the magnitude of the electron velocity, as E = 1

2m
∗v2, the Fermi

surface is spherical, so

fσ,or,v =
nσ

(4π
3 )v3

F

(2.21)

where nσ is the spatial concentration of electrons of a given spin, and vF is the Fermi
velocity. Next, we would like to convert the derivative in Equation 2.16 to a v- rather than
a vx-derivative. Since we have the relation

v2 = v2
x + v2

y + v2
z (2.22)

it is true that
(
∂vx
∂v

)
= v

vx
. For the term in equation 2.16, we have finally

(
∂fσ

∂vx

)
=

3nσ

4π
vx
v

δ(v − vF ) (2.23)

and, after substituting, the nonequilibrium distribution function becomes

gσ(kx, z) =
3
4π

eEnστσ

m∗σ
vx
v

δ(v − vF )
(
1− Aσ(vz) exp(

−z

τσvz
)
)

(2.24)

This gives the CIP distribution function in its simplest form.

As an aside, we mention that for routine calculations, the BTE turns out to be less
interesting for the CPP conductance than for CIP conductance. When current is passed
perpendicularly through a narrow pillar, the velocity distribution gk(x) function does not
depend on position in a typical two-fluid, free electron model: current simply passes ver-
tically through whatever constriction is defined, and spin-dependent bulk and interfacial
resistances add in series. This fact makes the CPP-GMR more straightforward to under-
stand, and more useful for a simple disentangling of bulk and interface SDS parameters.

For finite spin-diffusion lengths, however, the position-independence of g is no longer
true, and the BTE becomes more relevant to CPP-GMR. Valet and Fert have used the
BTE as a starting point for their widely applied model of CPP-GMR.2 After the deriva-

2The above-mentioned restriction to application of the BTE to CPP-conductance, that E should be
position-independent, has been circumvented by V-F by introducing a position-dependent ”quasi-fermi level”
fk0 .
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tion, however, a simple parameterized closed-form solution is all that is necessary to fit
experimental data, so the BTE itself is not typically used in this context.

Application to GMR

We are now in a position to solve for the spin-dependent currents in the multilayer system.
For both magnetization orientations, the currents in each layer are summed together for the
total current.

To determine the current in each layer, Equation 2.24 is integrated through Equation
2.2. The integral becomes, in spherical coordinates:

Jσ
x =

e2τσnσ

m∗σ E
3
4π

∫
dΩ
∫ ∞

0
dv

v2
x

v2
δ(v − vF )

(
1− A(vz) exp(

−z

τσvz
)
)

(2.25)

where the integration over Ω is over all solid angles. The leading term may be imme-
diately recognized as the Drude conductivity, σ = e2 n τ

m∗ , where the bulk resistivity ρ = 1
σ .

Evaluating the delta function then yields

Jσ
x = σσE

3
4π

∫
dΩx̂2

(
1− A(ẑ) exp(

−z

λσ ẑ
)
)

(2.26)

where x̂ and ẑ represent the component of solid angle along the respective coordinate
directions. Since < x̂2 >= 4π/3, we then have for the flux through the layer:

Jσ
x =

E

ρσ

(
1− 3

4π

∫
dΩ x̂2 A(ẑ) exp(

−z

λẑ
)
)

(2.27)

so from Equation 2.3, the conductivity σ for the layer is

σσ(z) =
1
ρσ

(
1− 3

4

∫ 1

−1
dµAσ(µ)(1− µ2) exp(

−z

µλσ
)
)

(2.28)

where µ refers to the cosine of momentum perpendicular to the surfaces or interfaces.
To evaluate the sheet conductance, we take the expression for the sheet resistance

Rs =
l

wt
ρ (2.29)

where l, w, t are the dimensions of the film. Since G = 1
Rs

, and l and w have the same
(infinite) dimensions for a thin film, we have

G =
∑
σ=↑,↓

∫ t

0
dz σσ(z) (2.30)
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so that the thin film conductance takes two terms

Gtot =
∑
σ

(G0 + G1) (2.31)

G0 =
t

ρ
(2.32)

G1 =
3
4ρσ

{∫ t

0
dz

∫ 1

0
dµ(1− µ2)µAσ

+(µ)
(
1− exp

( −z

λσµ

))}
+

3
4ρσ

{∫ t

0
dz

∫ 1

0
dµ(1− µ2)µAσ

−(µ)
(
1− exp

( −z

λσµ

))}
(2.33)

A±(µ) refers to the integration constant for currents traveling up (+) or down (-); the
expression is broken up in this way so that the exponential remains negative. To estimate
the spin-dependent resistivities ρσ in the different channels, under the free-electron model,
one has the relationship

1
ρσ

=
λσ

λ↑ + λ↓
1
ρ

(2.34)

where ρ is the physical (measured) bulk resistivity; we are assuming here (as elsewhere)
that the two spin channels act as parallel resistors.

The two terms G0 and G1 correspond to different physics of thin-film conductivity. The
first term, G0, reduces to

G0 =
t

ρ
(2.35)

where ρ is the bulk resistivity of the layer. This term is simply the parallel conductance
of the layer. The parallel conductance would be present if all current were constrained to
flow in the x direction, so it includes no effects from surface or interface scattering. This is
known as the drift current, found for bulk samples.

The second term does not simplify further. This is the diffusion term, and it is the one
responsible for both GMR and the resistivity size effect in thin films4.1.1.1. In the t

λ → ∞
limit, the diffusion term makes no contribution for a system symmetric about the layer.
A±(µ) describes the effect of the boundary, as will be seen shortly: if there is no boundary
scattering, this term vanishes.

The boundary conditions: source of GMR
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Most of the information relevant for the GMR is contained in the direction-dependent
A(µ). So far, nothing has been introduced to the calculation system to make it specific to
GMR, besides the assumption of parallel spin channels. The boundary conditions on the
various layers, and the assumption of spin-dependent scattering parameters, create GMR
and all size effects under this model.

In transport between layers, current with spin orientation σ (defined ↑ or ↓ with respect
to a laboratory reference frame) may either be coherently transmitted or diffusely scattered.
The portion of the current which is diffuse-scattered is assumed to be simply lost from the
current, as it has no preferred momentum after the scattering. Transmission between layer
i and i + 1 occurs with probability T σ

i , where 0 < T σ
i < 1. This imposes the boundary

condition

T σ
i gσi+(ti, vz) = gσi+1+

(0, vz) (2.36)

for electrons traveling up (z+), where the layer positions are defined 0 to ti from low to
high z (thickness direction). Similarly,

gσi−(ti, vz) = T σ
i gσi+1−(0, vz) (2.37)

for electrons traveling down (high to low z). Having established links between the current
distributions at the various interfaces between layers, the solution propagates outwards
towards the surfaces, where some assumption of the surface condition must be made. This
is where some assumption of specularity is introduced.

At the surfaces, probabilities of specular reflection p, similar to the interface transmis-
sivities, are defined:

gσ0+
(0, vz) = p bottom gσ0−(0, vz) (2.38)

gσN−(0, vz) = p top gσ0+
(0, vz) (2.39)

Again, the idea is that electrons scatter either conserving both momentum components
(k‖ constant, k⊥ reversed in sign) or diffusely, so that they make no net contribution to the
current.

These various boundary conditions allow the current distribution to communicate from
one layer to the next. As sketched in Section 1.1, it is the current transmitted across the
Cu spacer layer which gives rise to GMR. Thus high transmissivities T , or short thicknesses
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with respect to the mean free path t
λ , should be important for high GMR. We will show

that this is true in a model calculation, shortly.

However, the other part of the polarizer analogy important for GMR is the spin-
dependent scattering, or the polarizing action itself. There must be some scattering pa-
rameter introduced in the model which depends strongly on the spin orientation of the
conduction electron σ. The interfacial transmissivity between FM and NM layers T σ

i can
be spin-dependent, such that T ↑

i and T ↓
i differs. An asymmetry β has been defined:

β =
T ↑
i

T ↓
i

This corresponds to interfacial spin-dependent scattering. (See Section 1.1.3). Similarly,
spin-dependent scattering can be defined in the bulk, as a difference in the mean free paths
λσ.

α =
λ↑
i

λ↓
i

In both these cases, the spin direction of the layer or interface is defined as the direction
of the conduction electron spin with respect to the magnetic moment. So, by switching
the magnetic layer configuration, the scattering parameters may change, and the calculated
conductance will change as well.

Choice of parameters

Finally, then, the Dieny model requires several parameters, up to ten for a trilayer, to
define the GMR system. Layer resistivities ρi and spin-dependent mean-free paths λ↑

i and
λ↓
i must be defined for each layer i. Spin-dependence is required only for the magnetic

layers; for the NM layers, these are set equal. Some constraint is placed on the assumption
by the relationship

ρ(λ↑ + λ↓) = k (2.40)

where k is a material dependent constant depending on the total density of free electrons.
These are assumed to remain mostly constant for the transition metal layers of interest and
are tabulated in[40, 41].

Transmissivities T are introduced for each interface between i and i + 1. It is usually
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assumed that for junctions of similar materials (NM/NM or FM/FM), T can be set to unity.
T is set to less than unity generally only where spin-dependent interfacial scattering is to
be modeled.

The surface scattering parameters ptop and pbottom are usually set equal, although this
does not need to be the case. Dieny originally assumed p = 0, but later treatments have set
finite specularities[7]. Specularities are assumed to be spin-independent.

Computation

Here we sum up how the calculation is done. It is possible to calculate the GMR for
a system with an arbitrary number of layers: although three is the minimum to produce
GMR, up to ten could be of interest for a complex exchange-biased spin-valve system, and
Dieny has calculated GMR for up to 30 bilayers of a multilayer structure. Calculation time
scales roughly with N .

Parameters must be chosen for each layer. First, each layer thickness ti is used as input.
Second, there are bulk resistivities ρi. It is usually possible to measure these experimentally,
although not necessarily directly for relevant thicknesses. Next, the spin-dependent mean-
free paths λσi must be assigned. The sum λ↑ + λ↓ can be inferred from Equation 2.40. k

has been set equal for transition metal layers of interest (NiFe, Co, Cu, Fe) by Dieny and
Gurney, at 1.9×105ΩÅ, due to the presumed similarity in band structure leading to a similar
free-electron number. To fix the relative weight between λ↑ and λ↓, some value of α must
be assumed. This is the most uncertain step. Naturally α = 1 for all nonmagnetic layers,
but for the ferromagnets, this is a fitting parameter for GMR data. Normally it does not
exceed 10; the same is true for β.

The parameters are assigned to each layer for each spin channel in each magnetization
configuration. Each spin channel has parameters assigned for the spin-orientation, defined
with respect to a laboratory frame, compared with the layer magnetization. The spin-up
parameter is assigned where the spin channel and magnetization are parallel, and spin-down
is assigned where they are antiparallel. So, for the parallel magnetization configuration of
a trilayer for example, up-spins take λ↑ for both FM layers, and down-spins take λ↓. A
similar procedure is used to assign T σ

i .

After assigning the parameters for a given spin and magnetization configuration, the
Aσ
i (µ) functions are computed. The first values are found from the boundary conditions,

expressed from Equations 2.38. Values from adjacent layers are found using the Equation
2.37. In general, Aσ

i (µ) will be a rather lengthy product of exponentials in µ. We have
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chosen to do calculations in Maple V in order that symbolic expressions may be integrated,
and the code remains general for an arbitrary number of layers.

Finally conductances are evaluated through the formula

Gtot =
∑

i=1..N

Gi (2.41)

where

Gi =
ti
ρi

+

(2.42)∑
σ=↑,↓

3
4ρi

λσ

λ↑ + λ↓

{∫ ti

0
dz

∫ 1

0
dµ(1− µ2)µAσ

i,+(µ)

(
1− exp

(
−z

λσi µ

))}
+

∑
σ=↑,↓

3
4ρi

λσ

λ↑ + λ↓

{∫ t

0
dz

∫ 1

0
dµ(1− µ2)µAσ

i,−(µ)

(
1− exp

(
−z

λσi µ

))}
(2.43)

The lengthy part of the calculation is the numerical double-integration, which under
Maple V is not as fast as in a compiled program (such as C or Pascal). Over time, this has
become a non-issue, however, since with 300-450 MHz desktop computers under Windows
95/98, a series of ∼ 20 GMR calculations will evaluate in ∼ 10 minutes in Maple V.

Layer thickness dependence of GMR, Dieny model

The main success of the semiclassical models of GMR has been to understand the layer
thickness dependences of CIP-GMR. We will perform some Dieny-model calculations to
demonstrate this, and will then try to draw out some intuitive expectations from the model.

Different behaviors are observed for NM- and FM-layer thicknesses. It has been gener-
ally observed in experiments that there is a monotonic decrease in GMR with increasing
nonmagnetic layer thickness. Beyond the minimum 10-20 Å of NM necessary to attain
the antiparallel state, something like an exponential decay of ∆R

R is observed. Parkin has
contrasted in Co/Cu/Co an exponential decay observed at room temperture with a 1

tCu
de-

pendence at low temperature, where the room temperature value was thought to be formed
by phonon scattering.[45] For the ferromagnetic layer, however, a thickness exists for which
GMR is maximum, around 30-60 Å in typical spin valves. These behaviors are both under-
stood by the Dieny model.
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Ferromagnetic layer dependence of GMR:

manifestation of surface scattering

The calculated dependence of GMR on one ferromagnetic layer thickness is shown in
Figure 2.1. In these calculations, we have assumed ρCo=15µΩ ·cm, ρCu=6 µΩ ·cm, pbottom =
1, and α = 10.

Note that there is a ferromagnetic layer thickness for which the GMR is maximum. If
the optimal ferromagnetic layer thickness is denoted t∗f , then t∗f increases with increasing
surface scattering, from < 20Å to 70Å.

The origin of this behavior is shown more clearly in the plots of ∆G and G. These are
the change in conductance with magnetic configuration and conductance, respectively. The
conductance change ∆G has been understood to be a more fundamental measure of GMR
than the GMR ratio ∆R

R .[46] Here, it can be verified that there is no peak in ∆G with tf .
Instead, there is only an exponential approach to maximum value, and the increasing region
affected by surface scattering is more clearly visible. For the p = 0 case, the decay length
matches quite well with the assumed λ↑ of 61 Å.

Conductance G, on the other hand, merely increases more or less linearly with thick-
ness. So an optimum value for GMR is obtained: since ∆R

Rp
= ∆G

Gap
, the linear increase

in G, attributed to current shunting away from the interface, brings GMR down for thick
ferromagnetic layers, ∆G remaining constant. It can then be seen from the calculated data
that ∆G eliminates the current shunting effects on GMR. It is clear why this should be so.
Recalling Equation 2.2,

G = e
∑
σ=↑,↓

∫
vd3v

∫
fσ(v,x)dz

current contributions are summed along the thickness direction, as in parallel conductors.
So by measuring ∆G, we may eliminate those thicknesses of the spin valve which do not
contribute to GMR.

The effect of surface scattering on GMR may be seen even more clearly in the simulation
of GMR from interfacial spin-dependent scattering in Figure 2.2. In this case, the thickness
of the Co layer introduces no spin-dependent scattering. Here, then, it may be seen rather
plainly that the exponential increase of ∆G with tf comes about from the reducing influence
of surface scattering. For the p = 1 case, there is no increase in ∆R

R with thickness for thin
Co, which for the bulk scattering case (Figure 2.1) may be identified roughly with λ↓ of
∼ 6Å. The initial decrease in ∆G is rather puzzling and likely arises from a calculation
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Figure 2.1: FM layer thickness dependence of GMR, Dieny model. Calculated for
Co(20Å)/Cu20Å/Co(tf ) trilayer, bulk spin-dependent scattering with α = 10; see text for
details. Note that a ferromagnetic layer thickness exists for which the GMR ratio is opti-
mum, and that this value decreases with increasing top surface specularity ptop. ∆G is an
intrinsic measure of CIP-GMR which does not include the shunting contribution of G.
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error for the multiple-reflecting case p = 1. Note again, that the decay length in ∆G for the
p = 0 case identifies rather closely with the assumed λ↑ = λ↓ of 31 Å.

In both cases, note that the conductance curves G(tCo) are simply offset by a significant
amount through the surface scattering p. We will make use of this expectation in the in-situ
magnetoconductance measurements, outlined in Section 4.1.3.

Nonmagnetic spacer layer dependence of GMR:

mean-free path effect

The Cu thickness layer dependence is much simpler and conforms almost exactly to our
intuitive expectations from the polarizer analogy. (See Section 1.1.1.) A roughly exponential
decrease in ∆R

R with tCu is predicted, as observed by Parkin[45] and many others. The
physical picture, again, may be seen in the dependence of ∆G and G on tCu. The Cu
thickness dependence of GMR is often misattributed to current shunting, but the dominant
influence of ∆G in this region (verified experimentally) proves this idea inadequate. Instead,
it is the amount of current which can reach the opposite interface before scattering which
influences ∆G and GMR.

The decrease in ∆G with tCu makes some sense in terms of the polarizer analogy. Placing
an opaque glass between the polarizers would tend to decrease the modulation in transmit-
ted intensity. The modulation would be reduced proportionally for thicker or more opaque
glass. We might imagine then that it is the ratio of spacer thickness to mean-free path
between scattering tCu/λ which controls the GMR (∆G). This turns out to be exactly
correct, as shown in Figure 2.4.

Discussion

The behavior of GMR spin valves has been most widely understood through the semi-
classical free-electron models. More advanced models, which treat the electronic structure
of the transition metals in a more realistic fashion, have not provided additional insight in
understanding the layer-thickness dependences of CIP-GMR. Given the simplicity of the
Dieny or Camley-Barnas models, this counts as a resounding success.

However, the models are somewhat dissatisfying in a certain respect. Where do the
parameters α or β come from? These are empirically introduced–are there any reasons why
they should take one value rather than another? One would prefer to know more about α or
β–particularly which one is operative–since an aim in applications is to make them higher.
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Figure 2.2: FM layer thickness dependence of GMR, Dieny model. Calculated for
Co(20Å)/Cu20Å/Co(tf ) trilayer, interfacial spin-dependent scattering with β = 10; see
text for details. Note that for p = 1, no optimal ferromagnetic layer thickness exists for
GMR; compare with Figure , and that this value decreases with increasing top surface spec-
ularity ptop. ∆G is an intrinsic measure of CIP-GMR which does not include the shunting
contribution of G.
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Figure 2.3: NM layer thickness dependence of GMR, Dieny model. Calculated for
Co(20Å)/CutCu/Co(20Å) trilayer. Note that the leading contribution to the exponential
decrease in GMR arises from ∆G, where a simple falloff is seen.
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∆
Ω

λ

Figure 2.4: ∆G vs tCu/λCu, Dieny model. Simulations for various Cu thickness and Cu
resistivity series are plotted on a single curve. No such simple scaling exists for ∆R

R

Here the semiclassical free-electron models can tell us nothing.

However, there does exist a role for the semiclassical models slightly outside of the
purpose for which they were introduced. We will use the model in Chapter 3 to model the
dependence of GMR on bulk scattering. If ρ is increased (and λ decreaed), similar to what
is seen in Figure 2.4, GMR decreases. This may be represented as a linear dependence of
∆G on G, and is shown in Figure 3.37.

2.2.2 Realistic-band model of Tsymbal

The model of Tsymbal for GMR[36] leads to relatively simple conclusions on the microscopic
origins of GMR, left open in the semiclassical model. In Tsymbal’s model, GMR arises from
scattering by spin-independent disorder into spin-dependent empty states created by the d-
bands of the transition metals. A single parameter, γ, enters into the model to characterize
the extrinsic spin-independent disorder. The conductance is treated by the Kubo formula
in the weak-scattering limit, with bands calculated under tight-binding. In this section, as
in Section 2.1.2, we will not at all attempt to derive the model of Tsymbal, but will merely
point out some of its main features and consequences.

The Kubo conductance is calculated from the self-energy Σ under the weak-scattering
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limit. In taking a power series for Γ̂, only terms of order V̂ 2 are retained. So a fairly simple
perturbation series for the self energy Σ (written Γ̂ by Tsymbal) can be written:

Γ̂ = 〈V̂ GoV̂ 〉

where V̂ is the perturbation potential on the perfect crystal Hamiltonian Ĥo.

Ĥ = Ĥo + V̂

Ĥo is the Hamiltonian giving rise to the electronic structure of the perfect system. V̂ ,
on the other hand, models the effects of spin-independent disorder. A motivation for this
assumption is the experimental observation, detailed in the HR-xTEM characterization of
Section 3.1, that typical spin valves and multilayers which exhibit large GMR are far from
perfect films, with a great deal of crystallographic disorder present in grain boundaries and
stacking faults.3 This potential is assumed to be distributed diagonally on the individual
atomic sites and randomly distributed according to the magnitude of γ

〈VmjαVm′ j′α′ 〉 = γ2δmm′ δjj′δαα′

where the brackets denote a configurational average, m denotes the unit cell, j denotes
the atomic site, and α denotes the orbital character. γ then measures the mean-square
deviation of on-site atomic disorder.

After going through the calculation of conductance from Γ̂, scattering rates τ are ob-
tained:

τ−1
j,α =

2
h̄
ImΓ−

j,α,j,α(Ef ) =
2π
h̄

γ2nj,α(Ef )

where τj,α represents scattering at a given site, for electrons of a given orbital, and nj,α

denotes the partial density of states for a given orbital character in the given unit cell.

This is a remarkable result: scattering is found to be proportional to the density of states
at the Fermi level, entirely consistent with the Mott mechanism for resistivity in transition
metals[1]. Schematic electronic structure for transiton-metal ferromagnet bands are shown
in Figure 4.2. The Mott mechanism was postulated as the source of spin-dependent scatter-

3This brings up the question of whether the weak scattering limit is justified; Tsymbal has cited the
condition γn(Ef ) � 1 for its use. For Co, n(Ef )∼0.1 eV−1, and typical γ used to represent residual
resistivities is 0-1 eV, so the approximation appears to be valid.
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Figure 2.5: Mott picture of GMR: current is carried by the dispersive sp-bands, with d-
states providing final states to scatter into. Thus resistivity becomes proportional to D(Ef ),
dominated by the d-band. Scattering in a ferromagnet then becomes spin-dependent through
the higher density of d-states in minority (spin-down) Co.

ing from very early studies[5], but Tsymbal’s model was apparently the first to show how
the Mott mechanism would arise without being empirically introduced.

The energy bands in the layers themselves are calculated using tight-binding methods.
This assumes that the electronic structure can be expanded in terms of the individual atomic
orbitals, and that the bands are created through nearest-neighbor interactions. Harrison
has shown how free-electron behavior, representing the opposite extreme of localization of
the electrons, can arise from such a model.[47] The matrix elements for the nearest-neighbor
interactions have been tabulated by Papaconstantopolos[48], in fits to bands calculated by
more sophisticated means, and these are used for the inputs to the calculations, which re-
quire rather lengthy integrations over the Fermi surface.

Results of the Tsymbal model

Several interesting predictions result from the Tsymbal model. First, there is a strong
dependence of GMR on crystallographic disorder, as introduced by the parameter γ. Recall
that similar behavior is predicted by the semiclassical model of Dieny through reduction
of λ, entering in through Equation 2.40. Here, however, the mechanism is thought to be
rather different. The bands near the Fermi level are broadened in the calculation, giving
rise to more interband transitions; this reduces conductance in the parallel configuration
more strongly than in the antiparallel configuration, reducing the conductance asymmetry.
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Figure 2.6: Dependence of GMR and conductance G on disorder γ, Tsymbal model.
Reprinted from [36]

The dependence of GMR and G on γ is reprinted in Figure 2.6.

A question of general interest for spin-valve GMR is whether the spin-dependent scatter-
ing occurs in the bulk or at the interface. Tsymbal answers unambiguously that for typical
structures, the spin-dependent scattering occurs in the bulk, and that interfaces should be
made as perfect as possible. If the bulk scattering is reduced strongly, however, the inter-
face steps are thought to become more important, and this will not be represented well by
the model. This should be the case for epitaxial samples of high purity, realized to date
principally, perhaps exclusively, in the record-setting and exhaustively characterized Fe/Cr
samples of Schad, ∆R

R = 220% at 4.2K. [49, 50, 51]

Hybridization is found to be all-important for a correct description of GMR under the
model. If sp- and d-orbitals do not hybridize, modeled by setting their matrix elements
to zero, the spin-dependence of conductivity in Co vanishes, since presumably the inter-
band transitions (scattering into d-states) is forbidden, and the sp-electrons carry current
undisturbed.

2.2.3 Comparison with other models

There has been a great amount of theoretical work on giant magnetoresistance. We would
like to place the two models discussed so far in context by comparing them with some others
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Semiclassical
Boltzmann Formula

Quantum-statistical
Kubo Formula

Free Electron
Approximation

Camley-Barnas[43]
Dieny[40, 41]

Levy-Zhang-Fert[52]
Vedyayev-Dieny-
Rhyzanova[53]

Realistic (Ab-initio
calculated) Electronic

Structure

Mertig et al[32, 31, 30]
Butler et al[33]

Butler et al[54, 55]
Tsymbal[36, 56]

Table 2.1: Classification of some GMR models in terms of assumption of electronic structure
(rows) and technique used to evaluate conductivity (columns)

in the field. The dividing lines appear to go between methods to evaluate the conductivity,
as described (BTE vs Kubo) and assumptions of electronic structure (free electron vs. ab-
initio bands). Thus the model of Dieny falls in the simplest quadrant and that of Tsymbal
in the more advanced quadrant, although the tight-binding bands employed by Tsymbal are
an approximation to KKR-calculated bands, as used in Butler’s model.

Apparently the most important division among models is in the treatment of the elec-
tronic structure; comparisons between Kubo and Boltzmann calculations have not been
found to show important differences. In a comparison between Dieny’s free-electron BTE
model[40] and the Kubo free-electron model of Vedyayev which incorporated identical pa-
rameters [53], almost perfect numerical agreement was found between the two calculations.[41]
Similarly, Butler et al have adapted the Kubo-formula calculation under the self-consistent
layer KKR calculation of electronic structure into a Boltzmann transport treatment which
retains k-dependent effective masses[33], claiming reasonable agreement between calculated
values. Only minority Co conductivities differ significantly, by about 30%; the interband
transitions may be important here. In general, treatments which use realistic treatments
of band structure indicate significant errors in the use of free-electron models for minority
channel ferromagnets, noble metals and majority ferromagnets showing a closer approxima-
tion.

We will refer back to the idea that the electronic structure is most important in models
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of GMR in Section 4.3.4. Different free-electron models are shown to misrepresent Co-Cu
interface scattering regardless of evaluation method. In-situ conductance measurements
reveal that the scattering introduced in forming the Cu/Co interface is quite different from
that created by the Co/Cu interface, with much greater scattering added to the system in
the first case. In the BTE free-electron treatment of Dieny, the interfaces are predicted to
scatter substantially equivalently. We will show that the same is true in the path-integral
free-electron model of W.A. Harrison[57]. The assumption of free-electron behavior, which
appears to be a severe oversimplification, seems to be the most important common feature
between these two models.
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Chapter 3

Ex-situ correlation of bulk

microstructure and spin-valve

GMR

Of the three scattering locations classified for GMR spin valves (bulk, surface, and inter-
face), the bulk has been least prominent in experimental and theoretical treatments. The
fact that typical spin valves are polycrystalline films with a high density of defects and
grain boundaries is often ignored; films are often imagined instead as crystallographically
perfect layers with some intermixing. In this chapter, we wish to draw attention to the real
microstructure present in spin valves and the importance of spin-independent bulk scatter-
ing created by it. The purpose here is to demonstrate spin-valve microstructure-properties
relationships, and to correlate electronic scattering with crystalline microstructure. A full
variety of characterization techniques are used for this purpose, including XRD, HR-xTEM,
Auger spectroscopy, AFM, and 59Co NMR.

We claim generally that bulk scattering by defects decreases the GMR in Co/Cu/Co-
based spin valves. Qualitative fits are shown to the semiclassical free-electron GMR model
of Dieny. Finally, we show that bulk scattering may be manipulated to produce a favorable
combination of soft magnetic properties and high GMR through placement of crystalline
defects, using amorphous CoZr free layers.

We first present a HR-xTEM classification of the typical microstructures of spin valves.
This characterization was among the first recorded for spin valves at the time of publication
(late 1995) and provides a good starting point in visualizing the microstructure of spin valves.
Depending on seed layers and the energetics of initial-layer deposition, we show in Section
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3.1 that NiFe/Co/Cu/Co/NiFe spin valves may take several forms. Observed structures are
divided into three types: highly (111)-textured films, fine-grained and randomly oriented
films, or grain-epitaxially seeded films. These microstructures are classified A, B, and C,
respectively.

Each class of spin valve may be expected to exhibit a different dependence of scatter-
ing on crystallographic order. For highly (111)-textured (type-A) spin valves, we show in
section 3.2 that GMR depends strongly on the average tilt angle between grains, as char-
acterized through X-ray rocking curve measurement. Higher degrees of grain-boundary tilt
will create higher grain-boundary scattering rates, diluting spin-dependent scattering. Care
is taken to address alternate interpretations of the microstructural dependence of scattering,
using AFM, TEM, and Auger characterization. To determine whether what we claim as
a bulk scattering dependence of GMR may instead result from a variation of the Co/Cu
interface structure, 59Co NMR characterization is carried out. This technique, as the most
sensitive known measurement of the local environment of Co atoms, addresses the question
of variations in local Co-Cu intermixing as a function of weakening texture.

For randomly oriented spin valves of types B and C, the grain size is likely to be more
important to GMR. We show in section 3.5 that the placement of microcrystalline or amor-
phous CoZr layers in type-C hybrid NiO/Co/Cu/Co/CoZr spin valves has a strong influence
on GMR. The placement may be engineered to minimize detrimental effects on scattering,
while still improving soft magnetic properties; a simple method to combine these properties
is shown. In cases where the type-C grain structure is mostly fixed by the underlayer, on
the other hand, bulk scattering is strongly affected through the incorporation of impurities.
In section 3.4, we show a dependence of GMR on deposition rate, presumed to vary the
degree of impurity incorporation.

General conclusions on the optimal microstructure for spin valves are presented in section
3.6. Through comparison with the model of Dieny, we advance the tentative hypothesis
that type-B spin valves show the most favorable Co/Cu interface properties, though at the
expense of increased grain-boundary scattering. Some strategies for combining flat interfaces
and low defect densities, for highest GMR, are discussed.

General Introduction

The relationships between microstructure and the magnitude of the giant magnetoresistance
have, for the most part, remained unknown in spin valves. Beyond dominant trends in
terms of the layer thicknesses, influences through microstructure have usually been either
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qualitatively inferred through variations in processing parameters or left open. While some
correlations have been made in multilayers [58, 59], these are usually neither conclusive nor
entirely transferable to spin valves. The principal difficulty in translation from multilayer
experiments lies in the complicating effects of microstructure on the antiparallel coupling
[60], often nonnegligible and not easily separable from microstructural effects on the spin
dependent scattering. Spin valves, then, can present an ideal model system to study the
effect of microstructure on the giant magnetoresistance, as here, the antiparallel alignment
is controlled by layers removed from the Co/Cu interface.

In this chapter, we show how various microstructural features can account for a signif-
icant fraction of the published variation in the GMR ratio. The model structures treated
are NiFe(50)/ Co(20)/ Cu(30)/ Co(20)/ NiFe(50)/ FeMn(150Å) ”top” spin valves and
NiO/(NiFe)/Co/Cu/Co ”bottom” spin valves. We show that the microstructural influ-
ences are realized principally in the bulk of the layers. The purpose here is not to deny the
importance of the interface microstructure [61], but to show that bulk effects are also quite
important for understanding the magnitude of the giant magnetoresistance.

3.1 HR-xTEM taxonomy of spin valve microstructure

In this section, we present some of the first HR-xTEM images taken of GMR spin valves.
The images presented here are useful for developing qualitative expectations of what the
actual microstructure of spin valves should be. We show that there are three microstructural
types of spin-valves, found in a comparison of five samples examined by HR-xTEM. The
purpose of the study at the time was to compare microstructures of ion beam deposited and
DC magnetron sputtered spin valves, so samples prepared by both techniques are included.
We find that spin valves may be: highly (111)-textured with columnar grains (Type-A),
fine-grained and randomly oriented (Type-B), or grain-epitaxially seeded by polycrystalline
underlayers (Type-C). Each of these structures may be expected to exhibit a different depen-
dence of GMR on microstructure, and the remainder of the chapter will be spent examining
these dependences in each.

3.1.1 Samples examined by HR-xTEM

Three ”top” FeMn-biased spin valves were examined, varying in underlayer and deposition
method. One of these was ion beam deposited without underlayer, two were DC magnetron
sputtered, one with and one without a Ta underlayer. These spin valves had the basic
formula structure Si(111)/ SiO2(∼30 Å)/[Ta(50 Å)/ NiFe(50 Å)/ Co(20 Å)/ Cu( 30Å)/
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Co(20 Å)/ NiFe(50 Å)/ FeMn(150 Å)/ Ta(20 Å). The ion beam deposition was carried out
by Steve Michel at Commonwealth Scientific; the magnetron sputtered sample was prepared
by T.C. Anthony at HP Labs.

Two ”bottom” spin valves were deposited on NiO substrates. One was formed by ion
beam deposition, prepared at Stanford by Christoph Sürgers and Shan Wang, and one was
formed by DC magnetron sputtering, prepared at HP Labs. These were thinner in the Cu
layer, with formula structure NiO (400 Å) / NiFe(15 Å)/ Co(15 Å)/ Cu(20 Å)/ Co(20 Å)/
NiFe(50 Å).

The Commonwealth ion beam depositions were carried out on the native oxide of the
Si wafer, using 300V beam voltages and 1×10−4 Torr working pressures of Ar. Permanent
magnet biasing was used during deposition and rotated by 90◦ between ferromagnetic layers;
the rotation was carried out in air, with 20 Å of Cu sputter-etched back before proceeding.
The ”bottom” spin valve from the Stanford IBD chamber was prepared slightly differently,
at 1000V beam voltage, 5 ×10−5 Torr working pressure of Xe, and with unidirectional
electromagnet bias induced after a sputter etch of the NiO surface. These parameters were
found to be near optimum for the system. The magnetron sputtered samples were also
deposited in permanent bias, with deposition rates between 0.3 - 1.0 Å/s

Both cross-sectional and plane-view TEM specimens were prepared of all five samples
using standard methods [62]; low angle ( 6◦) ion milling was used on the cross-sectional
samples. High resolution images were obtained using the Sinclair/Bravman group Phillips
EM430 (300 kV) transmission electron microscope with  1.9 Å point-to-point resolution.
Additional structural information was gathered using standard bright- and dark-field imag-
ing and selected-area diffraction techniques. Samples were prepared and images taken in
most cases by Nan-Chang Zhu, and in some cases by the author.

Magnetotransport properties

Magnetotransport properties for the examined spin valves are summarized in Table 3.1.
Both transport properties ∆R

R and magnetic properties Hc1, Hc2, HE , and KE are shown.
Possible correlation of these properties to the observed microstructures will be presented in
Section 3.1.4.
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∆R
R Hc1 Hc2 HE KE

% Oe Oe Oe merg
cm

IBD on SiO2 2.8 7.0 7.7 125.0 85.7
Sputtered w/Ta 6.7 5.4 29.9 170.0 92.2
Sputtered no Ta 8.1 4.8 28.5 73.4 39.8
IBD on NiO 9.8 18.1 (85.7) (60) (41.1)

Table 3.1: Summary of GMR properties for spin valves studied by TEM. GMR ratio, free
and pinned layer coercivities, exchange field, and exchange constant are shown.

3.1.2 Exposition of types by cross-sectional images

Type A: Highly (111)-textured spin valves

High resolution micrographs for type-A spin valves are presented in Figures 3.1 and 3.2.
The ion beam deposited sample shows a nearly ideal microstructure, with strong (111) fiber
texture present in the film. All crystallites have (111) planes parallel to the film plane;
the grains are columnar, with random in-plane orientations. Grain size determined from
plan-view images is 100-150 Å; out of plane, the grains mostly extend throughout the film,
as shown from the cross-sectional image.

Two grains are clearly visible in the high resolution image of Figure 3.1. On the right,
a (110) zone axis grain is present; atomic rows (normal to the electron beam) are clearly
resolved in this image. The grain to its left is rotated somewhat about the film normal,
so here, only the atomic planes may be seen, appearing as horizontal lines. The strong
development of texture is obvious in that very little bending or rumpling of the atomic
planes may be seen, so the average angle between the (111) planes and the film normal is
quite small. This corresponds to low textural dispersion in the film.

Even though the grains are rotated with respect to each other, it is still possible to
track (111) planes across grain boundaries. This is particularly evident in the lower layers.
A close-packed, coherent structure at the grain boundaries is then demonstrated. This
structure will be important for drawing a relationship between texture and GMR in Section
3.2.

Besides the vertical grain boundaries, the chief nonideality visible in this sample is the
pronounced undulation of the top FeMn surface. 20 Å caps on the top of the grains are
present, with troughs anchored at the grain boundaries. In bulk metallurgy, production of
this microstructure is known as grain-boundary or thermal grooving [63], and is understood
to arise from equilibrium balancing between the grain boundary and surface energies. Where
atoms can relax to their equilibrium positions, they will tend to migrate away from the high
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Figure 3.1: Type A microstructure: HR-xTEM for IBD spin valve on SiO2. Top: low mag-
nification image. Right: cross-sectional diffraction pattern. (111) directions are indicated
with arrows. Center: HR-xTEM image. Note the highly developed (111) texture, columnar
grains extending through the film, and strong undulation of the top surface, anchored at
grain boundaries.
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energy environment of the grain boundary; the tendency that atoms then have to pile up in
the center of the grain is balanced by the formation of greater surface area with associated
energy cost. Kinetic simulation for the formation of this microstructure has been explored
by Srolovitz et al [64].

For the sputtered sample with the Ta buffer, shown in Figure 3.2, a similar form is
present, but it is in many respects a transitional case between the A and B microstructure.
(111)-texture is dominant but not unique; the existence of other grain orientations may
be seen from the ring of continuous intensity in the (111) direction for the cross-sectional
diffraction pattern. Columnar grains extend through about half the film thickness, but low
angle grain boundaries are present in the growth direction. The grain boundary structure
here appears not to be as coherent. A vertical grain boundary may be seen in the center
of the high-resolution image, but a smaller crystallite with slightly different orientation is
present there.

There appears also to be a reduced tendency towards undulation of the top surface,
although this is clouded by the presence of Ta. The total amplitude of the grooving appears
to be about half that for the IBD sample. Interfaces with Ta on both the top and the
bottom are visible through mass and crystallographic contrast; these may be seen to extend
approximately 5 ML, or 10 Å.

It is important to note that interface intermixing, or geometrical roughness, is likely to
be present in the samples but cannot be quantified from the image. Figure 3.1 shows that
contrast between the layers is mostly absent. Nominal interface positions are indicated on
the left-hand side of the low magnification image, but in all cases, the interfaces are not
visible in high resolution. This arises both from the lack of mass (Z-) difference among the
layers, since Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, and Cu run from atomic numbers 25-29, and from the lack of
lattice mismatch, as all layers are FCC with bulk lattice parameters within 2%. TEM has,
in general, not provided much information on spin valve interfaces due to this limitation.

Type B: Fine-grained, randomly oriented spin valves

The sole example of the type-B microstructure is found for a DC magnetron sputtered spin
valve without Ta underlayer. This sample is shown in Figure 3.3. Here, there is no tendency
whatsoever towards texture; (111) planes are oriented randomly, as indicated by the arrows
and shown by the diffraction pattern. Grains are small, approximately 40 Å in diameter on
average, and equiaxed. The top surface appears to be much reduced in undulation, however,
with the top FeMn/Ta boundary appearing maximally flat in the series.
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Figure 3.2: HR-xTEM for Ta-seeded sputtered SV, transitional between A and B microstruc-
tures. Top: low magnification image. Right: cross-sectional diffraction pattern. (111) direc-
tions are indicated with arrows. Note the weakening of texture, deviation from absolutely
columnar grains, and reduced undulation of the top surface compared with the IBD case.
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Figure 3.3: Type B microstructure: HR-xTEM image for DC magnetron sputtered spin
valve on SiO2, without Ta seed. Top: low magnification image. Center: high resolution
image. Right: cross-sectional diffraction pattern. (111) directions are indicated with arrows.
Note the absence of texture, small, equiaxed grains, and relatively flat top surface.
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Type C: Local epitaxy in NiO-biased spin valves

The type-C microstructure is found for NiO-biased ”bottom” spin valves. Both IBD films,
shown in Figure 3.4, and sputtered films, shown in Figure 3.5, register in cube-on-cube
epitaxy with the rocksalt (similar to FCC) NiO structure. The IBD image, taken by Nan-
Chang Zhu, is clearer than the sputtered film image, taken by the author, but the films
appear to be otherwise identical. Columnar grains are present, extending mostly through
the film, and the in-plane grain size is mostly determined by the grain size of the NiO.
The metal films have random orientation, resulting from the random orientation of the NiO
seed, as shown by the diffraction patterns (inset). Due to the similarity of the observed
microstructures, it appears that this microstructure appears to result mostly from the seed
layer, rather than the deposition technique.

3.1.3 Electron diffraction data

Electron diffraction patterns are summarized here to clarify and confirm points regarding
texture made from the cross-sectional images. Plan-view diffraction patterns are shown
first; these are useful since they are most sensitive to the presence of minor phases and
orientations. Selected-area diffraction patterns were taken with illuminated regions of 3µm
diameter; the diffracting regions may be smaller due to the unknown extent of thin area.

Figure 3.6 summarizes the plan-view diffraction data. The most obvious feature is the
continuous intensity present in all in-plane directions, indicating truly random in-plane
orientation.

For (111) texture, (111) and (200) reflections in plane must be absent, as these are
never orthogonal to the (111) direction. (220) reflections, on the other hand, are allowed.
Additional allowed and forbidden reflections are indicated in the key. It is apparent that the
pure type-A sample (IBD on SiO2) has the (111) texture fully confirmed, the intermediate
A-B case (sputtered on Ta seed) has a small amount of non-(111) orientation present, and
the B- type (sputtered on no seed, IBD on NiO) has all reflections present in roughly
equal intensity, confirming random orientation. Some indication of (0001) Co orientation
is also present in the type-A samples, although these are weak for higher-order reflections.
Secondary phases also appear to be absent, as all rings visible here, as well as the weaker
rings visible on the negative, are indexed to those listed on the key.

The cross-sectional diffraction patterns are shown in Figure 3.7. All diffraction patterns
are taken in (220) zone-axis orientation for the Si substrate. In the center, a fully indexed
spot pattern for zone axis Si(220) with perfectly (111) textured FCC spin valve metal (lattice
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Figure 3.4: Type C microstructure: HR-xTEM image for IBD spin valve on NiO. Top:
low magnification image. Center: high resolution image. Right: cross-sectional diffraction
pattern. (111) directions are indicated with arrows. Note the epitaxial registry between
the NiO and metal layers, the identity between NiO and metal grain size, and intermediate
undulation of the top surface between A and B cases.
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Figure 3.5: Type C microstructure: HR-xTEM image for sputtered spin valve on NiO. Top:
low magnification image. Center: high resolution image. Right: cross-sectional diffraction
pattern. (111) directions are indicated with arrows. Note the similarity with Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.6: Summary of plan view diffraction patterns, excluding the type-C structures. One
quarter of the diffraction pattern for each image is shown, due to circumferential symmetry.
Lower right: Key to reflections for (111) texture, permitted and forbidden.
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constant as Cu) is shown. Radii for the metal reflections in random orientations are also
indicated. Note that the Si diffraction pattern is picked up only on the IBD samples, since
these lack the thick Al2O3 buffer layers used on the depositions at HP labs. The out-of-
plane direction is vertical in all diffraction patterns. For the IBD on SiO2 sample, there is a
very narrow arc-width for the (111) reflection, indicating the low dispersion of texture. The
width is estimated at 2◦ from the print, but as this depends on the exposure parameters,
a more reliable estimate is the XRD rocking curve half-width of the (111) peak. This was
measured later as roughly 4◦. The print estimate of dispersion compares with a width of
10◦ for the transitional A-B type structure (sputtered w/Ta seed.) Some out-of-plane 200
reflections are visible for this sample as well.

Random orientations are apparent for the type B and type C microstructures (sputtered
w/o seed and IBD on NiO.) Continuous rings of intensity are present for the reflections in
these cases; additional rings arise from the randomly oriented NiO.

3.1.4 Summary of microstructures; discussion

We have found that despite the large number of parameters varying over the depositions,
common features may be emphasized among the samples. We argue that the examined
samples are likely to form a closed set of ”typical” spin valve microstructures, although some
exceptions are possible. With an interest to understand processing-properties relationships
for spin-valve deposition, we consider separately processing-microstructure (for ion-beam
vs. magnetron sputtering) and microstructure-properties relationships. Adatom energy
considerations are first examined under the Thornton zone model, but we propose instead
that substrate condition is dominant, and that the initial stages of growth determine spin-
valve microstructure, the deposition technique having a secondary effect. Finally we attempt
to draw conclusions on the microstructural determinants of magnetotransport properties.
Stronger conclusions are offered on exchange biasing than on GMR ratio, but we propose
that a trend may be inferred from geometrical roughness of the Co/Cu interface.

Common features

Due to the large number of parameters varying over the depositions, it is useful to summarize
here to emphasize similarities among the samples. Despite the fact that two different depo-
sition techniques and three different chambers were used, there are some common features
present among the samples.

The ion beam deposited samples on SiO2 turned out to have a fairly similar microstruc-
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Figure 3.7: Summary of cross-sectional diffraction patterns. A fully indexed calculated spot
pattern is shown in the center. Out-of-plane directions are vertical. Note the broadening of
the (111) arc between the IBD and sputtered w/Ta seed samples (type A samples.) Note
also the random orientations for the sputtered w/o seed (type-B) and NiO-seeded (type-C)
sample; the extra rings for the latter come from the NiO.
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Figure 3.8: Cartoon summary of microstructures observed by TEM. Top: Type A, highly
(111)-textured, epitaxial within columnar grains. Middle: Type B: fine-grained, randomly
oriented. Bottom: Type C: randomly oriented, epitaxial within columnar grains, with grain
orientation seeded by substrate NiO grains. The ordinal roughnesses of the top surfaces are
indicated schematically.

ture to the DC magnetron sputtered sample with the Ta seed. These films were highly
(111)-textured, type ”A.” Some differences were present between the degree of textural
alignment for the magnetron sputtered and ion beam deposited spin valves, but the general
structure is similar.

DC magnetron sputtered spin valves without the Ta seed layer turned out to be fine-
grained and randomly oriented, named here type ”B.” We will mention here that ion beam
samples deposited later on unetched SiO2 at Stanford turn out to have a similar microstruc-
ture, as observed by symmetric XRD; TEM was not carried out on these samples, so they
are not presented here. These samples are discussed further in Section 3.6.

For the type ”C” samples on NiO, both the magnetron sputtered and IBD sample have
a quite similar microstructure in HR-xTEM.

The microstructures observed are summarized in cartoon form in Figure 3.8.
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Closure?

Are there other possible microstructures (type D forward)? Subsequent HR-xTEM and
XRD studies of functioning spin-valve structures [65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71] have generally
confirmed our results; no other microstructural types are seen in these investigations. Pure
Type-A microstructures have been seen by the Oxford group on Ti-seeded top-and bottom-
FeMn and MnNi biased spin valves, also deposited by T.C. Anthony at HP Labs [65, 66, 67].
Type-C microstructures have been seen by Chopra in NiO/Co/Cu/Co spin valves magnetron
deposited by W.F. Egelhoff [68, 69, 70]. Finally, Type-B microstructures have been observed
by Uemoto at Toshiba [71] for magnetron-sputtered CoFe/IrMn-biased spin valves.

While other spin valve microstructures are indeed possible, special measures are likely
to be necessary to create them, and these are usually not compatible with the magnetic
properties of interest. Seed layers have been the most popular and simplest choice to affect
spin valve microstructure. (220) or (200) seeded films analogous to our type-A microstruc-
ture might be imagined; these have in fact been investigated previously. Cr seeds could
form (220) texture, as it is well known from media studies that Co grows on (110)-textured
BCC Cr with its [1010] orientation out-of-plane, leading to (220) texture in lattice-matched
FCC layers. Fe seeds have been observed to bring (111) orientations in-plane as well [72],
presumably through the same mechanism.

Neither of these seeds have led to favorable magnetic properties, however: a very large
(� 200 Oe) underlayer coercivity is produced by Cr1, and in neither case has exchange
biasing in top-FeMn biased structures proven possible [74]. Presumably the lack of (111)
underlayer orientation creates an unfavorable strain state to form the metastable γ phase
in the FeMn.

We note one exception for completeness. It has been found recently that on one of the
canonical seed layers used for ”top” spin valves (the early transition metals Ti, Zr, Ta, Nb,
Hf, and Ta), a very different microstructure can be stabilized. For very thick (2500Å) Nb
underlayers, it is found that BCC structure exists in isolated grains extending throughout
the column, stabilized by the well-crystallized BCC Nb. [75] Such thick Nb layers, however,
are of interest only for the superconducting contacts in the the CPP measurement [76]; for
the far thinner (30 Å) Nb seeds of more practical interest, this microstructure is unlikely,
since the Nb grains remain extremely small.

If other (non-lattice matched) layers besides Cu, Co, NiFe, or FeMn are introduced in
the lower layers of the stack, our microstructural types will likely not apply: coherent growth

1This phenomenon may be used to create differential coercivity spin valves [73], but these tend to suffer
from poor remanent squareness and large free layer coercivity created through ferromagnetic coupling
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(as in Type A or C) is likely to be disrupted by inserting layers with very different crystal
structures or lattice constants. This case is not at all academic, since a widely used exchange
biasing scheme adds Ru interlayers for the synthetic antiferromagnetic, or AP-pinned con-
figuration. Here, a Co(t)/Ru(7 Å)/Co(t) trilayer takes the place of the single pinned Co
layer, with Ru chosen since it mediates the highest known magnitudes of antiferromagnetic
interlayer coupling [14]. The AF coupling produces an antiparallel state in the two Co lay-
ers, forming nearly zero net moment in the pinned layer, and since the exchange field varies
as 1

tf
, exchange fields of thousands of Oe have been produced. The AP-pinned strategy has

allowed IBM to place spin valves with the weak but noncorrosive exchange-biasing material
NiO into production. [77]

HCP Ru differs from Co in lattice constant by 9%, so when it is placed in the synthetic
AF layer of a ”bottom” spin valve structure, such as NiO(400)/ NiFe(15)/ Co(10)/Ru(7)/
Co(20)/ Cu(25)/ Co(10)/ NiFe(50Å), the growth of the Co(20)/ Cu(25)/ Co(10)/ NiFe(50Å)
layers is likely to revert to a fine-grained Type-B microstructure, even though it may start
out in the NiO(400)/ NiFe(15)/ Co(10Å) layers as Type-C. This will produce a strong
increase in bulk grain-boundary scattering, decreasing GMR. We lack direct HR-xTEM
confirmation of this idea, as the AP-pinned structure was not relevant at the time of the
TEM study, but indirect evidence from in-situ magnetoconductance measurement will be
presented in Section 4.4.1.

Processing-microstructure relationships

An additional aim of the TEM study was to compare microstructures of IBD and DC
magnetron sputtered films, with a view to understand which deposition technique is more
favorable for spin-valve production.2 Based on the three ”top” spin valves, we considered
some observed microstructural differences in terms of adatom mobility, understood under the
Thornton Zone model for sputtered-film microstructure. However, subsequent experiments,
performed by us and by other groups, have proven these ideas mostly incorrect.

The framework for understanding vapor-deposited metal film microstructure has been
provided in the Zone model of Thornton [78], motivated by observations on sputtered el-
emental films with systematic variations in adatom mobility. Film microstructure was ex-
amined as a function of both Argon pressure PAr and substrate temperature T

Tm
, where Tm

is the melting temperature of the deposited species. Several microstructural ”zones” were
located in parameter space, originating radially at high PAr and low T

Tm
, both of which

2This was an important issue in 1996-7, since many recording heads companies were preparing to invest
in deposition tools.
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produce low adatom surface mobilities. In the first case, collisions with gas atoms reduce
(thermalize) the arriving energy of the sputtered metal atoms, and in the second, reduced
thermal agitation of the substrate provides for less diffusion across the growing surface. For
Zone 1, where both parameters combine for lowest mobility, fibrous columns with a large
void density are found; this microstructure is not observed in our case.

At lower PAr and higher T
Tm

, the Zone 2 microstructure is realized, labeled the ”onset of
granular epitaxy.” Zone 2 may be identified with our Type-A microstructure: here there is
epitaxial growth within columnar grains, with close packing at grain boundaries. We have
proposed previously that the Type-A microstructure arises from the higher adatom energy
presented by ion beam deposition, carried out at working gas pressures one to two orders of
magnitude lower than DC magnetron sputtering (5 × 10−5 Torr compared with 2 × 10−3

Torr.)

The idea that adatom energy creates differences in crystalline structure between magnetron-
sputtered and IBD spin valves was not verified by subsequent studies, however. Nearly
identical Type-A microstructures to those shown in Figure 3.1. have been found by HR-
xTEM in DC magnetron sputtered, Ti-seeded GMR spin valves by A.K. Petford-Long and
T.C. Anthony, et al [65]. Type-B microstructures were found in samples ion-beam deposited
on the Stanford chamber on SiO2, with Type-A microstructures realized again for identi-
cal depositions where the SiO2 is etched away. (See Section 3.2.4). Finally, we have seen
that type-C microstructures are produced equally for NiO-seeded spin valves formed by DC
magnetron sputtering as by IBD, as shown in Section 3.1.2.

The foregoing observations indicate that the substrate condition exerts a stronger in-
fluence on the film microstructure than does adatom mobility. Deposition technique, for
the parameter sets investigated here, does not appear to produce strong variations in crys-
tallinity, whereas the underlayer has a strong effect. While we have not investigated the
effect of adatom mobility systematically, some preliminary investigations of samples de-
posited with ion beam mixing on Ta-seeded samples (Section 4.3.3.2) tend to support this
observation.

We propose that the appearance of the three basic types is likely to be most influenced
by the initial stages of growth on the substrate. Type A and C microstructures order well
in the first several monolayers, with well-developed crystal structures over relatively wide
lateral distances (∼ 100 Å). After this initial crystalline ordering is established, epitaxial
growth within the grain of NiFe, Co, Cu, and FeMn proceeds. The main difference between
A and C microstructures is that (111) orientations are established for type A, presumably
since this face has the highest atomic packing density, whereas the initial ordering is seeded
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by the randomly oriented NiO in type-C, leading to random net crystal orientations.

Type B microstructures order poorly, on the other hand. The fine grains established
in the first few layers do not lead to growth of narrow columnar, epitaxial grains. This
could be understood as the influence of the possible columnar grain boundary energy for
narrow grains. For each monolayer which could deposit epitaxially on an ensemble of grains
in a fine-grained, randomly oriented underlayer, the fraction of atoms which participate in
a grain boundary would scale as 1

d2g
, where dg is the grain size. This energy gain created

at grain boundaries would increase rapidly with decreasing grain size, whereas the total
lowering of energy for atoms finding their equilibrium lattice sites in the bulk would remain
mostly constant. For some critical value of grain size, it may then become energetically
favorable for adatoms to form a more open, voided microstructure, and the surface tension
of the grains may lead then to the equiaxed form present in the Type-B microstructure.

It is possible that the Thornton model considerations are less relevant for spin valves due
to very low thicknesses considered. The model has been based on observations for high-rate
depositions of very thick (25µm) metal films, a regime of interest for IC-interconnects. An
extension of the model has been shown to a number of much thinner (1000 Å) evaporated
metals [79], but in this case as before, the first small fraction of deposited thickness is
identified as ”nonequilibrium,” bearing little relationship to deposition parameters.

It is this first 100-200 Å, novel territory for polycrystalline film investigations, which is
of interest for GMR spin valves. Here the substrate condition should be most relevant, and
it will be affected mostly by introduction of seed layers or by etching.

Correlation of micrographs to GMR

The spin-valve data for the samples examined are summarized in Table 3.1. We will examine
what correlations may be drawn at this point between microstructure and the observed
properties of these films.

Relatively few conclusions on electronic properties are justifiable by the TEM data alone.
For the GMR values, the seeming trend is that the most heavily defected structures appear
to have the highest ∆R

R . The type-A microstructure shows only 2.8%, the intermediate A-B
case shows 6.7%, and the type-B microstructure shows 8.1%! One might imagine then that
as texture strengthens, the top-surface bowing becomes more pronounced, creating more
jagged Cu/Co interfaces and decreasing GMR.

Such a conclusion would certainly be hasty from the TEM data alone, although we will
return to it later in Section 3.6. The IBD on SiO2 sample is anomalous, as it was exposed
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to air after deposition of the Cu layer, so the central Cu layer is likely to have incorporated
many contaminants in this case and not others. This sample can thus be discarded from
consideration – later depositions with type-A, IBD microstructures have shown GMR values
more comparable with the sputtered values shown. For the comparison of the two sputtered
samples, one does not know whether there is some scattering contributed by the outer Ta
layers, rather than by the interface, which reduces GMR. In Section 4.3.5 and 4.4.1, we will
present in-situ GMR measurements for Ta overlayer deposition which confirm the idea that
scattering is created by boundary Ta.

Exchange bias

Exchange biasing in the samples, not nominally the subject of this thesis, lends itself to
stronger conclusions. There is a very good correlation between NiFe/FeMn exchange biasing
strength KE and the observed degree of (111) texture: KE is highest for the type-A IBD on
SiO2 and DC magnetron on Ta samples, and lowest for the type-B DC magnetron unseeded
sample. For the first time, we have been able to separate this effect from the question of
metastable γ phase stabilization. An observed dependence of HE on (111) peak intensity
could indicate simply a predominance of the antiferromagnetic γ- over the paramagnetic
β-FeMn phase, as argued by Nakatani [80], leading to a higher volume fraction of exchange
bias. Here, plan-view electron diffraction has shown that no trace of the β phase is present,
so the analysis simplifies to orientational and related microstructural effects.3

Also interesting is the dependence of pinned layer coercivity HC2 on (111) texture: the
ion beam deposited sample shows a remarkably low value of 8 Oe. We attribute this low
value to the reduction in random domain wall energy variations arising from crystalline
anisotropy.

Finally, we note that the conclusions presented here on exchange bias have been gen-
erally verified by subsequent work. Choe and Gupta have employed the strategy proposed
here to optimize NiFe/FeMn pinning fields, combined with low coercivities. Texture was
controlled through the application of substrate bias in RF-sputtering, with 200 V providing
the most favorable properties. Well-developed, nondisperse (111) texture was shown to be
instrumental in attaining a combination of exchange constant of 170 merg

cm and coercivity
of 2 Oe. [81]. These values are the highest and the lowest, respectively, reported in the

3It is important to point out that full FeMn exchange biasing does not require (111) texture. Our randomly
oriented Type-B sample shows HE � HC2 , to 90 Oe, quite a reasonable value. One often hears the claim
that adding Ta or NiFe underlayers is necessary to create (111) texture for exchange bias. This is not true;
these layers are likely important (if at all) to produce the correct phase.
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literature for this materials system.

3.2 Texture dependence of GMR in (111)-oriented spin valves

In this section, we examine the microstructural feature most relevant to attaining the highest
GMR in Type A, highly (111)-textured spin valves. The textural dispersion, as measured by
x-ray diffraction rocking curves, is shown quantitatively to control the bulk resistivity, and
indirectly, the GMR ratio, producing a factor-of-three variation from 2% to 6%. Concurrent
variations in the degree of antiparallel alignment are ruled out. To study more closely the
dependence of resistivity on textural dispersion, the trend has been reproduced on single Cu
films of comparable thickness. Fits to resistivity vs. thickness, AFM, and TEM character-
ization of the Cu films indicate that the resistivity variations come from spin-independent
scattering in the bulk rather than at the surfaces of the films. 59Co NMR characterization
indicates little significant change in the Co/Cu interface structure. The GMR variation is
attributed to variations in the grain-boundary scattering; however, differing contributions
of the grain boundary reflectivity and of the grain size could not be separated.

3.2.1 Samples prepared and examined by XRD

The main objects of study were twenty-six NiFe(50)/ Co(20)/ Cu(30)/ Co(20)/ NiFe(50)/
FeMn(150Å) top spin valves, nominally identical in thickness. Eleven of these were examined
by x-ray diffraction. In all cases, the spin valves were found to have unique (111)-texture,
with no (200) or (220) oriented grains present above the detection limit of 1%.

Only the textural dispersion, as measured by the rocking curve half-width of the (111)-
peak, was found to vary strongly. The idea of textural dispersion is illustrated in Figure
3.9; it is simply the average deviation of the texture axis from the surface normal, leading
to an average crystallographic misalignment between columnar grains. 4 Integrated (111)-
peak intensities remained within instrumental reproducibility. We found that the observed
variation in textural dispersion for the spin valves could be affected by substrate surface
treatment, although not always reproducibly.

To clarify the trend observed, two series of similarly highly-oriented single Cu films
were studied. The first varied thickness (100-1000Å) at constant ion etching time of the Si
substrate (3.2 min), and the second varied etching time (3.2-16.0 min) at constant thickness
(190Å.) For these films, both the textural dispersions and resistivities showed reproducibility

4When correlated to the substrate roughness, the textural dispersion is also known as the fanning effect.
[82]
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ω (°)

∆ω=3°
∆ω=6°

Figure 3.9: Cartoon illustration of the textural dispersion ∆ω(111). Left: The Type-A
microstructure shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.8 has a degree of freedom in the angle of crys-
tallographic misorientation between the grains. The upper film shows an average angle of
3◦, whereas the lower film shows an average angle of 6◦. This misorientation angle may be
measured by the XRD rocking curve. Geometry: top right, simulated measurement of films:
bottom right.

within 5%. Si(100) substrates were used in all cases. Four-point probe measurements of
bare substrates show these to not contribute to the sample conductance, and plan-view
TEM electron diffraction of the most resistive spin valve has demonstrated the absence of
any silicide.

The samples were prepared in a UHV dual ion-beam deposition chamber with a base
pressure of 3x10−9 Torr. A 3cm Kaufman source was used for sputter-deposition from ele-
mental targets of Co and Cu and alloy targets of Ni80Fe20 and Fe50Mn50. A second identical
ion gun was used here only to remove the native oxide from the substrate immediately be-
fore deposition. Auger spectroscopy was used to monitor the chemical composition of some
of the spin valves in-situ and to verify the removal of all oxide before deposition. The Si
substrates were diced into 5×7mm coupons and RCA cleaned under clean-room conditions,
then HF-dipped prior to deposition. For the substrate ion clean, beam voltages were main-
tained at 500V for the spin valves and 100V for the Cu films, with a working Xe pressure
of 6×10−5 Torr. Etching times were adjusted to remove a constant thickness. Depositions
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used beam voltages of 1000V and identical Xe pressures; the rates ranged between 0.1 and
0.3Å/s, depending on the target.

The GMR ratios and resistivities of the samples were measured ex-situ by four-point
probe magnetoresistance measurements at room temperature; the effects of finite sample
dimensions on resistance were corrected using standard techniques. Excellent agreement
(5%) was found with resistance measurements taken in the Van der Pauw geometry. Large-
angle x-ray diffraction was performed using Cu Kα radiation on the CMR-Picker four-circle
diffractometer. Atomic force microscopy images of the Cu films were taken in contact mode,
using a Digital Instruments multimode AFM. Grain size estimates were taken in bright field
using a Philips EM430 TEM with a 300kV beam.

3.2.2 Magnetotransport and correlation to XRD rocking curves

Our results indicate that the GMR ratio of the spin valves is controlled by the textural
dispersion, with the bulk resistivity of the layers entering as an implicit variable. Figure 3.10
shows the dependence of the spin valve conductance (inverse sheet resistance) on increasing
textural dispersion, as measured by the half width of the (111)-peak rocking curve. The
fit to the available data shows a decrease in conductance of 35% as the (111) dispersion,
indicated as ∆ω, increases from 3.8 to 5.8◦.
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Figure 3.10: Dependence of conductance G (=R−1) upon textural dispersion for full spin
valves and single Cu films. Note that the percentage change in G is very close for both struc-
tures, indicating a similarity in mechanism. Inset: Variation of GMR ratio with textural
dispersion, implicit in G.

That the variation may be considered to arise from bulk scattering in the individual layers
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is indicated by the near-identical decrease of 40% observed in single Cu films. Here, any
effects of the metal-metal interfaces on conductance have been removed. Higher conductance
(lower resistivity) can be expected to increase the GMR ratio straightforwardly, by increasing
the effects of spin-dependent over those of spin-independent scattering. The relationship is
best understood by a plot of the conductance change ∆G, the fundamental measure of GMR
[46], versus the conductance G, as shown in Figure 3.11. A linear increase is predicted from
semiclassical transport modeling [40, 41], assuming increases in the bulk resistivities ρ.

Meanwhile, the degree of antiparallel alignment and impurity content can be seen to re-
main constant. R-H curves for the full range of GMR ratios are shown in Figure 3.12. There
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Figure 3.11: Linear dependence of the room-temperature conductance change ∆G on con-
ductance G. Contours of constant GMR ratio are indicated (dashed lines). The solid line
is a linear fit

is a broad, flat plateau region with sharp transitions in each case. VSM characterization of
a spin valve with low GMR (3.1%) shows fully decoupled loops (inset, Fig 3.12).

3.2.3 Surface characterization: AES and AFM measurements

Auger spectroscopy of impurity content

AES monitoring during deposition is summarized in Table 3.2. In each case for which
Auger spectroscopy characterization was performed during deposition, a reduction of sur-
face carbon concentration is detected after deposition of the Cu interlayer. This reduction
corresponds to incorporation of C impurities in the Cu layer. Although the values are high
on an absolute scale, there is no detectable change in the relative magnitude of either C
incorporation or the initial contamination across the series. As these samples span 80% of
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Figure 3.12: MR loops for spin valves with various GMR ratios. Note the well-defined
plateaus in all cases. Inset: VSM measurement of a spin valve with low GMR ratio (3.1%)
shows cleanly separated loops

the range of GMR variation in the series, we may conclude that carbonaceous contamination
is not an important source of variations in GMR in these samples.

AFM measurement of surface roughness

Surface scattering can be discounted as the source of the resistivity variation. Here we turn
to the Cu films for further study. The decrease in Cu resistivity with increasing thickness
is much stronger than may be predicted by the Fuchs theory. The divergence is illustrated
in Figure 3.13.

As shown by Mayadas and Schatzkes [83], a strong deviation to high ρ at low t should be
considered an indication of dominant grain boundary scattering, where the grain size tends
to decrease with decreasing film thickness, further increasing the film resistivity. Grain
diameters from TEM analysis are approximately 100 Å, much lower than the Cu bulk
room temperature mean free path of 400 Å, confirming the role of grain boundaries as the
dominant defect. It should be noted that the best fit requires fully diffuse scattering at the
outer boundaries (p = 0), as has been the conventional assumption in the study of thin

GMR Ratio (%) % C at First Co/Cu (%) % C at Second Co/Cu (%)
3.5 6 <3
4.5 6 <4
5.5 6 <4

Table 3.2: Auger Measurement of Constant Impurity Content in Spin Valves
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polycrystalline films [84]. No further increase in the surface scattering is possible beyond
the fully diffuse case. While an oxide is likely to exist on the Cu surface, it should be thin
( 20 Å at the time of measurement), and of constant thickness. This will shift the ρ(t)
curve slightly to the left but will not change its overall form.

Figure 3.13: ρ vs t for single Cu films.

Additional evidence against surface scattering variations can be found in the surface
roughness of the 190 Å Cu films. As the rocking curve FWHM increases (increasing etch
time and ρ), there is no observed increase in the roughness of the top surface of the Cu as
measured by AFM. In fact, a slight decrease in roughness may be seen, as shown in Figure
3.14.

Figure 3.14: AFM measurements of the top surface roughness for Cu films.
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Plan-view TEM investigation of grain size

It is not possible to distinguish whether the apparent dependence of Cu resistivity ρ on
textural dispersion ∆ω masks a covariation in in-plane grain size dg. TEM analysis of the
grains, as indicated in Figure 3.15, could support either an interpretation of a grain size
decrease (100Å-80Å) large enough to be partially responsible for the resistivity increase,
assuming a d−1

g dependence [83], or an interpretation of constant grain size. The error bars,
indicating the statistical distribution of measured grain size, do not permit greater precision.

Figure 3.15: Covariation of average grain size with textural dispersion for the 190 ÅCu
films, measured by plan-view TEM bright field imaging. Error bars indicate the average
deviation of the measurement Interpretations of either near-constant or variable grain size
are supported.

3.2.4 59Co NMR characterization of the Co/Cu interface

It is generally believed that Co-Cu ordering at the Co/Cu interface plays an important role
in determining the GMR ratio of spin valves and multilayers [35]. In the popular conception
of GMR, fostered mainly by Parkin [6], the Co/Cu interface properties dominate all others.
To address the question of a possible covariation of the Co/Cu interface structure, we
have performed a 59Co NMR study of the interface structure across the series in textural
dispersion. This method is particularly suited to the problem at hand, as it quantifies the
nearest-neighbor environment of the Co atoms. The results so far can be summarized as
follows. In the series of type-A spin valves in textural dispersion, we have established a
strong correlation between the GMR ratio and ∆ω(111). We have proposed that concurrent
variation of G and ∆G (GMR) with ∆ω(111) arises from variations in spin-independent grain
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Sample Rocking Curve FWHM (∆ω) GMR Ratio
A 3.8˚ 5.4 %
B 4.3˚ 4.4 %
C 5.2˚ 2.9 %

Table 3.3: Samples examined by 59Co NMR. (111)-texture dispersion ∆ω and magnitude
of GMR are shown for the NiFe(50)/Co(20)/Cu(30)/Co(20)/NiFe(50)/FeMn(150Å) spin
valves used in the study.

boundary scattering. The claim that ∆ω(111) correlates to bulk ρ, with scattering located
at grain boundaries, is justified principally from studies on single Cu films, apart from
plausiblity arguments. The claim that bulk scattering is responsible for the variation in
GMR has been justified by semiclassical Dieny-model calculations, although these could be
justified equally by the more realistic model of Tsymbal [36]. Variations in λ (or Tsymbal’s
disorder parameter γ) are expected to show up experimentally as a linear variation of ∆G

with G: bulk scattering introduced throughout the stack decreases GMR.

It may, however, be imagined that the Co/Cu interface structure and scattering varies
with textural dispersion. If this is true, the observed variation in transport might come
in through the ”hidden variable” of the Co/Cu interface: increasing Co intermixing or
roughness would decrease both conductance and GMR. If the Cu-film data are discounted,
the interface may be seen as the source of the variation in GMR.5

To address the question of the interface, 59Co NMR was used to study the bulk and
interface microstructure of the unpinned Co layer. The intent of the study is to determine
any possible variation of the Co-layer microstructure as a result of weakening (111)-texture of
the NiFe/Co/Cu/Co/NiFe/FeMn film stack. These measurements and their interpretation
were carried out at the Polish Institute of Physics in Warsaw, by Drs. Ewa Jȩdryka, Marek
Wójcik, and Stefan Nadolski, on samples deposited by the author. We found that the main
structural change is the drop of perfect FCC stacking in the Co layer, that the interfaces
are diffused over ∼2ML on both sides of the Co layer, and that they vary only slightly.

Introduction to the series

Three representative samples were studied using 59Co NMR. The samples (labeled A, B, and
C, respectively) are polycrystalline with unique (111) fiber texture, but differ in textural

5On the other hand, we note that our resistivity increases are much greater than those that have been
attributed to interfaces alone. For codeposited Co/Cu interfaces even 36 Å thick, the increased resistance
has been measured as only 1Ω/sq. [61]; in our case, Rs varies by 5 Ω/sq.
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dispersion as specified in Table 1. In addition, a polycrystalline sample D, formed on
unetched SiO2, has also been studied as a reference. This sample, prepared during the same
deposition series as A-C, shows a very weak (111) peak in XRD which does not decay with
rocking angle ω. We have presumed that the absence of the oxide is important for stabilizing
texture in these depositions, and that this sample has grown as type-B, in contrast to the
type-A samples grown on etched substrates.

Extraction of the interface intermixing

59Co NMR spectra have been recorded every 1 MHz at 4.2 K using an automated, phase
sensitive spin echo spectrometer at the Polish Institute of Physics in Warsaw [85]. Due to
local inhomogeneities of the NMR enhancement factor in the magnetic sample, the entire
spectra is recorded at several values of the r.f. field amplitude. This allows us to determine
the maximum signal intensity at each frequency point, as well as the corresponding value
of the restoring field. We have found here that the frequency dependence of the restoring
field is analogous to that reported in Cu/Co(75Å)/Cu(22Å)/NiFe/FeMn spin valves, with
a single (unpinned) Co layer [86]. The analogous behavior suggests that in our experiment,
we observe the NMR signal from the free Co layer only. The exchange-stiffened pinned Co
layer is presumed to have a restoring field beyond the available r.f. range.

Figure 3.16: 59Co NMR spectra recorded at 4.2 K from 3 samples of
NiFe(50)/Co(20)/Cu(30)/Co(20)/NiFe(50)/FeMn(150Å) spin valves. The samples la-
beled A,B and C differed by the textural dispersion, as specified in Table 3.3. The inset
shows the low frequency part of the spectrum in the expanded intensity scale.
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Figure 3.16 presents the final NMR spectra, corrected for the local enhancement factor
and normalized to the nominal amount of Co (20 Å). The main peak represents Co atoms
that have Co nearest neighbors (NN) only, i.e. those that are located within the bulk of the
Co layer. The dominant narrow peak at 215 MHz is characteristic of well-crystallized FCC
Co environments, somewhat strained, as indicated by the downshift of NMR frequency with
respect to 217 MHz in a bulk FCC Co.

Figure 3.17: Comparison of the NMR spectrum recorded from sample C and polycrystalline
sample D.

Any deviation of perfect ABC stacking along the (111) axis changes the value of the
local hyperfine field, giving NMR lines at 220, 223 or 226 MHz, depending on the number
of planes that are involved in the stacking fault [87]. The shoulder visible in Fig.3.16 on the
high frequency side of the main peak is thus a signature of HCP stacking faults within the
FCC structure, predominantly single faults.

The inset in Fig.3.17 shows the details of the low frequency part of the spectrum in the
expanded intensity scale. This region of the spectrum corresponds to Co atoms located in
the interface, since each Cu atom in the NN shell lowers the NMR frequency by 16 MHz
[87], while each Ni atom lowers it by 8 MHz [88], respectively. A structureless character of
this part of a spectrum implies no trace of a sharp interface on either side of the Co layer.
For (111) texture, a sharp interface means 3 alien atoms in the first neighbor zone, i.e. a
clear satellite would appear at 167 MHz on the side of Cu layer. This was observed clearly
in Ref. [89]. A sharp Co/Ni interface was reported in Ref. [88] to form short range order,
with a characteristic satellite structure; this is not observed in the present samples either.
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The interface thickness can be roughly estimated taking e.g . 206 MHz as a border
between frequency of purely Co environments and Co having alien NN. We thus estimate
that the amount of Co involved in the interfaces varies between an equivalent of 5.7 Å and
7 Å of deposited Co for the A and C sample, respectively. The variation of the amount of
Co involved in the interfaces on both sides of the unpinned Co layer is thus on the level of
about 1 Å.

As seen in Fig. 3.16, the changes of interface structure give a contribution to the NMR
spectrum only in the range 160-190 MHz and around 200 MHz. In considering a fit to
the data, the change of concentration profile in the interface would affect all possible NN
environments, up to 12 NN. In the frequency range 160-190 MHz, only up to 3 Cu neighbors
can give a contribution to the interface spectrum. No assumed concentration profile can
account for such a selective modification of the NN environment. This suggests that it is
the interface with permalloy that is affected by weakening texture, since the frequency shift
induced by each Ni atom is twice as small as that of the Cu atom.

We note that sample C presents a worst case example of changes in the interface region for
the (111)-textured (type-A) microstructure. A comparison with the random polycrystalline
sample D (Figure 3.17), shows that the structural changes do not go much beyond those
observed in sample C.

The spectrum decomposition (fit) is presented in Figure 3.18. The decomposition is
performed according to the method presented in Ref. [85]. In addition to the classical
bulk Co lines (FCC Co, HCP stacking faults and the grain boundary contribution) a total
interface signal is shown by the dotted line. This is the sum of two interface signals, and
the details of the respective plane-by-plane decompositions are shown in the insets.

The fit of the interface part may contain some small error due to the approximations
we have used. First of all, we have neglected the 20 % of Fe present in the permalloy layer
and approximated it as consisting of Ni only. This may lead to a certain underestimation of
impurity concentration in the interface with permalloy, since each Fe atom possibly present
in the NN shell would shift the frequency by +9 MHz, canceling the effect of one Ni atom
(assuming the effect would be additive). However, since the Fe content is low, we do not
expect the error introduced by this approximation to be significant.

An additional uncertainty is connected with simultaneous fitting of two different inter-
faces as we introduce the additional fit parameters, related to the second interface. However,
this uncertainty is not so critical, since the parameters for fitting the Co/Cu interface are
very well known and have been tested on different interface profiles [85, 86]. To reduce the
ambiguity related to the simultaneous fit of two interfaces, we have tried different initial
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parameters and the fits converged to very close results, giving us confidence in the assumed
approach.

Figure 3.18: Decomposition of 59Co NMR spectrum recorded from sample A, as described
in the text. Insets: contributions from the particular atomic planes within the Co/Cu and
Co/Ni interface, respectively. Index 0 denotes the last plane filled with Co only, indexes
1 and 2 correspond to the first and second mixed planes (seen from the side of Co layer),
respectively.

The concentration profile for the free Co layer is found to be rather sharp, as shown in
Figure 3.19. It involves practically only two atomic planes on each side, with an impurity
concentration of about 5% and 20%, respectively. The fit shows that in order to account for
the changes observed with deteriorating texture, a modification of the concentration profile
on the side of NiFe interface is necessary (see Figure 3.19). These changes are not very
significant, however: the concentration profile retains its sharp character and the impurity
concentration in individual atomic planes varies slightly. In the least textured sample one
additional atomic layer is involved in the interface on the side of NiFe with an impurity
concentration of only about 2%.

Much more pronounced are the changes within the bulk of Co layer, as already discussed
from the general appearance of the NMR spectra. Figure 3.20 shows the relative content
of the FCC phase and of the stacking faults obtained from the spectra decomposition.
The high frequency part of the main Co peak has been fitted neglecting the possible small
contribution of the Fe NN from the permalloy interface. The deterioration of texture leads
to the drop of the ideal FCC environments from 40% to about 10%, increasing the relative
contribution of the faulted stacks.
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Figure 3.19: Co concentration profile across the Co layer in samples A, B and C obtained
from the fit, as shown in Figure 3.18.

Summary

In conclusion, the 59Co NMR study carried out on the representative samples from a series
of NiFe(50)/Co(20)/Cu(30)/Co(20)/NiFe(50)/FeMn(150Å) spin valves indicates that the
main effect of increasing textural dispersion is the decrease of perfect FCC stacking within
the Co layer. The interface variation, particularly for the Co/Cu side, was found to be
relatively insignificant.

3.2.5 Discussion and summary

The detailed microstructural study, combined with model calculations, leads us to believe
that the dispersion of texture in highly (111)-oriented spin valves degrades GMR through
spin-independent bulk scattering. We argue here that the bulk scattering is a direct conse-
quence of the textural dispersion, arising from decreasing coherence of the grain boundary
structure.

The dependence of bulk resistivity upon crystallographic texture alone has been docu-
mented previously in thin metal films. [90, 91] Bai [90] et al attributed observed variations
in ρCu with preferred texture to an orientation-dependent grain boundary resistivity, having
excluded the influence of grain size.

The dependence of resistivity on textural dispersion is less well established, but justifi-
cation can be found in the studies of single Al grain-boundary resistance by Nakatani [80].
In Nakatani’s work, micron-size grains were grown through controlled annealing of drawn
wires, and the dependence of GB resistivity on crystallographic misorientation was measured
using SQUID techniques, with the misorientation characterized by X-ray microdiffraction.
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Figure 3.20: The relative content of the ideal FCC phase and HCP stacking faults within
the Co layer obtained from the spectra decomposition.

The great advance of Nakatani’s work was to characterize grain boundaries with arbitrarily
large rotation angles, small angles having been studied previously. Misorientations are de-
composed into two rotation angles, as is standard for descriptions of grain boundaries: tilt
angles θ, with rotation axis in the GB plane, and twist angles φ, with rotation axis normal
to the GB plane.

A very simple empirical relationship for the grain boundary resistance Rgb as a function
of tilt and twist angle was found by Nakatani to be true for all misorientations:

Rgb = Asin(θ) + Bsin(φ)

A and B are experimental parameters, differing for three classes of GB (high-angle, low-
angle, and coincident-site), but of the same order of magnitude. B has tended to exceed A

by a factor of two.

The results of Nakatani have been interpreted as evidence for scattering by dislocations
at grain boundaries. Two sets of orthogonal screw dislocations appear with concentration
proportional to sin(φ); edge dislocations appear with concentration proportional to sin(θ).
The close-packing of the grain-boundaries, thought to arise due to annealing, is important
for this microstructural relationship.

In our case, the (111)-rocking curve ∆ω may be taken as an average measure of the twist
angles φ in a singly textured film. As the in-plane orientation of the grains is random, the
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tilt angles θ may be considered to vary over the full 360◦ for even the most highly textured
films. If an analogous mechanism is present, we would then expect ρ ∝ ∆ω, for ∆ω small
compared with φ. Here φ will be the primary rotation axis between grains, corresponding
to twist, so ∆ω corresponds to tilt.

An objection may be immediately raised as to the magnitude of the supposed effect of
textural dispersion on resistivity. Why should 3-6◦ of twist make a difference in average
GB dislocation concentration when compared with a background contributed by up to 360◦

of tilt angle? The symmetry properties of the FCC grains are important here. Threefold
symmetry is present about the out-of-plane (111) FCC direction, limiting the total range
of misorientation to ± 60◦, for an average of 30 deg. For 60◦. rotations about the fiber
axis, however, one has a Σ3 grain boundary, with coherent structure and nearly vanishing
resistance. This limits the total range of misorientation to ±30 ◦, for θ ∼ 15◦. Especially
since two orthogonal arrays of screw dislocations are set up in twist, compared with a single
array of edge dislocations in tilt (B ∼ 2A), the 3-6◦ of φ become comparable in effect on ρ

to the 15◦ of θ.

We may then estimate that the resistivity variation from grain boundary structure,
arising from the observed variation of (111) texture dispersion, may total up to ∼40%
the background contributed by random in-plane orientations. This value is estimated by
considering B∆φ

Aθ
, where B

A  2. This figure is in good agreement with the magnitude of
the observed experimental variation in G (see Fig. 3.10.) On the other hand, the linear
dependence of resistivity on textural dispersion expected is not obeyed; for ∆ω > 6, the
curve begins to flatten out and little further variation appears to be present. A plausible
reason for the flattening is a short-circuit effect6. If a network of grains is present, it
may be possible for electrons to choose the path of least resistance, for which the local
misorientations are lowest, as the most populous twist angle φ for any rocking curve half-
width ∆ω will be zero.

To conclude this section, we note that the foregoing discussion presupposes a strict adher-
ence to the ideal Type-A microstructure, identified by HR-xTEM and illustrated in Figure
3.8: perfectly columnar (111) grains, of some width and textural dispersion, with perfect
epitaxy within the grain. Grain boundaries are close-packed and dense. The 59Co NMR
measurement, on the other hand, has shown some deviation from this ideal, particularly for
deteriorating texture. Stacking faults in Co are shown to become more populous, so defects
do appear within grains. These may play a role in the increase of resistivity and decrease
of GMR. Realistic band structure calculations by Butler’s group, on the other hand, have

6I am indebted to Joseph Tringe for pointing this out to me.
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predicted that Co stacking faults in (111) oriented Co/Cu spin valves will increase GMR.
[92] In any case, the resistivity increase due to single growth stacking faults is likely to be
small, assuming the simple model of Nakatani.

3.3 Epitaxial spin valves: elimination of bulk scattering?

Here we press (briefly) the issue identified in Section 3.2. If it is true that the grain bound-
aries control bulk scattering and the bulk scattering controls GMR, the highest GMR ratios
should be found in crystallographically perfect epitaxial spin valves. In such structures, the
grain size should be increased and the grain-boundary misorientation reduced drastically,
so we might expect favorable transport properties: G should increase, and by extrapolat-
ing the line in Figure 3.11, so should ∆G. Our preliminary results, however, are rather
discouraging, so we did not pursue this topic further.

Despite successfully fabricating epitaxial (001) and (111) films with ∆ω as low as 0.6 deg.,
we find that out of eleven Cu single films and spin valves on MgO(001) and Al2O3(0001),
none has exhibited transport properties greatly improved from the type-A structures. Re-
duced ρCu ∼ 3.2 µΩ · cm is found for (001) and (111) films, though this value is only mod-
erately improved compared with the polycrystalline highly-oriented (111) film minimum of
4.5 µΩ · cm. For the spin valve structures, neither G nor ∆G has been improved.

Possible reasons for the failure of our epitaxial spin valves are discussed. Several
materials-science groups have pursued this quite reasonable line of research without suc-
cess in increasing GMR [93, 94, 95, 96, 97], so the question of why epitaxial structures have
provided such poor spin-dependent transport properties should be considered.

3.3.1 Samples preparation and XRD measurements

A summary of the (few) epitaxial samples examined is shown in Figure 3.21. All samples
were prepared on single-crystal substrates (100) MgO or (0001) Al2O3, precleaned and
heated to 350±50◦ during deposition, except as noted. In all cases, substrate heating was
applied only during the first layer deposition (either Cu or NiFe), although the stage had
cooled in vacuum to only ∼ 150◦ C before deposition of subsequent layers.

Two cleaning methods were compared. A typical solvent cleaning sequence of boiling
TCE/acetone/methanol was tried once. Subsequent precleans used a buffered ammonium
hydroxide solution H2O:H2O2:NH4OH 100:1:1, as used for the same purpose in Michael
Kautzky’s dissertation research [98].
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For the spin valve depositions, 100 Oe magnetic fields were applied to induce free layer
uniaxial and pinned layer unidirectional anisotropies. No substrate ion etch was performed
prior to depositions. UHV ion beam deposition parameters were otherwise identical to those
detailed in 3.2, following them immediately in time.

XRD Phi scans were performed to characterize epitaxy in the films using the standard
technique. In each case, azimuthal coordinates ω and χ were zeroed at the maximum (001)
or (111) peak intensity for the film. χ was then rocked off by 54.7◦ in both cases, as this
is the lowest angle between (200) and (111) reflections in the FCC lattice. (200) reflections
were then monitored for the (111) film, and (111) reflections monitored for the (200) film,
as φ was rotated by 360◦. Rocking-curve half widths ∆ω were recorded for the out-of-plane
reflection and mosaic spreads ∆φ were recorded for the phi scan.

3.3.2 Experimental results

Formation of epitaxial films

Both (001) and (111) epitaxial Cu single films and spin valves were successfully deposited.
Unsurprisingly, substrate heating is shown to be very important for forming the epitaxial
structure: the unheated deposition did not produce large out-of-plane intensity. Also in-
teresting is the fact that Cu layers on Al2O3 do not coalesce until fairly large thicknesses:
the second deposition on Al2O3, at 200Å, was found to be electrically open, with pyramidal
grains as thick as the film revealed by AFM. Cu films on NiO, on the other hand, coalesce
at approximately 10-20 Å. We may attribute this to the much larger island size formed in
epitaxial growth than in polycrystalline growth; if the aspect ratio remains near constant as
a function of grain size, then the coalescence thickness will be larger. It is likely then that
the residual surface roughness will also be large.

For heated depositions on Al2O3(0001) or MgO(001), epitaxial samples were formed for
all cases examined. The sharpest rocking curves were found for 200 Å Cu depositions on
Al2O3(0001), with ∆ω as low as 0.61◦. For MgO, the 1000 Å Cu film ∆ω was found as low as
1.3◦. The φ-scan for this film is shown in Figure 3.22. These represent great improvements
over the highly-textured case, which showed ∆ω to 3.8◦. The improved properties for the
(111) film might be attributed to a higher surface mobility on the close-packed face, but
since it was also substantially thinner, this is not clear.

Introduction of the other spin valve layers into the epitaxial structure NiFe(50)/ Co(20)/
Cu(30)/ Co(20)/ NiFe(50)/ FeMn(150Å) generally increased the overall ∆ω by a factor of
two: to 1.4◦ in the (111) case, and to 1.9◦ in the (001) case. Some misfit misorientation
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Figure 3.21: Summary of epitaxial samples processing-microstructure-properties. Variations
in deposition method, results of XRD phi scans, and magnetotransport properties are shown.
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Figure 3.22: Phi-scan for epitaxial (001) Cu on (001) MgO, sample MgO001.

may be introduced during growth, but these values remain small. Mosaic spreads were on
the order of 4◦ in all cases studied. The φ-scan for this film is shown in Figure 3.23.
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Figure 3.23: Phi-scan for epitaxial (111) spin valve on (0001) Al2O3

Transport properties

High GMR was not found in the epitaxial samples; in all cases, there was some difficulty
in obtaining a complete antiparallel orientation, judging from the lack of plateau in the
M-R traces. For the (111)-films, a maximum ∆R

R of 2.4% was found; this does not likely
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correspond to a full antiparallel state. Decoupled loops were not found for epitaxial (100)
films, although 3.8% was present for an unheated structure on MgO; this was not epitaxial,
resulting in microstructure Type-B. It may not be surprising that the exchange biasing and
interlayer coupling are changed strongly when going to the epitaxial structure, so this result
is not particularly discouraging for the prospects of elimination of bulk scattering.

The bulk resistivities and spin valve conductivities are more discouraging. For all three
of the thick (1000 Å) epitaxial Cu films, resistivities of 3.2 µΩ · cm were found. This holds
true for both (111) and (001) films, and is largely unaffected by the cleaning procedure.
For the MgO, use of the buffered amonium hydroxide substrate-cleaning was necessary to
avoid a ”white haze” precipitate which formed on the surface during deposition; this did
not appear to make much difference in the resistivity of single Cu films on MgO, samples
MgO001 and MgO005 both having nearly the same bulk resistivity. We conclude that 3.2
µΩ · cm represents a true bulk ρ for the deposited films, arising from defects unrelated to
crystalline structure.

For the spin valves, the conductances did not increase markedly in the epitaxial films.
This comes as a surprise, since we expect that the grain size is much larger in these films.
Nevertheless, the maximum value G = 0.09

(
Ω
sq.

)−1
, present also for the highly textured

depositions, was not surpassed in these films. Consistent values are obtained for both (111)
and (001) films.

3.3.3 Discussion

That the epitaxial films did not exhibit high GMR is not too surprising, since morphology
may affect the attainment of the antiparallel state. Further work, particularly for thicker
Cu layers, would likely be necessary to secure AP alignment. However, it is important to
note that exchange biasing has been found universally to be comparatively poor for epitaxial
systems, particularly in NiO/ NiFe [99]. Lenssen et al have found that for MBE-deposited
”top” FeMn-biased spin valves, HE is about half that for sputtered spin valves, although
in their case, ∆ω is 15◦.7 This is true also for the work in references [96, 97], although
some completely exchange-biased films are found. Better results on the AP state appear to
be found using differential coercivity, as shown for (100-oriented)MgO/ Pt(100)/ NiFe(50)/
Cu(28)/ Co(50)/ Cu(10Å) layers in [95], deposited by MBE. For a 28ÅCu interlayer, here
∆R
R =3.9%, and wide (50 Oe) plateaus are found.

7This results from the use of Ta seeds rather than a lattice-matched epitaxial substrate; there appears
to be a role for some adatom energy, lacking in MBE-deposited films, in producing (111)-texture out of the
seed.
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The poor sheet conductances found are more troubling. Relatively little data are avail-
able here, as most investgators have not bothered to record sheet resistance. Kawawake
and Sakakima, however, have recorded Gp of 0.80

(
Ω
sq.

)−1
at room temperature [95], an

incredible value, an order of magnitude higher than anything we have seen. Assuming that
the room-temperature bulk conductances 8 for the constituent layers sum in parallel–true
where no interface or surface scattering is present, so for defect free layers with fully spec-
ular scattering at surfaces–we would have a sheet conductance of 0.76

(
Ω
sq.

)−1
. The value

reported by Kawawake et al appears to be incorrect, since we will find in Section 4.3 that
Co/Cu interface scattering, for example, is likely intrinsic to the system. Most likely their
figure for G is overestimated by a factor of π√

2
, true if the four-point-probe correction factor

is not applied. In this case, Gp ∼ 0.18 Ω−1 is still remarkably high, but plausible.

In our case, the unimproved G value may be attributed to many possible sources. We
could consider that the interface morphology is very rough, due to the strong islanding of
initial growth on the insulator, or that the interfaces are strongly interdiffused. We have not
performed further characterization to sort one defect out from the other; neither have the
other investigators. Some exhaustive characterization of epitaxial spin valves, with attention
paid to the sheet conductance, is necessary to understand the mechanism active here.

However, we do note that the bulk crystalline value found for Cu of 3.2 µΩcm is roughly
double that expected for perfect crystals, despite the fact that nearly single-crystal mi-
crostructure is found. The incorporation of gaseous contaminants is a likely source for this.
If the sample stage is heated to 350±50◦, and it is not completely clean, organic contam-
inants present on the stage will outgas and become introduced into the growing film. We
examine the process of contaminant incorporation, and its effects on bulk scattering and
GMR, briefly in the next section. We find that the effects of contamination are rather strong
in ambient ion-beam deposition. Due to the heating present in the epitaxial growth and
absent in the deposition of the type-C spin valves, however dissociation will be even more
relevant for the epitaxial work.

3.4 Gaseous contamination dependence of GMR in type-C

spin valves

In this section, we demonstrate briefly a useful trick for GMR spin valve deposition and
provide some further evidence for the importance of bulk scattering in spin valves. We

8From Kittel: 10.4 µΩcm for Pt, 1.7 µΩcm for Cu, 5.8 µΩcm for Co; 10 µΩcm for Ni80Fe20
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find that where gaseous contaminants are present in the chamber, the ultimate value of
GMR depends separably on the rate of layer deposition, all other parameters held constant.
More rapid deposition leads to higher values of GMR. This experiment is most accessible
to ion beam deposition, as ion-beam alone among sputtering methods provides independent
control of adatom energy and adatom flux.

We show that there is a simple deposition-rate dependence of GMR which may be
separated from interface properties. By varying only the filament current, leaving both
gas pressure and ion gun potentials Vb and Vaccel constant, we show that the GMR ratio
increases as deposition rate increases from 0.3 - 2.0 Å

s . A linear ∆G(G) variation, implicit
in deposition rate, indicates here that bulk scattering incorporated throughout the layers
controls the parameteric variation in GMR. Residual gas analysis (RGA) characterization
during film deposition indicates that incorporation of ambient organic species, dissociated
as CH4 radicals, introduces spin-independent scattering centers in the film.

Prior work has been performed on this subject; several investigators have found a strong
dependence of AF-coupled Co/Cu multilayer GMR on residual gas pressure [100, 101, 102,
103, 104]. However, to reiterate the importance of spin valves in spin-dependent transport
studies, these authors have not been able to separate out residual gas effects on scattering
from those on interlayer coupling. Marrows in particular has found that when gaseous
impurities are introduced at the Co/Cu interfaces, GMR decreases, but effects on coupling
are far more pronounced than those on scattering [100, 101]. Miura has come to the opposite
conclusion by controlling residual pressure through pumping time: GMR increases from 15%
to 48% with increasing residual gas pressure over the range 3-8 × 10−8 Torr. Here interlayer
coupling effects were found to be dominant as well, although a plausible explanation is
lacking. [102, 103]

A similar objection applies to some experiments on spin valves [104] in which the mag-
nitude of GMR was found to decrease with the logarithm of PH2O in the chamber prior to
deposition. Neither effects on the antiparallel state or on conductance were controlled or
recorded here, so a transport-oriented study of gaseous impurity incorporation remains as
a relatively unexplored area.

3.4.1 Sample preparation

Spin valves with nominal structure NiO(400)/Co(40)/Cu(40)/Co(40Å) were prepared by ion
beam deposition, using various deposition rates for the whole stack. The NiO underlayers
were prepared in a separate chamber, using ion beam sputtering from a NiO target. Ion gun
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potentials Vb and Vaccel were kept constant at 100 and 1000 V, respectively. Working gas
pressures of 1× 10−4 Torr of Ar were used. (To compare with previous work, in which Xe
was used as the working gas, note that we found little difference in properties between spin
valves sputtered with Ar and Xe.) The NiO substrates were ion-beam etched for 30 s at
300 Vb immediately prior to deposition. Exchange bias and uniaxial free layer anisotropies
were introduced through electromagnet bias of ∼100 Oe, applied during deposition of the
full stack. The total residual gas pressure of the chamber was measured by ion gauge at
3×10−9 Torr immediately prior to deposition; its composition will be discussed shortly.

The deposition rate was varied through the filament current, kept constant over deposi-
tion of the Co(40)/Cu(40)/Co(40Å) trilayer, from approximately 4.5 A to 6.0 A. This should
correspond to a straightforward modulation of deposition rate: thermionic electrons, gener-
ated by the filament current, generate ions in roughly direct proportion to their population,
and the deposition rate should scale directly with incident ion flux. The deposition rate was
monitored using a crystal microbalance; in the subsequent plots, only the Cu deposition
rate is shown. The Co deposition rate is in all cases roughly 1/3 that shown for Cu, due to
the asymmetry in sputtering yield.

3.4.2 Experimental results

We used a mass spectrometer to monitor the gaseous impurities introduced during ion beam
deposition. The partial pressure of impurity gas was measured at sputtering pressures with
the beam off (deposition rate zero) and the beam on at various filament currents (deposition
rate greater than zero), during sputtering of the Cu target. The primary species found were
water vapor (H2O) and methane radicals (CH4) at 18 and 16 AMU, respectively.

The partial pressures of contaminants are plotted in Figure 3.24 as a function of Cu
deposition rate. Note that while a constant background of H2O vapor is present, unaffected
by ion flux, the dissociation of CH4 is controlled by two orders of magnitude through intro-
duction of the ion beam. As the filament is powered on even in the zero deposition rate case,
with beam extraction voltage turned off, it appears that the simple presence of deposition
ion flux plays a primary role in dissociating organic species, while the magnitude of the ion
flux plays a secondary role.

As the deposition rate is varied throughout the entire deposition, we find a marked
dependence of the total film conductance G on deposition rate. This behavior is shown in
Figure 3.25. G scales linearly with deposition rate r over the range investigated, with a 50%
increase in G produced by varying r =0.1 to 0.7 Å

s for Cu.
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Figure 3.24: Impurity gas partial pressure as a function of Cu deposition rate. CH4 and
H2O pressures are monitored at 16 and 18 AMU, respectively. Note that carbonaceous
impurities are liberated by the ion flux during deposition, but water vapor is not.

In Figure 3.26, we see that the GMR ratio also varies strongly with deposition rate.
Higher deposition rates increase both conductivity and GMR. These data are replotted in
the ∆G(G) configuration in Figure 3.27. A roughly linear dependence of the fundamental
measure of GMR ∆G on G is found.

3.4.3 Discussion

We take the linear variation of ∆G(G), here as in the previous Section 3.2, as indication that
spin-independent scattering centers distributed though the bulk of the film control GMR. In
this case, we assume that the scattering centers are distributed laterally throughout the film,
rather than concentrated at columnar grain boundaries, since they are evenly distributed in
the vapor.

The vertical (thickness) distribution of scattering centers is not as obvious. Prior in-
situ AES characterization, shown in Table 3.2, indicates that surface C is incorporated
preferentially into the Cu film: the concentration of C has been found to decrease after
deposition of Cu on Co. This indicates that the Cu film is likely to incorporate the greatest
fraction of carbonaceous contamination when exposed to CH4 gas.

Under these assumptions, we could then propose a semiquantitative model for the de-
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Figure 3.25: Total film conductance G, measured ex-situ, as a function of Cu deposition
rate. Co deposition rates were set to roughly 1/3 those for Cu.

pendence of GMR on deposition rate. The impurity flux on the layer will be proportional
to the impurity partial pressure PCH4 , and the time of exposure to the impurity flux for a
deposited monolayer will scale as the inverse of the deposition rate r. This behavior would
yield a carbon volume fraction fC of

fC ∝ PCH4

r

The resistivity increase in the Cu layer arising from carbon contamination, which we
assume is the dominant defect in this microstructural type, would then be

ρCu ∝ fC ∝ PCH4

r

Approximating PCH4 to be roughly constant as a function of deposition rate, we then
have for the CIP conductance

Gtot  GCu + GCo

and finally
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Figure 3.26: GMR ratio, measured ex-situ, as a function of Cu deposition rate. Co deposition
rates were set to roughly 1/3 those for Cu.

Gtot  A ∗ r + B

where A and B are constants. This argument provides an explanation for the linear
dependence of G on r shown in Figure 3.25. If at zero deposition rate GCu nearly vanishes,
the order of magnitude for GCo is correct. In the limit of infinite deposition rate, on the
other hand, the Cu conductance could not increase indefinitely; it would be limited by the
room-temperature resistivity of Cu. This limit is not relevant to the data. Since a perfect Cu
parallel conductor in the presence of strong Co/Cu interface scattering would contribute on
the order of GCu  2t

3ρCu
, where ρCu = 1.7µΩċm at room temperature, the contribution in

the infinite deposition rate limit would be ∼ 0.012
(

Ω
sq.

)−1
, exceeding the observed variation

by a factor of four.

To conclude this section, we note that we may probably exclude crystalline variations as
the source of the variation in G, since crystalline ordering is likely to become less complete
with more rapid deposition. The effect on GMR of crystalline ordering is investigated in the
next section, in the limit of fully amorphous structure in the free magnetic layer. Here we
will see how the placement of the disordered layer near the Co/Cu interface affects GMR,
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Figure 3.27: ∆G(G) plot for deposition rate series, implicit in deposition rate; this replots
data in figures 3.25 and 3.26.

and we show a simple rule for the advantageous use of magnetically soft amorphous layers
in GMR spin valves.

3.5 Amorphous CoZr as a free layer in spin valves

Spin valve sandwiches, designed to combine goals of high GMR ratio and soft magnetic
properties, usually require some tradeoff between the two goals in design. Co/Cu/Co trilay-
ers, alloyed in some cases with small amounts of iron (as in Co90Fe10/Cu/Co90Fe10,) have
provided the highest room-temperature values of GMR, exceeding 110% [3] for multilayers
and 19% [4] for spin valve trilayers. Co alone, however, usually exhibits poor soft magnetic
properties, with typical sputtered films exhibiting coercivities of 20 Oe or higher.

To reduce coercivities, thicker cladding layers of magnetically soft Ni80Fe20 are typically
introduced, as in the structure AF/Ni80Fe20/Co/Cu/Co/Ni80Fe20. It is generally believed
that a higher thickness fraction x of soft material in the free ferromagnetic bilayer Ni80Fe20(x
tf/Co((1-x) tf ) provides average magnetic properties closer to those of the soft material
Ni80Fe20, as direct exchange coupling across the thin layers is likely to be complete. A
theoretical treatment following this idea was carried out by Takahashi and Inomata [105].
Such hybrid free layers have become standard in the GMR field sensors used in magnetic
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read heads.

Alternate soft materials for the free layer have not been explored to a very great extent.
Early studies focused on NiFe-only layers [106, 107], although these saw less subsequent
attention due to their reduced GMR values compared with Ni80Fe20/Co. [6] Several Co
alloys such as CoFe and CoNiFe have been explored as the central layer in a ”symmetric”
spin valve [108]; these have shown significantly lower GMR compared with Co only. The
impurities added are thought to reduce the spin-asymmetry of bulk scattering in Co.

Amorphous Co alloys such as CoB, CoFeB, and CoZr [109], which reduce coercivity
through elimination of the random crystalline anisotropy energy, have been popular as
soft materials for use in the write element of inductive heads [110, 111]. Amorphous Co
alloys have also been tested previously as single free layers in NiO/Co/Cu/a-Co spin valves
[112, 113, 114, 115], or as both free and pinned layers as NiO/a-Co/Cu/a-Co [116, 117].
Alloying concentrations are typically 10% or less.

The transport results from these structures have not been at all promising, however.
Universally, reduced values of GMR have been observed when introducing amorphous al-
loys into these structures. Specifically, Shirota et al have seen that maximum GMR values
drop from ∼ 10% to 4% upon alloying 10% B into Co90×(1−y)Fe10×(1−y)By layers in a
NiO/CoFeB/Cu(30Å)/CoFeB spin valve. [117] For the single amorphous layer free layer
studies, in which the problematic AF/CoFeB exchange biasing [118] is not an issue, discour-
aging maximum GMR values are reported of 6%[114] and 3.6% [113]. That the low GMR
relates principally to the crystal structure has been verified in the annealing studies of Jimbo
et al [119]: NiO/CoFeB/Cu/CoFeB spin valves, exhibiting as-deposited GMR ratios of 6%,
improve to 10% upon annealing above the a-CoFeB recrystallization temperature of 250◦C.

In this section, we demonstrate that amorphous Co alloys can in fact be used to ad-
vantage in GMR spin valves. By comparing experiments with semiclassical free electron
calculations of GMR, we show that there is a simple, well-defined role for a highly resistive
soft layer. The optimal thickness for the Co interlayer in a NiO/Co/Cu/Co(tCo)/a-CoZr
spin valve may be identified with the optimal GMR thickness for the Co-only free layer de-
scribed in the first section. Magnetically soft, highly resistive amorphous material may then
be added to the top surface without great effect on the transport properties, improving the
soft magnetic properties through an increase in the soft thickness fraction. Use of Co layers
at thicknesses away from the optimum, either thinner or thicker, results in a reduction of
GMR.
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3.5.1 Semiclassical transport model predictions

We first present semiclassical transport model predictions for GMR of spin valves with
hybrid Co/CoZr free layers. For all calculations, structures of the form NiO/ Co(60Å)/
Cu(20Å)/ Co(tCo)/ CoZr(tCoZr) are treated, so we examine the effects of cladding CoZr on
the outside of only one magnetic layer, assumed to be the free layer.

The main assumption entering into the calculation is that only the bulk resistivity ρ

differs strongly for the Co and CoZr layers, with ρCoZr/ρCo  4. Identical asymmetries
of spin-dependent bulk scattering λ↑

λ↓ are assumed. The product ρ(λ↑ + λ↓) is assumed
to remain constant, following Dieny [40, 41] and Gurney [5], as the product is a function
only of the concentration of free electrons N at the Fermi surface. These assumptions yield
higher scattering rates (shorter λ) with identical spin asymmetry in CoZr compared with Co.
The parameters for the calculation, applied under Dieny’s assumption of diffusive surface
scattering (p = 0) and transparent interfaces (T = 1), are shown in Table 3.4.

Figure 3.28: Simulated comparison of GMR for spin valves with Co-only and Co/CoZr free
layers, where tCo < t∗f . Note the faster falloff in GMR ratio with free layer thickness for the
Co-only spin valve. The CoZr-clad spin valve (with higher resistivity) does not suffer from
the same degree of current shunting, since its resistivity is higher.

Layer ρ λ↑ λ↓

Co 10.6 µΩ · cm 104 Å 14 Å
Cu 3.2 µΩ · cm 144 Å 144 Å
CoZr 47 µΩ · cm 23 Å 3 Å

Table 3.4: Parameters used in GMR simulation for CoZr free layers
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Figure 3.28 shows the calculated variation of GMR ratio with magnetic layer thickness.
The Co-only case and Co/CoZr case are compared. For Co-only, it is clear that there is an
optimal free layer thickness for which the GMR is maximum. The behavior of this curve
was discussed previously in Section 2.2.1. For small free layer thicknesses, GMR is reduced
by surface scattering. Contributions to GMR are centered in the first 10 Å of Co on the
opposite side of the Cu/Co interface; if surface scattering interferes with conduction in these
layers, as it will when the top surface is located near the interface (thin Co), GMR is reduced
strongly. This fact may be best understood from simulated plots of ∆G in the presence and
absence of surface scattering: a slow exponential approach to maximum is observed in the
presence of surface scattering. For thick layers, current shunting dominates, and additional
Co simply carries more current away from the Co/Cu interface; this is best seen from the
saturation of ∆ G and linear increase of G, due to addition of a parallel conductor. The free
layer thickness dependence of spin-valve GMR outlined here was understood in early work
by Dieny and Gurney [41]. The optimal free layer thickness, at which these two competing
behaviors balance, is denoted by t∗f .

Ω
−1

)

Figure 3.29: Simulated conductance G for spin valves with Co-only and Co/CoZr free layers.
Note that the conductance increases much faster for Co free layers than for CoZr; this is
a simple consequence of the difference in bulk resistivities. As CoZr has a higher bulk
resistivity than Co, current shunting is suppressed.

If CoZr is added to Co near t∗f , the thickness dependence of the curve is qualitatively as
described for Co-only, but the rates of change with additional thickness are slowed. Current
shunting is added at a rate approximately four times slower than for Co, as this is the
assumed ratio of bulk resistivities of Co to CoZr. This may be seen most clearly in Figure
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3.29: G(t) for added CoZr has a much lower slope; remembering the relationship for G(t)
curves of

Figure 3.30: Simulated comparison of spin valves with Co-only and Co/CoZr free layers,
where tCo < t∗f . Note that the maximum GMR ratio is not reached in this case, due to the
presence of the strongly scattering CoZr near the Cu/Co interface.

ρ(t) 
(

∂G(t)
∂t

)−1

we can see that the difference in slope for the Co-only and Co/CoZr curves for t > t∗f
corresponds to the assumed ratio of ρCo to ρCoZr.

In this way, the transport properties of Co/CoZr spin valves are relatively insensitive
to CoZr cladding layer thickness: for 200 Å CoZr, the GMR ratio has reduced to 70%
of maximum, where for equivalent additional thicknesses of Co, it has reduced to 40% of
maximum. For thicker free layers and higher thickness fractions of CoZr, we expect softer
magnetic properties, so the predicted improved GMR characteristics in this regime will be
explored.

Figure 3.30 shows simulated GMR for the case where CoZr is added to NiO/Co(60
Å)/Cu(20 Å)/Co(tCo) for tCo < t∗f . Two cases are compared with the Co-only case: tCo = 0
and tCo = 30Å. Here, the GMR ratio is predicted never to reach the maximum value present
for Co-only. In both cases, there is an initial slight increase in GMR with increasing tCoZr,
after which current shunting once again begins to dominate. It is immediately apparent
that CoZr alone in the free layer will yield much lower values of GMR than for Co/CoZr
hybrid free layers, as has been found in the previous investigations [112, 113, 114, 115]. In
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comparison with Figure 3.28, the simulations indicate that the maximum attainable GMR
scales with tCo up to t∗f .

There appears to be a premium for high conductivity material near the Cu/Co interface.
∆G scales with the free layer conductivity σ in the first  λ↑ of free layer thickness.

3.5.2 Samples prepared

To explore the favorable combination of soft magnetics and GMR predicted by the model, we
deposited several series of NiO/Co/Cu/Co(/a-CoZr) spin valves. Si(100)/ SiO2/ NiO(400Å
) substrates were used, with the NiO layers formed by reactive sputtering in separate depo-
sitions at HP Labs.

All metallic layers were deposited by RF sputtering in a modified Perkin-Elmer 4400
chamber with load-lock transfer of a rotating pallet. Exchange anisotropies were introduced
using permanent magnet bias of 50-100 Oe and sputter-etching the substrates immediately
prior to deposition. The base pressure for the system was typically 1×10−7 Torr. Elemental
2” targets were used for Co and Cu; an alloy target Co93Zr7 was used for CoZr. Deposition
power for the Co and Co93Zr7 layers was fixed at 300 W, with 50 W used for Cu; deposition
gas pressure was 3 mT Ar for all layers. While it had been found in separate depositions that
the lowest coercivities for 200 Å thick films of CoZr were attained at the lowest Ar pressures,
the difficulty in stabilizing the plasma for during wedge deposition has necessitated relatively
high Ar pressures in these experiments.

The amorphous state for 200 Å thick Co93Zr7 was verified from symmetric x-ray diffrac-
tion; no peaks were observed for this thickness, where randomly oriented Co-only films of
comparable thickness show a weak (111) FCC or (0001) HCP Co reflection in the vicinity
of 2θ = 44.2◦ for CuKα radiation.

Series in thickness were deposited using a wedge technique. Individual 5× 7 mm coupons
of the NiO coated substrate were spaced circumferentially along the pallet, with the first
coupon in line centered underneath the wedge-target and subsequent coupons (up to 11)
spaced across the permanent magnet to receive less deposited thickness. Measurement
of the distribution of deposition rate from the centered position, taken by profilometry
measurements on thicker films, is shown in Figure 3.31. A maximum variation in deposited
thickness of a factor of three over 12 cm is demonstrated.

For all layers except the wedge layer, constant thicknesses for all coupons were realized
by completing rotations of the pallet while the deposition source was turned on. Each
rotation through the under-target position generates approximately 8 Å for the Co layers.
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Two Co-only series were deposited: NiO/ Co(60)/ Cu(20)/ Co(tCo), with Co-only in
the free layer. For the first series, 35 < t < 80Å, and for the second series, 110 < t < 250Å.
Three series with Co/CoZr composite free layers were examined. For the first, NiO/ Co(60)/
Cu(20)/ Co(30 Å )/CoZr(62 < tCoZr < 200 Å), for the second, NiO/ Co(60)/ Cu(20)/
Co(53 Å)/ CoZr(46 < tCoZr < 200Å), and for the third NiO/ Co(60)/ Cu(20)/ Co(61 Å)/
CoZr(77 < tCoZr < 189Å).

Figure 3.31: Illustration of the wedge technique used to deposit thickness series. The
variation in deposition rate is caused by increasing off-axis distance from the center of
the target; measurement of deposition rate as a percentage of maximum as a function of
displacement from target-center is shown in the top. Depositions were performed in the
”table-up” configuration for maximum deposition rate variation.

3.5.3 Experimental results

Magnetoransport properties

The measured GMR ratios for the deposited Co-only and Co/CoZr spin valve series are pre-
sented in Figures 3.32 and 3.33. There is a fairly strong correspondence between simulated
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and experimental dependencies of GMR on layer thickness.

In the first case, addition of CoZr for tCo  t∗f results in improved GMR ratio for large
free layer thicknesses. The GMR is observed to fall off less quickly with additional CoZr
thickness than with additional Co thickness, so the predicted benefit of CoZr cladding is
realized; compare with Figure 3.28.

Figure 3.32: Experimental comparison of GMR for Co-only and Co/CoZr spin valves, tCo =
t∗f . Compare with simulation in Figure 3.28. Note that the falloff of GMR for CoZr is slowed
compared with that for Co.

For tCo < t∗f , however, the GMR never rises to the level present for Co-only. Extrapola-
tion of the CoZr data back to ttot=30 Å indicates that the peak GMR reached is not as high
as that present for spin valves with Co alone. Due to the difference in slopes for the Co and
CoZr curves, also, there is an intersection of the two curves. These features are predicted
in the calculation of Figure 3.30.

That the reduction in current shunting slows the fall in GMR for Co/CoZr free layers
may be verified in the experimental G(t) graphs, shown in Figure 3.34. There is an obvious
difference in the slopes of G(tCoZr) and G(tCo), indicating much higher conductivity for Co.
By measuring the slope of linear fits to the G(tf ) data, bulk resistivities of 15 µΩ ·cm for Co
and 61 µΩ · cm for CoZr may be extracted. Also shown is the extrapolation of the G(ttot)
data to zero CoZr thickness. It is apparent that the Co/CoZr conductances extrapolate back
to the Co-only values, indicating that no strong scattering is contributed by the Co/CoZr
interface. This provides support for the assumption of transparent Co/CoZr interfaces in
the simulation.
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Figure 3.33: Experimental comparison of GMR for Co-only and Co/CoZr spin valves, tCo <
t∗f . Compare with the simulation in Figure 3.30. The peak value of GMR is not as high as
that found for Co-only, and the curves cross for intermediate thickness, due to the slower
falloff for CoZr.

Soft magnetics

Measured free layer easy-axis coercivities for the three Co/CoZr series are presented in
Figure 3.35. The various thicknesses have been folded into CoZr thickness fractions xCoZr,
where xCoZr = tCoZr

tCo+tCoZr
. A roughly linear decrease with thickness fraction is observed for

all deposited series. All curves do not collapse to a simple thickness-fraction dependence,
however: thinner Co is generally more difficult to bias with thickness-filling of CoZr than
thicker Co. The curves are shifted upwards in coercivity with respect to each other for
thinner Co. Minimum Hc’s reached are in the vicinity of 13-15 Oe.

3.5.4 Discussion

Some question might arise as to the ultimate magnitudes of ∆R
R and Hc attainable using CoZr

cladding layers. What we have shown here is proof-of-principle for a method to combine
soft magnetic properties and high GMR. The engineering values, on the other hand, should
scale with the highest ∆R

R and lowest Hc attained for the constituent layers. In our case,
maximum ∆R

R for NiO/Co(60)/Cu(20)/Co(60 Å) is 8.5%, and minimum Hc for 200 Å CoZr
is 8 Oe. Typical industrial values are > 10 % and < 1 Oe, respectively, so repeating these
experiments after further optimization may yield an improved combination of soft magnetics
and GMR.

One of the more interesting predictions of our calculations is that ∆R
R depends on R (or
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Ω
−1

Figure 3.34: Sheet conductance for Co-only and Co/CoZr spin valves. Note that the con-
ductance increases much faster for Co free layers than for CoZr. A linear fit is indicated to
the Co(61Å)/CoZt(t - 61 Å); from its slope, ρCoZr is estimated at 61 µΩ · cm; similarly, ρCo
is estimated at 15 µΩ · cm. The addition of CoZr suppresses current shunting. Open and
closed triangles and crosses refer to separate depositions for Co-only spin valves.

ρ) for the layers. It may seem rather surprising that R does not simply drop out of the
expression, and that the predicted GMR drops even though the assumed spin asymmetry of
scattering for the CoZr layer remains constant. This can be understood through the effect
of ρ on λ, as found for the Cu layer and discussed in Section 2.2.1; we have found here that
it is true for the ferromagnetic layers as well. Even though the ratio λ↑

λ↓ is assumed constant
as the bulk resistivity is increased, λ↑ and λ↓ both decrease with increasing ρ, as we have
assumed that ρ(λ↑ + λ↓) remains constant (constant N under the free-electron model.)

In the limit of λ → 0 within the CoZr layer, no communication is present between the
spin valve trilayer Co/Cu/Co and the CoZr not exactly at the interface with Co. For the
Fuchs model calculation of GMR in this limit, the current distribution within the Co/Cu/Co
layers then becomes identical to the current distribution with a diffuse surface p = 0 located
at the first CoZr layer, which is the surface condition assumed under Dieny’s model. Thus
moving the top scattering surface away from the Cu/Co interface (adding CoZr) has no
effect, and ∆G becomes independent of tCoZr. By continuity, it is understandable that
adding higher-resistivity material with reduced but finite λ will then generally reduce the
benefit to GMR from additional magnetic layers. The resistance does not drop out under
the assumption of constant N.

It is worth mentioning that although the qualitative agreement between the Dieny model
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Figure 3.35: Free layer easy-axis coercivity Hc as a function of CoZr thickness fraction
xCoZr in the free layer, for various Co thicknesses. Coercivity decreases with xCoZr in all
cases, although a global dependence on thickness fraction is not observed; thicker Co layers
generally produce higher Hc.

and experimental transport properties is fairly good, quantitative agreement is poor. Despite
the fact that (relatively high) experimental layer resistivities ρ have been incorporated in
the calculation, and that the surface scattering parameters p have been set to maximum
scattering (p = 0), the model sheet conductance G is overestimated by almost a factor of two
for thin Co free layers. Some improvement could be reached by setting Co/Cu interfacial
transmissivities to T < 1, but we have not introduced this correction in order to keep the
parameter set simple; due to the strong surface scattering assumed, in any case, the interface
scattering parameters have relatively little effect on the simulated conductance for thin Co.

Secondly, the falloff of GMR with free layer thickness is a great deal faster in experiment
than it is in the model. Comparison of Figures 3.28 and 3.32 show that the experimental
Co-only data falls off to slightly greater than 3% at 250 Å, where the model calculation
predicts slightly less than 5%, from the fitted maximum of 8.5%.

The difference between experimental and model GMR(tf ) data can be understood simply
from the fact that the Boltzmann equation does not account for thermal excitations. The
greater falloff of GMR(tf ) at elevated temperature has been rationalized previously [120,
121] as arising from magnon scattering, which reduces GMR through spin-flips.

The disagreement between experimental and theoretical conductance data, on the other
hand, was quite difficult to understand at the time of these experiments (Nov. 1996).
Subsequent in-situ conductance measurements on NiO/Co/Cu/Co, presented in the next
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chapter, have provided a good retrospective explanation for the reduced conductance of the
stack. The experiments are presented in detail in the subsequent Chapter, but the results
are summarized here.

First, the surface is far more electrically active than expected from the p = 0 assumption;
in the Dieny model conception, some specularity must be present. The reduced conductance
may then be contributed by strong Co/Cu interface scattering, which appears from compar-
isons with theory to be mostly intrinsic, arising from electronic structure differences between
Co and Cu. Secondly, the Co/Cu interface scattering indicated by the in-situ measurement
cannot be treated even qualitatively using semiclassical free electron models, so difficulties
in fitting are not very surprising. Third, the first  8 Å of Co on NiO appear to be elec-
trically ”dead,” never contributing to the conductance; this may have to do with defects in
the first several layers. The overestimate of the Dieny model conductivity compared with
experiment is then caused by a combination of the first few dead Co layers (less important),
strong Co/Cu interface scattering (more important), and an incorrect physical treatment of
Co/Cu interface scattering.

3.6 Bulk scattering as a global limit to giant magnetoresis-

tance

We have found, in all cases, that giant magnetoresistance is limited by microstructurally
induced bulk scattering. Results have been presented so far for the various types of spin
valves and their microstructural determinants separately. Here we would like to summarize
and compare results, paying particular attention to which defects are relevant in a given mi-
crostructural class of spin valves (A-C), and how the sensitivity to bulk scattering compares
across classes.

Relevant defects for the various microstructural classes

The experimental results on bulk microstructural determinants of GMR are summarized
in Figure 3.36. Primary experimental results are without parentheses. We have found in
Section 3.2 that for highly (111)-textured (type A) spin valves, the grain boundary structure
limits GMR. A higher degree of crystallographic alignment between grains creates larger
GMR. For fine-grained polycrystalline (type B) spin valves, the grain size might be expected
to be important, as increased grain size will reduce the grain boundary scattering as well.
Justification for this is found in the comparison of crystalline and amorphous Co layers
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presented in Section 3.5: placement of amorphous layers, the limit of zero grain size, near
the interfaces universally reduces GMR. For typical NiO-seeded grain-epitaxial spin valves
(type C), carbonaceous contamination appears to exert a strong influence on bulk scattering
from the experiments in Section 3.4.

It is likely that all identified types of defects will create bulk scattering in all identi-
fied types of structures, but defects are relevant to processing of only some microstructural
types. This conjecture is also presented in Figure 3.36, in parentheses. The grain boundary
structure, to the extent that it is determined by crystallographic misorientation, is relevant
for the Type-A microstructure only. Types B and C exhibit random grain orientations. In-
creasing grain size is relevant only where the grain size is not fixed by the seed layer, so the
grain size may be changed through metal layer processing conditions for Types A and B, but
not for Type-C microstructures, since the NiO layer is presented from separate depositions.
Grain size is thus presumed to be unaffected by metal layer processing for Type-C; how-
ever, it could certainly be affected by NiO layer processing. Carbonaceous contamination,
identified as important for Type-C, is likely to reduce GMR in all microstructures, since
contaminants may fit in the interstices of any grain.

Figure 3.36: Summary: microstructural determinants of bulk scattering for spin-valve types.
Experimental results are in bold, parentheses indicate conjecture. Grain boundary structure
averages out for random orientations; grain size for type-C spin valves is mostly fixed by
the grain size for the NiO underlayer.

Sensitivities of GMR to bulk scattering: model comparison across microstruc-

tures

In all cases, we have taken the experimental linear relationship between G and ∆G as
evidence that bulk scattering controls GMR. The semiclassical model representation of this
behavior has been shown previously. For a given class of spin valves, where the simulation
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parameter set is fixed, varying only the bulk resistivity ρ under the assumption of constant
ρλ one finds linear ∆G(G) with some slope and offset.

We may push the semiclassical model slightly to provide comparisons between mi-
crostructural classes of spin valves. If we assume for a moment that the spin-dependent
scattering in the spin valve is interfacial in character, the interfacial spin-dependent scatter-
ing asymmetry β = T↑

T↓ may take any value β > 1. Different microstructural types of spin
valves are likely to take different types of interface structures, since interfacial roughnesses
will depend on the surface morphology at the time of deposition, and interfacial intermixing
will depend on the surface diffusivities. If the interface microstructure is important for inter-
facial spin-dependent scattering–still an open issue9–β will be different for microstructural
types A, B, and C.

The Dieny model simulation results for various β are presented in Figure 3.37. For each
dashed line, fixed interface structures (constant β) are represented, with increasing bulk
scattering. A linear region of ∆G dependence on G is always present, displaced from G = 0
sufficiently that increasing bulk scattering cuts down contours of constant GMR ratio. The
GMR is sensitive enough to the interfacial spin scattering asymmetry β that the curves are
well separated: higher β increases ∆G strongly enough for a given G that the curves do
not intersect. This holds up until β ≥ 15, after which increasing interfacial spin scattering
asymmetry has virtually no effect.

The fit to experimental ∆G(G) data for the series in textural dispersion is indicated on
the figure. Note that the GMR values fall significantly above any representable by the model
parameters, even for β → ∞.10 The reason for this divergence has been discussed already
in Section 3.5.4: conductances G at the interface are overestimated in the semiclassical
model; a more realistic treatment of hybridized band structure (as in Tsymbal’s model [36])
is necessary to bring the calculated values in line with experiment.

The experimental data are summarized in Figure 3.38. The Type-A series in textural

9This subject has a rather extensive literature, but there has been a relative lack of sophistication in
modifying the interface structure, particularly for the Co/Cu system. Quantitative experiments have been
performed only for codeposited interfaces of a given thickness 2-10 Å, exceeding the range of intermixing
or roughness which are of greatest interest. The clearest data for Co/Cu were presented by Suzuki and
Taga [122], who have found that in the investigated range, greater intermixing simply lowers GMR through
spin-flip scattering.

10This brings to mind the question of Heusler alloy GMR, the magnetic layers PtMnSb of which should
have β (or α) → ∞. If Co-alloys show spin-scattering asymmetries best fit by a ratio ∼10:1, further increases
in β are ineffectual to increasing GMR, and the impurity content in the three-component alloys is large
enough to make ρ quite high, the widely accepted model predicts that these structures should exhibit low
CIP-GMR compared with Co-based spin valves. There is a question of the applicability of the free-electron
model for Heusler alloys, but high resistivity is likely to present an issue nonetheless.
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Figure 3.37: General summary of the experimental and model bulk scattering dependence
of GMR. Simulation: Bulk resistivities ρ are varied for fixed interfacial SDS β = T↑

T↓ . G and
∆G vary as an implicit function of ρ, yielding a dependence of ∆G on G. Experiment: fit of
∆G(G) function for type-A (highly 111-oriented) spin valves, varying in textural dispersion.
Contours of constant GMR are indicated

dispersion, presented in Section 3.2, are plotted together with the Type-C series in deposition
rate, presented in Section 3.4. It appears that both of these microstructural types exhibit a
similar dependence of GMR on bulk scattering: a given finite sheet conductance G, created
through the relevant bulk defect, yields very similar ∆G. Some uncertainty is introduced in
the comparison between the two cases, since different structures are used: for type-A, SiO2)
/NiFe(50)/ Co(20)/ Cu(30)/ Co(20)/ NiFe(50)/ FeMn(150Å), and for type-C, NiO/ Co(40)/
Cu(40)/ Co(40Å), and placement of different thicknesses will shift the ∆G(G) curves in
various ways. Use of thicker Cu will shift ∆G(G) to both lower slope and magnitude.
However, this influence will be at least partially balanced out by the introduction of surface
scattering through the FeMn and initial disordered NiFe layer, and due to the much higher
ρ for NiFe compared with Co, the parallel conductance contributions will be otherwise fairly
close. Generous error bars should be affixed to the comparison between Types A and C,
but they appear to agree roughly.

For the two Type-B microstructures investigated, however, there is significantly higher
∆G for a given G. Even though the fine-grained microstructure contributes a very large
amount of grain-boundary scattering, GMR remains quite high. These two samples present
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Figure 3.38: General summary of the experimental bulk scattering dependence of GMR.
The fine-grained polycrystalline microstructure, type-B, appears to have higher GMR for
a given amount of bulk scattering, tentatively attributed to the presence of flatter Co/Cu
interfaces.

a more straightforward comparison with the Type-A series, the thicknesses being identical.
The point lowest in G was in fact deposited during the same deposition run in the UHV
IBD chamber as the Type-A series, differing only in the substrate etch condition; the higher
point in G was deposited at HP labs. We may guess that the conductivities differ primarily
in contaminant incorporation, as our chamber has shown (see Table 3.2 and Figure 3.24)
relatively high levels of background contaminants, whereas less contamination is likely to
be present in an industrial setting.

Discussion and Conclusion

We have emphasized throughout this chapter that bulk scattering is of great importance in
spin valves, and that efforts to reduce its microstructural causes will result in higher GMR.
Surface and interface effects are still present, however, and a fundamental difficulty in the
ex-situ measurement and comparison with microstructure has been to isolate one type of
effect from the other. Within microstructural classes of spin valves (type A-C), this has
been relatively straightforward although labor-intensive, and has required a wide variety of
characterization techniques. These should be regarded as essential in ex-situ work.
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The difficulty in separating scattering effects ex-situ is fundamental to the growth and
scattering processes in spin valves. Besides the division of microstructural types, one of
the main conclusions from the HR-xTEM investigation in Section 3.1 is that underlayers
influence overlayer microstructure strongly in spin valves. Also, as all layers must be less
than the mean free path λ in thickness to optimize GMR, introduction of scattering centers
in one location affects the current distribution in others, so physical isolation of scattering
centers is also not generally possible, and interactions must always be considered. We will
see that many of these ambiguities are resolved through in-situ measurement.

The consideration of underlayer effects on growth presents obvious difficulties for exper-
iments which attempt to draw conclusions on the effect of underlayers, or lower interface
layers, on GMR. The difficulty is particularly severe in the case of ”specular” underlay-
ers. The original claim that surface oxides enhance specularity, made by Swagten [123, 7],
left unexplained the observation that underlayers, rather than overlayers, of NiO produce
a favorable effect on GMR. For specularity, either should be equivalent. Our HR-xTEM
experiments suggest that the modest enhancement of GMR could result entirely from the
increase in grain size created by the Type-C microstructure. Early transition metal seed
layers (Zr,Ta) have also been assigned various specularities [124], likely spurious due to
similar effects on bulk scattering in establishing Type-A microstructure.

For comparison between classes, we have found that the interface condition is likely to
be non-negligible. The Type-B microstructure is found to exhibit higher GMR for a given
amount of bulk scattering, compared with Types A and C. A correlation may be drawn
with the topographic roughness of the Co/Cu interfaces. In Section 3.1, we found from the
cross-sectional images that Type-B microstructures show the smallest amount of undulation
of the top surface, compared with type-A and type-C microstructures, arising from the finer
grain size. If the surface roughness is conformal with the interface roughness, a higher degree
of electron channeling under the Butler model [54] could arise from the greater planarity of
the interfaces.

How can the GMR be optimized, finally? For small perturbations on a given microstruc-
ture, we have shown that reduction of the defect will enhance GMR. To follow this strategy
to the highest values of GMR, if optimally flat interfaces are necessary, one must overcome
formidable challenges in thin-film growth. For example, to increase grain size, we might
anneal the NiO/NiFe underlayer to avoid the issue of any thermally activated intermixing
at the Co/Cu interface. In this case, the crowns on grains seen in Figure 3.1.2 are likely
to increase along with the grain size, coarsening the Co/Cu interface as the layers deposit
conformally, reducing GMR. Some advanced growth strategy, such as secondary ion-beam
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mixing, may be able to defeat this behavior.
If on the other hand both the challenges of large grain size and a flat Co/Cu interface

are met, and the top Co layer starts to deposit epitaxially on single crystal Cu, one faces
”Murphy’s law of epitaxy.” [125]: if A wets B, B does not wet A, so B will tend to grow
as islands on A. The growth of Co will likely revert to an equilibrium surface structure of
bilayer islands, as found by STM of MBE-deposited films [126], with segregation of lower
surface-energy Cu to the top. It is likely that in our epitaxial experiments, shown in Section
3.3, we have been limited by some issue of interfacial microstructure, apart from problems
of contaminant incorporation.

We could propose then a different route to create spin valves which greatly reduce
bulk scattering: slow, high-temperature deposition of the Co/Cu layers, with rapid, low-
temperature evaporation of the top Co layer, followed by a postanneal to improve crys-
tallinity of the top Co. In this case, the interface microstructure may be frozen in, with the
epitaxial layers providing a seed for recrystallization of the upper layers. 11

All theories point towards high GMR in treatments of crystallographically and compo-
sitionally perfect samples, with some allowance for fine-scale intermixing at interfaces. This
situation has not been realized experimentally in Co/Cu, but by extrapolating our observed
∆G(G) curves to higher purities, we anticipate a great benefit. To achieve the limiting
case of highest GMR in multilayers, Parkin [3] has found it necessary to deposit structures
epitaxially on (110) MgO. For the vast reduction of scattering in spin valves, then, the im-
pediments lie in either thin-film growth or surface scattering. We treat surface scattering,
measured in-situ, in the next chapter.

11Another possibility is the use of surfactants, which defeat the kinetic limitations posed by surface energy
differences. Indium surfactants in the growth of spin valves, however, shown first by Camarero et al [126]
and explored in devices by Egelhoff [127], have shown largely negative results on scattering: it appears to
be difficult to avoid incorporating any of the surfactant into the growing film.
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Chapter 4

Surface scattering and giant

magnetoresistance: in-situ

resistance and magnetoresistance

experiments

Surface scattering, particularly the enhancement of ”specular” scattering, is widely believed
to hold the key to yet-unattained levels of spin-valve GMR. If films can be engineered
so that electrons simply reflect off of surfaces without loss of momentum, according to
several models, multilayer GMR may be attained in spin-valve trilayers, producing spin
valve ∆R

R > 100%. Measurement of the extent of surface scattering and its experimental
modification thus becomes essential. However, as has been outlined in the previous chapter,
separation of bulk, surface, and interface scattering in ex-situ experiments faces both great
challenges in execution, requiring a variety of characterization techniques, and intrinsic
limitations in precision. Quantification of surface scattering and its experimental effects on
GMR has thus been a difficult task.

To address the question of surface scattering and its influence on GMR, we have devel-
oped a novel measurement technique, the in-situ magnetoconductance measurement. We
have applied this technique to study widespread claims that the specularity may be modified
through deposition of metal overlayers.

Our results on metal overlayers are largely discouraging in the sense that specularity
appears not to be modified. In conjunction with first-principles based calculations of film
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conductance and detailed characterization of thickness-dependent film microstructure, we
have determined by in-situ magnetoconductance that although the reported modifications
of GMR are reproduced, the surface specularity is not typically modified during overlayer
deposition in our system. Effects previously attributed to specularity modulations are well
interpreted through scattering mechanisms (bulk and interface) intrinsic to the system.

4.1 General introduction

In this section, we review the experimental and theoretical development of ”specular scat-
tering” and its relationship to GMR. The idea of specularity and the specularity parameter
p is traced from early experiments (1938-1980) on single-film resistivity, originating with
Fuchs (Section 4.1.1.1). We describe how specularities have been estimated from the resis-
tivity size effect, how thickness-dependent microstructure can introduce severe uncertainties
in the estimation, and how modern surface-science-oriented experiments on film resistivity
(1980-present) have placed the concept of specular scattering on firmer footing in idealized
films. These experiments include in-situ resistance measurements, and are described in
Section 4.1.1.2.

We then discuss the relationship between specularity and spin-valve GMR. Qualitatively,
surface scattering has long been understood as the source of reduced GMR in spin valves
compared with multilayers. Introduction of specular scattering, in which surface scattering is
eliminated, might be thought to reproduce multilayer GMR values (to 100%) in spin valves,
for a fivefold enhancement. We review theories and calculations of GMR which address
the possibility and magnitude of GMR enhancement through specularity. The question of
GMR enhancement through specular scattering is seen to be quite open. Prior experimental
evidence, while encouraging, is not yet definitive. Finally, we outline a role for the in-situ
magnetoresistance measurement, in addressing the questions of specularity modification and
the relationship of specularity to GMR.

4.1.1 Specularity in single films

The idea of specularity originates with Fuchs (1938). [128] In examining the electrical prop-
erties of thin Au films, Fuchs found that the resistivity ρ, where ρ relates to the measured
resistance Rs by

ρ = Rst
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is strongly dependent on the film thickness t, with much higher ρ at low t.

Fuchs understood the size dependence, known thereafter as the resistivity size-effect, in
terms of surface scattering. If the surfaces act as defects which scatter conduction electrons,
a size effect in the resistivity follows straightforwardly. For films that are thin compared
with the mean free path between scattering events λ, electrons in the bulk of the film will
be scattered by the surfaces. For films that are several λ thick, on the other hand, surface
scattering is unimportant to the resistivity, since scattering takes place mainly in the bulk.

The extent of scattering introduced by the surfaces was unknown. To account for the
variable extent of size effect present in different films, Fuchs parameterized surface scattering
through the ”specularity” p, defined as the fraction of electrons which are specularly reflected
by surfaces, as by a mirror. In a specular scattering event, both momentum components
k⊥, perpendicular to the surface, and k‖, parallel to the surface, are conserved, with k⊥
reversed in sign. Specularly-scattered electrons do not contribute to the size effect. The
remaining fraction of electrons 1−p, assumed to be scattered diffusely, have their momentum
randomized when striking the surface, and thus do not contribute to the current. Diffusely-
scattered electrons contribute to the size effect.

Reproduction of Fuchs’ simple model calculation for the size effect is shown in Figure
4.1. In the calculation, Fuchs used the Boltzmann transport equation, detailed in the first
chapter, to determine the current distribution in a single film.

 λ
 /ρ

λ )

 ρ
ρ

λ)

Figure 4.1: Illustration of resistivity size effect. Left: interpretation from specularity, resis-
tivity ρ and conductance G representation with calculations from the Fuchs model. Top: ρ
representation. Bottom: G(t) representation. Lower right: schematic interpretation from
thickness-dependent microstructure.
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For fully specular scattering p = 1, no size effect is present: the surface effectively does
not scatter and the boundary conditions are infinite. For p = 0, on the other hand, the
strongest resistivity size effect is present. In this case, the resistivity size effect ρ(t)

ρ∞ exhibits
an exponential decay at low thicknesses, followed by a 1

t dependence at greater thicknesses.
Intermediate specularities exhibit intermediate size effects between the two limiting cases.

The resistivity size effect may also be shown in terms of film conductance G(t), equal to
inverse resistance. The conductance representation is shown in Figure 4.1. Fully specular
surfaces yield G proportional to t with proportionality equal to 1

ρ∞ . Diffuse-scattering
surfaces yield strong positive curvature over the first λ

2 in thickness, but approach parallel
slope 1

ρ∞ thereafter. Diffuse and specular scattering surfaces are simply offset in G for
all but very thin films; we will refer to this result in Section 4.1.3 and extensively in the
experimental Sections 4.3.1 and 4.4.2.1.

4.1.1.1 Ex-situ Fuchs model fits; ambiguities

Fuchs’ model mostly languished until the 1960’s. A large amount of experimental work began
around this time to characterize the ”specularity” of various metal films, presumed to be
intrinsic, measured by the resistivity size-effect. The value of specularity p was reasoned [129]
to vary with atomic-scale roughness, again through optical analogy. If the surface becomes
rough on the scale of the incident radiation–in this case, the inverse Fermi wavevector, on
the order of 1 Å for most metals–p is presumed to approach zero. The 1

t dependence of ρ

at large thicknesses was often fit to extract values of p. Numerous examples of such fits are
cited in the review by Tellier[130].

There is, however, an ambiguity in the measurement of specularity. Mayadas and
Schatkes[83] and later Sambles[84], have pointed out that the same 1

t dependence is mim-
icked by grain size variations: the grain size tends to increase with film thickness, reducing
grain boundary scattering and resistivity. It is thus entirely ambiguous, in films which
lack careful microstructural characterization, whether the size effect arises from thickness-
dependent microstructural features or from a single value of specularity. Sambles sum-
marized: ”Without [extensive characterization], values deduced for parameters such as the
surface roughness, the specularity...and the bulk mean free path are worthless.”

The ambiguity between microstructural variations and specularity was not resolved by
investigators who managed to remove the resistivity size effect in expitaxial films. Chopra
and Bobb[131] first found that epitaxial Au on mica did not display a resistivity size effect
for thicknesses above the coalescence thickness of 200Å. Hensel et al[132] have found more
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recently that on a more perfect epitaxial system, metallic CoSi2 films on Si(100), virtually
no size effect was present down to the coalescence thickness of ∼60Å, leading to p = 0.9.

These experiments were interpreted in terms of the epitaxial growth producing a high
degree of smoothness for the films, enhancing p. The absence of size effects in epitaxial films,
however, bring up the question of whether surface diffuse-scattering is present generally in
metal films. If a plausible source of the size effect lies in thickness-dependent defect density,
and it is found that the size effect disappears when the thickness-dependent defect density
is removed, it could be concluded for example that p = 1 generally. Further evidence was
needed to clarify the relationship between surface microstructure and specularity.

4.1.1.2 In-situ surface-science experiments

Modern surface-science techniques have shown more convincing evidence for the existence of
microstructurally-induced specular scattering. In-situ resistance measurements have been
important in these experiments.

The often-cited in-situ resistance measurements of Lucas[133, 134] can be considered
as precursors to these experiments. Lucas found that low-temperature evaporation of Au
on an annealed Au surface increases the film resistance initially, with resistance decreases
following. Low-temperature Au deposition on an unannealed film, on the other hand, shows
only the decrease of film resistance. The resistance increase was interpreted as the formation
of greater surface atomic-scale roughness, decreasing p in the first case, staying constant in
the second. However this work was carried out in relatively poor vacuum (1×10−6 Torr),
so the role of adsorbed gases remained as a possible issue, particularly as the roughness of
the surface remained uncharacterized.

Schumacher[135] has repeated the in-situ resistance experiments for well- annealed, evap-
orated, (111)-textured Ag films on glass. The experiments here are carried out at 10−11

Torr, even during evaporation(!), so adsorbed gases are not at issue. Here, the grain-size
is fairly large, to 300Å, residual resistivities are close to the ideal bulk value, and finite
thickness oscillations in x-ray diffraction of the (111)-peak have shown that the films posess
a considerable fraction of atomically flat regions, estimated at ∼ 60Å by in-situ STM.

The resistance increase for quench-condensed Ag 0.5 ML overlayers (78K) is found in
Schumacher’s experiments as well. ∆ptop is found to be approximately -0.30 for a variety of
top-surface specularities induced by annealing (ranging from p◦top = 0.2 - 0.9). Interestingly,
∆ptop does not appear to scale with p◦top, remaining constant as a function of annealing. In
these experiments, ∆ptop is not correlated directly to surface structure; surface disordering
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is left as a plausible assumption.

In the work of Jablochowski and Bauer[136], however, the strongest connection has been
made between specularity and morphology. Concurrent oscillations in the in-situ resistivity
and in the intensity of the specular RHEED spot were found for thin Au films MBE-
deposited on a Si(111) 7x7 reconstructed surface, with monolayer periodicity. This appears
to constitute clear evidence that a reduction of step density in epitaxial films corresponds
to enhanced specular scattering.

Finally, it bears mentioning that the dependence of specularity on surface morphology
has been demostrated only on films with a low density of steps and large terrace widths.
The relevance to typical sputtered films, which have smaller grains and high step densities,
is less clear. Also, despite a rather extensive literature on the topic of specularity modifica-
tion existing prior to 1993 (reviewed by Schumacher[137]), no examples have been given of
overlayers which enhance, rather than decrease, the specularity p.

4.1.1.3 Theoretical calculations of specularity

The microscopic origin of metal film specularity has inspired some theoretical interest. One
example of a quantum-mechanical derivation of p, motivated the experimental observations
in Section 4.1.1.2, has been performed by Lessie and Crosson.[138] The correct coverage
dependence of resistance (peaked at 0.5ML) is reproduced in a multiple-scattering treat-
ment, where the adsorbates are modeled as randomly distributed, isolated potential steps.
Interference between neighboring scatterers is shown to be an important contribution to the
correct description, with the Born approximation leading to diverging results.

A few ab-inito calculations of film conductance, however, have posed some challenges
to the intuitive idea that atomically flat surfaces are specularly reflecting, or that stepped
surfaces should exhibit finite resistance at zero temperature. These ideas have not yet been
related to spin-valve GMR.

For single metals, Ishida[139, 140] suggests that surface scattering is intrinsic even for a
perfect crystal face. Two mechanisms are identified in calculated conductance of seminfinite
Al(001) and Al(111) crystals which yield finite resistivity at zero temperature. First, if the
crystal has multiple overlapping bands, it is possible that in an interband transition, both
k‖ and k⊥ can be conserved but with a change in electron velocity if the band dispersions
differ. Second, if there is no reflection symmetry about the surface, as is true for Al(111)
and FCC(111) surfaces generally, specular reflection is impossible since there is no −k⊥
corresponding to k⊥. This effect leads to surface resistivity of Al(111) six times higher than
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for Al(001). Note that both effects are likely to be relevant in Cu and Co, FCC metals with
much greater complexity in band structure than Al, involving a large d-band.

Persson[141], on the other hand, has identified the surface resistance with the vibration
of adsorbates. Adsorbate vibration is assumed to be damped through the production of
electron-hole pairs in the underlying metal, causing an increase in the film resistance. Here,
the resistance increase with fractional coverage arises from the production of low-energy
vibrational modes for the adsorbates which are not present for an atomically perfect surface.

At zero temperature, presumably, the vibrational modes should be frozen out, and an
atomically rough surface should regain zero resistance. The zero-temperature case has
not been addressed experimentally, although it bears mentioning that some specularity-
quenching experiments have been performed by Schumacher at temperatures as low as 10K,
with results consistent with those obtained at 78K.

4.1.2 Relation of specularity to GMR

The relationship between specularity and GMR is, at this point, a wide-open field. Some
encouraging experimental evidence coexists with uncertain theoretical backing in the lit-
erature. There is an often-articulated sense that multilayer GMR (∆R

R > 100%) may be
possible in spin-valves with specular surfaces; however, no one has gone on record support-
ing or opposing this possibility in a calculation. It is an open question whether existing
models support the possibility; we will show that for the semiclassical model of Dieny, the
possibility is fully supported. Expectations from other models will be discussed with less
certainty.

4.1.2.1 Theories

Theoretical treatments of spin-valve GMR enhancement through specularity have appeared
reluctant to lead experiment. Predictions of maximum GMR through surface treatment
have tended to not exceed the maxima which are observed experimentally; this appears to
result less from intrinsic features of the model than from conservative input parameters. We
wish to show that in one widely used semiclassical free-electron model, enormous enhance-
ments of GMR are in fact predicted through specularity. In the more sophisticated models
of Tsymbal and Butler which are less tractable on the desktop, published enhancements are
small, but the possibility exists that enormous enhancements are contained there as well.
No GMR-limiting mechanism has yet been identified explicitly in the literature in ab-initio
treatments of spin-valves, although some may exist.
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Semiclassical model: result of Dieny

The most fantastic, but implicit, predictions for enhancement of GMR through spec-
ularity have been made through the semiclassical transport model of Dieny, as modified
by Swagten[142]. Under the Dieny model, surface scattering accounts for the entire dif-
ference between spin-valve and multilayer GMR. If then surface scattering is eliminated in
spin-valves, a possibility indicated by Swagten[142], multilayer GMR might be produced in
trilayers. This point has only been alluded to in the literature; we flesh it out here in an
application of Dieny’s model.

For the case of Co/Cu/Co spin valves and multilayers, in which the highest room-
temperature values of GMR have been found (20% and 110%, respectively), one might
expect that specularly reflecting spin valves could produce as much as a fivefold increase
in GMR, if all layer thicknesses are equal and the model is correct. In fact, given that
equivalent Cu thicknesses cannot be used, one expects a GMR increase which is slightly
smaller but still fantastic.

We have found that the most optimistic estimate of attainable spin-valve GMR arising
from Swagten’s model gives ∆R

R = 70%. This magnitude may or may not be realistic
estimate of attainable spin-valve GMR, but it is a consequence of the existing model. Results
are shown in Figure 4.2. Since the AF coupling in multilayers is of much greater magnitude
than the exchange anisotropy in spin valves, it is possible to use thinner Cu layers (to 10Å)
in multilayers than can be used in spin valves, which are limited typically at 20Å. For the
maximum room-temperature value of multilayer GMR, achieved by Parkin[3], ∆R

R =110%
was found for [Co(9)/Cu(10Å)]x20 ; Egelhoff’s maximum value[4] in spin valves of 19.6% was
found for NiO/Co(20)/Cu(20)/Co(20Å). If Parkin’s result is fitted with interfacial and bulk
spin-dependent scattering parameters1, and Co(20)/ Cu(20)/ Co(t) structure is assumed,
the thicker Cu layer used in spin valves yields a maximum GMR ratio of 70%.

The calculated dependence of ∆R
R on film thickness is shown as a function of the top

surface specularity, ptop = [0, 0.5, 1], where the bottom surface is assumed to have pbottom =
1. An intriguing feature of the calculation is that not only does the GMR tend to rise with
increasing specularity, but that the free layer thickness for which GMR is maximum tends
to decrease. Thus specularity is also useful for further miniaturization of the GMR field
sensor. Both behaviors can be understood fairly simply by considering that an effective

1Bulk SDS ratio must be set infinite, interfacial to a finite value; bulk resistivities estimated at their
room-temperature minima of 1.7 µΩ · cm for Cu and 5.8 µΩ · cm for Co
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”dead layer” for GMR is created near the surfaces for p < 1.

∆

Figure 4.2: Specularity effect on spin-valve GMR, semiclassical model calculation for
Co(20)/Cu(20)/Co(t), bottom surface p = 1, after model of Dieny.

Note that if the top surface specularity is set to p = 0, the magnitude of the Egelhoff
maximum value of GMR (∼20%) is obtained. The value is not changed much by setting
both surfaces to p = 0, since scattering at one surface will suppress the multiple reflections
which give high GMR. So, the hope for enormous enhancement of spin-valve GMR results
from the expectation that present-day spin-valve surfaces are mostly diffuse-scattering. If
present-day spin valves are highly specular, less room for improvement exists. One does not
have an experimental estimate for present specularities currently; we will discuss this point
experimentally in Section 4.4.1.2 and in the Conclusion, Section 4.6.

Given the comparatively low values of spin-valve GMR seen experimentally, the predic-
tion of ∆R

R = 70% by Dieny’s model seems rather bold. Does any evidence exist to support
it? The answer is yes: the experimental dependence of GMR on tf provides an independent
check. It has been universally observed that multilayer CIP-GMR decreases monotonically
with ferromagnetic layer thickness, beyond a threshold to create the interface of several Å.
Surface scattering effects are absent in this case. For spin valves, which introduce surfaces,
the peaked structure in ∆R

R is always observed, with optimal ferromagnetic layer thickness
t∗f normally at 30-60 Å. While the surface scattering was introduced by Dieny as an extra
parameter to simulate the dependence of GMR on number of bilayers, the bilayer depen-
dence of t∗f has required no extra assumption.

Models including realistic electronic structure
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Ab-initio calculations have so far been rather cautious in addressing the question of
specularity and GMR. Calculations have neither explicitly identified mechanisms which will
prevent enormous enhancements in GMR through specularity, nor supported the enormous
enhancements in GMR predicted by Dieny’s model. Here, we will review the published
predictions, and attempt to identify some relevant issues which have not been addressed.

The relationship between specularity and GMR can be divided into two issues relevant
for treatments under realistic electronic structure. First, there is a question whether surface
scattering, rather than electronic structure, truly accounts for the difference in GMR between
spin valves and multilayers. Second, it is unclear whether GMR should be quite as sensitive
to surface scattering under these models compared with free-electron models.

For the first question, it is possible that multilayers posess electronic states relevant for
GMR that are not present in trilayers. Schep et al[143] have identified quantum-well states
in the minority subband of Co/Cu multilayers, formed by the periodic potential, which
exhibit no dispersion perpendicular to the planes. In the treatment of CIP-GMR in the
ballistic limit, these made a large contribution to GMR by reducing the conductance in the
minority channel. If it is true that trilayers lack these states, band structure differences
(rather than scattering) could account for some of difference in ballistic GMR between
trilayers and multilayers. However, this point has not been made explicit by the authors,
since no comparison of trilayers and multilayers is present there.

For the question of whether multilayer GMR may be attainable in spin valves, ab-initio
models have not yet made definite predictions. Three treatments exist so far, two in pub-
lished work from Evgueni Tsymbal and one by William Butler et al. Here the results mostly
reproduce in a parameterized fashion the small enhancements of GMR found experimen-
tally. The problem is evidently computationally difficult enough (going from a 1-D to a
2-D or 3-D calculation) that the first-principles-based treatments of surface scattering and
spin-valve GMR incorporate parameterized surface scattering into a 1-D model; no treat-
ment analogous to the Lessie-Crosson model for single layers[138] is available. Indirect or
unpublished work, on the other hand, suggests that these models may predict enhancements
as large as that arising from the Dieny model.

Tsymbal has simulated surface scattering and GMR in spin valves using two different
parameterizations for a Co(29)/Cu(18)/Co(29Å) trilayer, where the disorder parameter γ =
0.7 eV is set constant in all layers to reproduce 16% GMR[56]. In one case, the local disorder
parameter at both surface layers is set to double the bulk value; in the other case, ”loose
surface spins” or ”paramagnetic surface Co” are introduced, so that top and bottom surface
Co has an equal local DOS (proportional to scattering) in up and down spin channels.
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For ”loose spins,” the magnitude of GMR reduction is greater than for an increase in
disorder: GMR reduces from 16% to 10% with an increase in resistance from 30.26 Ω

sq to

35.53 Ω
sq (G=33.04 to 28.1 m Ω

sq

−1), compared with a reduction in GMR from 16% to 12%

with an increase in resistance from 30.26 Ω
sq to 32.89 Ω

sq (G=33.04 to 30.4 m Ω
sq

−1) for an
increase in disorder.

We may define a sensitivity to surface scattering, for easier comparison between models
and experiments. GMR (expressed as ∆G) should change as a function of scattering intro-
duced at the surface, expressed as G. Greater changes in ∆G per unit surface scattering G

will show up as higher σ. The sensitivity σ can then be defined,

σ = ∆
∆G

G

where the first ∆ represents the introduction of surface scattering. In the ”loose-spins”
treatment, we find σ  0.5 The greater sensitivity to paramagnetic Co arises from the fact
that scattering here is concentrated mostly in the majority channel.

In the work of Butler et al[44], surface scattering is parameterized through the specular-
ity p in a Boltzmann transport approximation of the ab-initio calculation. This treatment
retains the k-dependent interfacial transmission probabilities found in the layer-KKR calcu-
lation, preserving the ”channeling effect” contribution to GMR. However, any k-dependence
of p such as that identified by Ishida will not be treated, as p is assumed to be constant.
Setting bulk resistivities to ρCo=15µΩ · cm and ρCu=3µΩ · cm, a fairly weak effect on GMR
is found in changing both surface specularities p from 1 to 0. ∆R

R is found to decrease from
16.6% to 14.3% in a spin valve with thick magnetic layers, Co(50)/Cu(20)/Co(50Å).

Interestingly, Butler predicts the layer-resolved contributions to GMR through specular-
ity enhancement to be opposite in the Co and Cu layers. Specularity enhancement causes
local modification in ∆G to be positive in Co, but negative in Cu. This is said to be caused
by the fact that specularity enhances G in all layers, spin channels, and magnetic configura-
tions except for minority-channel P-aligned Cu. Thus one channel in Cu for P-alignment is
not increased in G to the extent that it is for AP-alignment, so ∆G decreases with increasing
p to the extent that it goes negative in Cu.

A physical interpretation for the insensitivity of minority GCu in the P-alignment to
specularity is not given. It is probable that the very short λ↓ assumed for Co is relevant,
given that τ↓

τ↑ = 20 in the model. The surface is thus too far removed from the Cu to have an
effect in the minority channel; this results from the treatment of spin valves with quite thick
(50Å) Co layers. The low sensitivity appears to be unrelated to the channeling effect, since
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this has been identified only in the majority channel of Co/Cu/Co. Greater detail on the
thickness dependence and the possible role of the channeling effect at lower Co thicknesses
would be desirable.

Finally we would like to note that both ab-initio models discussed here appear to re-
produce the free layer thickness dependence and magnitude of GMR predicted for specular
vs. diffuse scattering in spin valves. It is quite possible then that these models contain the
prediction of ∆R

R = 70% implicit in Swagten’s treatment. In the model of Butler et al, where
surface scattering is set to be strong (p = 0) to match experiment, the gradual increase of
∆G with tCo has been reproduced. Under p = 0, ∆R

R reaches 10% maximum.[144] In Tsym-
bal’s calculation[145], if no parametric surface scattering is introduced, ∆G is constant as
a function of tCo, reproducing the p = 1 behavior. Without surface scattering, ∆R

R =35%
for Co(4ML)/Cu(18ML)/Co(1ML) (100)-oriented trilayers, decreasing with further top Co
thickness. One does not have available the complementary cases (a free layer series under
specular scattering for Butler’s model or diffuse scattering for Tsymbal’s model), but these
observations indicate that the full Dieny-model prediction may ultimately be supported by
more realistic models.

4.1.2.2 Experiments

Two experimental strategies have been proposed to enhance specular scattering in GMR spin
valves. The results from these methods have been encouraging in terms of enhancing GMR
but the interpretation in terms of specularity has been unclear. Both methods involve the
placement of compositionally distinct layers at the external surfaces of Co or NiFe. To date,
the surface layers examined have been noble metals and oxides. The specularity-enhancing
mechanism is presumed to be different in the two cases, with atomic-level smoothness (as
in Section 4.1.1.2) thought to be produced by noble metal overlayers, and an increase in the
surface energy barrier thought to be important in the second.

It has long been recognized that surface scattering reduces spin-valve GMR. Gurney, in
1993, has used the p = 0 surface condition to extract scattering lengths in ferromagnets [5].
The original attempt to manipulate GMR through specularity, however, was performed by
Dexin Wang et al at Nonvolatile Electronics, inc in 1996[146]. Here, both noble metal (Au)
and oxide underlayers (Bi2O3) were examined with some encouraging but not definitive
results. Annealed Bi2O3/Au(40Å) underlayers, tabulated as high specularity materials in
the review by Tellier[130], were found to exhibit a small resistivity size effect and provide
a slight enhancement in GMR (5.5% to 6.0%), but at the expense of increased interlayer
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coupling. Au overlayers were found, for free layer thicknesses beyond t∗f (CoFe at 40Å), to
only decrease GMR, however.

The idea of specularity enhancement gained greater visibility through the work of William
Egelhoff et al[147]. Egelhoff et al have claimed that the specularity may be modified gener-
ally through deposition of various metals on the top Co surface. Noble metals (Au,Cu,Ag)
have been said to enhance the surface specularity, and heavy metals (Ta) have been said
to destroy the surface specularity. Specularity in these experiments has been assumed to
originate with the microscopic smoothness of the top surface; the low surface energy of the
noble metals leading to smooth growth, and the high surface energy of Ta leading to rough-
ening. These claims have not been verified with microstructural characterization; instead,
the chief evidence presented for specularity modulations is the enhancement/reduction of
GMR. Relatively small changes in the giant magnetoresistance were produced with the over-
layer depositions, however. The largest modulations amount to a factor of 0.07 of total for
improvements (14% to 15% GMR for 5Å of Au) and 0.14 of total for reductions (15% to
13% for Ta).

In the experiments of Egelhoff et al, GMR was measured in vacuum after deposition;
smaller enhancements have been seen ex-situ in following work by other groups. Sakakima
et al[148] have found that the GMR rises from 4% to 5.5% after coverage with Ag. Simi-
lar effects were seen in noble-metal capped epitaxial spin valves.[95] In these experiments,
however, it is plausible that the Ag merely serves to protect the top surface from oxidation.

Enhancements in GMR from noble metal overlayers have also been seen for thin Co free
layers with relatively thick NM overlayers. This is known as the ”spin-filter” effect[149],
and originates in the experiments of Gurney. The NM layer is thought to enhance GMR
through physical separation of the p = 0 surface from the interface layers of the spin valve.
The ”spin filter effect” will be discussed in relation to Egelhoff’s experiments in Section
4.4.2.2.

Henk Swagten et al have presented some of the first evidence for specularity enhancement
through placement of surface oxides in the FM/NiO system (1996).[123] The main evidence
presented for specularity enhancement is the higher GMR ratio in NiO-biased spin valves (to
15%) compared with FeMn-biased spin valves (to 6%), deposited in previous work.2 There
are some ambiguities in these first experiments, however, since the specularity enhancements
are indentified only where NiO is used as an underlayer. No increase in specularity is
observed where NiO is added to the top, separated by 12Å Cu for magnetic decoupling. This

2The idea that NiO/FM interfaces could be specularly reflecting can be traced back to the earliest studies
of NiO-biased spin valves; see Anthony et al[150]
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brings up the possibility that the identified enhancement in GMR arises from a reduction
in bulk scattering, particularly since (as we have shown in Section 3.1) depositions on NiO
produce improved microstructure, with relatively large, columnar grains. In later work[7],
much smaller enhancements were identified where the underlayer effect was controlled by
depositing identical trilayers with differing top antiferromagnets (NiO or FeMn). Here
∆R
R =12% was found for FeMn top layers vs ∆R

R =15% for NiO top layers, for CoFe free layer
thicknesses of 20Å.

The mechanism proposed by Swagten for the specularity enhancement through NiO is
much different than that proposed by Egelhoff or in the historical development of specularity.
Swagten has proposed that reflections are caused by the high energy gap of NiO, leading
to a large potential barrier and reflections at the FM surface. A consequence of this theory
would be that the FM/NiO interface should reflect more strongly than the FM/vacuum
interface. It might also be pointed out from these experiments that intimate contact of the
ferromagnet with the oxide appears to be important for producing the GMR enhancement;
separation by Cu apparently destroys any GMR-enhancing effect.

Recently, dramatic effects from intimately-contacted oxides have been shown in the
”nano-oxide layer” (”NOL”) work of the Toshiba group[151]. This group has formed the
oxide through natural oxidation of the CoFe layer, and it has been shown possible to attain
the exchange-biased state in the pinned layer even through the very thin oxide, leading to the
possibility of introducing two ”NOL’s” on either side of the Cu layer. By far the strongest
effects are seen for two ”NOL” layers, with GMR rising from 6% for no ”NOL” to ∼8%
for one to 15% for two, consistent with the idea of enhancement through reflections. This
work, with similar magnitudes of enhancement, has been reproduced by several industrial
groups.

The interpretation in terms of specularity enhancement is rather indirect for the NOL
work, as well, however. The introduction of the in-situ formed oxide could merely shield
interface electrons from impurity scattering, located in either the antiferromagnetic layer,
a cap layer, or ambient-formed oxides, which incorporate hydrocarbons. The probability of
k-conserving scattering at the oxide is not necessarily enhanced compared with scattering
at a pure metal surface.

4.1.3 Role for in-situ magnetoconductance

The experimental evidence for an enhancement of GMR through specularity is encouraging,
but not yet direct. We have emphasized in Section 4.1.2.2 that quite plausible alternate
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interpretations exist for the experiments which purport to have enhanced GMR through
specularity. Direct measurement of the sensitivity of GMR to surface scattering has not yet
been shown, nor has it been well established that specularity has been modified in previous
experiments.

We have discussed in Section 4.1.1.2 how surface-science oriented experiments, partic-
ularly the in-situ resistance measurement, have helped to resolve open issues in single-film
specularity. Here we propose that in-situ magnetoresistance measurements on GMR-spin
valves might provide similar insights for the question of specularity and GMR.

The question of greatest practical interest is the extent to which various surface layers
influence (particularly enhance) specularity, and what effect specularity has on GMR. By
measuring film resistance (or conductance) and GMR in-situ, in UHV, and in real time
during deposition, it is possible to examine both questions. Film conductance measurements,
particularly discontinuities in G(t) similar to those discussed in Section 4.1.1.2, provide
information on specularity. As we have emphasized in Section 4.1.1 specular scattering
is principally a spin-independent phenomenon, developed to understand size- and surface-
effects on conduction in single films. GMR measurements, on the other hand, particularly as
discontinuities in ∆G(t), will provide information on the relationship of overlayer scattering
to GMR.

An example of what may be expected in the in-situ G(t) measurement for specularity
modifications is shown in Figure 4.3. In one calculated curve, diffuse scattering at the top
surface is assumed (p = 0). In the second curve, specular scattering at the top surface is
assumed (p = 1). For a specularity enhancement, we look for a transition from one curve to
the other. This should show up as an increase in G visible at low overlayer thicknesses, over
which the surface smoothing should occur, but disappearing for higher overlayer thicknesses.

Finally, we note that there is an additional factor in the in-situ measurement for spin
valves, compared with single layers, which must be considered. The interfaces between the
materials (particularly Co/Cu) are expected to introduce some scattering; this interface
scattering is generally considered the source of the GMR effect. Thus discontinuities in G(t)
will also be expected to arise from the placement of interfaces in the spin valve structure,
for example, in deposition of Co on Cu or vice versa. Interface scattering will then be an
important consideration in the interpretation of G(t) size-effect data, and as in the single
metal film experiments in Section 4.1.1.1, microstructural characterization is important here
to eliminate bulk-scattering effects.

For completeness, we note that in-situ GMR measurements have been investigated in
relation to CIP-GMR before. The group of G. Reiss[152, 153] has investigated CIP-GMR
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Figure 4.3: Experimental method: conductance and specularity. Results are shown from
a Dieny-model simulation of thickness dependent conductance G(t), for spin valves with a
specular top surface (p = 1) and a diffuse-scattering top surface (p = 0). A specularity
enhancement should show up as a kink in G(t), indicated schematically as ∆ptop.

for evaporated AF-coupled Fe/Cr or Co/Cu multilayers, measured in-situ. However, the
difficulty in obtaining a saturated state has meant that GMR has not exceeded ∼ 2% in
these experiments, and evaporative deposition has caused the films to not conduct until
∼ 50Å.

Thus it remains to investigate in-situ GMR from sputter-deposited spin valves, structures
of greater technological and scientific interest due to their better-controlled magnetization
state and conducting properties at relevant thicknesses. We note that following our work,
our in-situ magnetoconductance measurement technique has been adopted by other groups
to study spin valves.[154, 155]

4.1.4 Introduction to our work

In the work presented in this chapter, we have investigated ”specular” scattering from
metal overlayers using in-situ magnetotransport measurements. We have found that while
the qualitative features of previous experiments are reproduced, the additional detail offered
by in-situ magnetoconductance experiments shows that specularity is likely not modified.
Features previously interpreted as surface scattering (specularity) effects are well understood
through interface and bulk scattering processes intrinsic to spin valves.

As a foundation for spin-valve overlayer experiments, we have carried out a detailed study
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of film conductance measured during deposition of NiO/Co/Cu/Co trilayers, presented in
Section 4.3. These G(t) data have been compared with calculations of film conductance
based on realistic band structure of the Co/Cu/Co trilayer, provided by Evgueni Tsym-
bal. Several features attributed previously to empirically introduced specularity variations,
particularly a drop in conductance for deposition of Co on Cu, have been reproduced quanti-
tatively by this single-parameter model. The strong nonlinearities observed in conductance
during formation of the new surface are understood to arise from scattering by the higher
density of d-states in Co compared with Cu.

The interpretation of Co/Cu/Co G(t) from electronic structure assumes no thickness-
dependence of Co/Cu/Co microstructure; interpretations from specularity must assume
variations in microstructure during formation of surfaces. To provide support for the unique-
ness of the interpretation from electronic structure, we present detailed characterization of
the thickness-dependence of the film microstructure. In-situ Auger electron spectroscopy
covering experiments and ex-situ XRDmeasurements have been used to determine the thick-
ness dependence of surface and bulk microstructure, respectively. We find in both cases that
the near-surface microstructure does not vary strongly during deposition.

Overlayer experiments on spin valves may be understood by similar ideas to those used
in the interpretation of Co/Cu/Co conductance. Ru and Ta, which have a higher density
of d-states than Co, present a scattering situation with Co analogous to that present for
Cu with Co, reducing conductance and GMR. However, in measurements of the surface-
scattering sensitivity of GMR, we find that far greater sensitivities σ are found from Ta
overlayers compared with Ru overlayers. This difference in σ is incompatible with the idea
of specularity reductions, which predicts a single value.

We then address the case of greatest technological interest, the noble metals on Co/Cu/Co.
We have reproduced the enhancement of GMR for the case of Cu overlayers. A detailed
analysis of our in-situ magnetotransport measurements shows that a complementary en-
hancement of specularity is not present in our system, however. We show how the GMR
enhancement may be explained from bulk conductivity considerations alone.

Finally, we will discuss the general implications of these results, and provide some com-
parisons to other experimental results. We will present some speculations on why the spec-
ularity has not been in our case, and might not generally be modified in metallic overlayer
deposition. Some ideas for alternate methods to enhance the specularity will be provided.
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4.2 In-situ magnetoconductance measurement technique

The in-situ magnetoconductance measurement is fairly straightforward, besides a few logis-
tical issues. First, since we would like to measure resistance through the entire deposition
from zero thickness, we need to contact a film which does not yet exist. To characterize
discontinuities in G(t) formed during overlayer deposition, we need to measure during de-
position without interference from the probes. These two considerations recommend that
contacts are formed from the sides by a thicker film formed in separate depositions, with
resistance measured in the Van der Pauw geometry. Second, since sputter-deposition is
electrically noisy, we need to filter out the noise created by the plasma. This recommends
the use of AC lock-in resistance measurements. Third and most challenging, since we would
like to measure in UHV to exclude the role of residual gases, we need to solve a throughput
issue. It is not feasible to form contacts to the sample manually, since this creates a two-day
cycle time (for chamber baking and pumping). To increase throughput, we have redesigned
the load-locked sample transfer mechanism on our chamber to allow for the formation of
electrical contacts to the film upon loading of the substrate.

Van der Pauw contacts

The Van der Pauw configuration for in-situ measurement is illustrated in Figure 4.4.
2000-5000 Å Cr/Au pads, formed by masked evaporation in separate depositions at Ginzton
labs, have been placed at the periphery of the substrate. These form the contacts to the
growing film. Spring-clipped leads are placed on the pads; these contact to measurement
apparatus outside the chamber through the load-locked transfer mechanism to be described.
The face of the sample remains open to deposition during measurement.

Au pads are used for contacts to the growing film. The pads are typically 1 × 1 mm
wide and 3000 Å thick, located at the corners of the 15 × 15 mm square substrate. These
contacts are formed in a separate deposition run by evaporation of Cr(100Å)/Au(3000Å)
through a shadow mask; substrates for the pad deposition are 4” thermally oxidized Si
wafers coated with 400 Å NiO; SiO2 substrates have also been used for some depositions.

The shadow mask is a square grid of 2 × 2 mm square holes at a 15 mm pitch. We have
found that it is sufficient to use Al foil, cut with a razor blade, as the mask. Evaporative
deposition is sufficiently directional that there is no coating in the center of the coupon.
There is, however, a thickness gradient across the edge of the contact, perhaps over 0.1 mm.
We believe that this gradient helps form the contact to the depositing film, since an abrupt
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Figure 4.4: In-situ magnetoconductance measurement geometry. Left: Van der Pauw con-
figuration. Contacts to the growing film are formed by thick Au pads deposited separately
on the periphery of the substrate; leads may then be arranged away from the sample face.
The four-terminal nature of the Van der Pauw measurement eliminates contact resistances.
Right: thickness-resolved GMR measurements are taken by dropping a computer-controlled
shutter, measuring in sweeping field up to 0.2 Hz, and resuming deposition, in intervals
down to 0.25 Å.

feature would cause the deposition to be shadowed near the contact, preventing connection.
The cut-outs follow a square-grid pattern, laser-printed on a transparency. The foil mask is
aligned carefully along the wafer flats and wrapped around the back side of the wafer before
pad deposition.

After Au deposition, the Si wafer is scribed through the center of the Au pads and
cleaved into 15 × 15 mm coupons. Formation of the pads through this method avoids
sputtering onto the sample sides, which can form a short-circuit through the Si wafer.
Doped Si may be used then if a thick enough oxide is present. This technique to create the
contacts also avoids masking the NiO with photoresist or damaging the substrate surface,
improving the prospects for bottom-exchange bias. Typical point-to-point resistances of the
bare Si/SiO2/NiO(/Au-contact) substrate, measured in-situ immediately prior to spin valve
deposition, were 1 MΩ , with 0.5 MΩ measured in the four-wire geometry.

Resistance is measured in the Van der Pauw geometry. Contact resistances drop out of
the analysis of the four-wire resistance measurement. Current is passed through two contacts
with voltage measured on opposite contacts, as shown in Figure 4.4. Sheet resistances are
extracted through the formula,
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Rs =
π

ln(2)
Rab,dc +Rad,bc

2
f(

Rab,dc

Rad,bc
)

where f(x)  1 for x close to 1, Rab,dc represents (for example) resistance measured
passing current from a to b and measuring voltage from d to c; see Figure 4.5 for the ge-
ometry. Units of Rs are ohms/square ( Ω

sq ). Contacts a, b, c, d must be placed along the
periphery of the sample, ordered clockwise or counterclockwise. Placement can be arbitrary
with no effect on the results, as long as the contacts have no finite extent. For the 1 mm
square contacts used in our measurement of the 15 mm wide sample, the absolute error
in resistance measurement should be <1%. In our case, since we use a square sample and
there should be symmetry along the a-c axis, Rab,dc and Rad,bc should be equal, and only
one measurement should be necessary.

Lock-in measurements

The film resistance is measured using AC lock-in techniques. We believe that the lock-
in amplifiers aid in reducing the noise created during deposition; DC measurements have
shown poorer properties, but we have not performed a numerical comparison between the
two techniques.

A schematic of the resistance measurement circuit is shown in Figure 4.5. The measure-
ment is quite simple. AC current, driven by a sinusoidal function generator operating at
constant voltage and 1-10 kHz frequency, is sent through two Au contacts on the side of
the sample; the current loops back through a reference resistor before connecting to ground.
Resistance is measured using two lock-in amplifiers, set at 90◦ phase offset to the refer-
ence. One amplifier measures voltage across the reference resistor (Vref ), and one measures
voltage across the sample (Vsig).

Sheet resistance may then be extracted through using the relation

Rs =
π

ln(2)
(
Vsig
Vref

)Rref

under the assumption that the two measurment configurations do not differ, as they
should not for point contacts arranged at the corners of square samples. Sheet resistance is
converted to G(t) through G = R−1

s

Measurements in the two configurations (ad, bc) or (cd, ba) may be averaged if they ap-
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Figure 4.5: Circuitry used in the in-situ measurement. Two lock-in amplifiers are used to
detect resistance: one to measure voltage across the reference resistor for current passed from
a−d, and one across the sample to measure the voltage across b− c. A computer-controlled
switchbox allows for measurements of both Rad,bc and Rcd,ba.

pear to differ significantly. A computer-controlled switchbox, consisting of a single relay,
may switch connections between a and c; this is illustrated in Figure 4.5. Driving voltages at
the function generator are set (manually) to maintain slightly less than the saturation volt-
age of the lock-in amplifiers (500 mV) across the sample or the reference resistor, whichever
is higher. We have found that constant-voltage operation is preferable to constant-current
operation due to the fact that the resistance varies across a−d by many orders of magnitude
during deposition.

Sample transfer

By far the most challenging aspect of the in-situ measurement is the formation of elec-
trical contacts to the substrate. While contacts may be formed manually without much
trouble, this creates the need to vent the chamber between measurements, introducing de-
lays of several days to recover vacuum compatible with UHV conditions. For this reason, it
is preferable to have a method to form contacts which is compatible with load-locked sample
transfer.

To address this need, we have modified the load-locked sample transfer mechanism on
our chamber to create electrical contacts upon loading. Sample transfer is accomplished
using a single translation arm with (twisting) rotation. To load, the sample is translated
linearly, followed by a twist to lock the sample stage in place on the stage holder in the
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chamber. To unload, the sample is unlocked by engaging the transfer arm and twisting in
the reverse direction; the sample is then removed to the load-locked chamber by translation.

The mechanism is illustrated schematically in Figure 4.6. The sample stage, approx-
imately 1.5” in diameter, has been machined to include a set of eight gears on the front
face. These are gripped by a set of clips on the sample stage, inside the main chamber,
or by a complementary set of clips on the transfer arm. In loading, the transfer arm piece
(illustrated on the right hand side) holds the sample stage, which is pressed into the stage
holder in the chamber (illustrated on the left), and twisted counterclockwise by ∼ 22◦ to
lock the sample stage on the stage holder. The transfer arm is then drawn out. The reverse
procedure is followed on unloading.

Figure 4.6: Sample transfer mechanism used in the in-situ measurement. Left: stage holder
in the chamber, with four CuBe leads. Center: sample stage with contacts to Au pads.
Right: mechanism on transfer arm. Formation of electrical contacts is accomplished during
loading, with a single translation followed by a twist to leave the stage in place.

When the sample stage locks into place, it is held in position by the four CuBe clips
shown in the diagram. The four clips are insulated from the Cu sample holder using mica
insulators on the front face. Each CuBe clip contacts to an electrical feedthrough on the
outside of the chamber. The clips contact the sample holder through CuBe leaves, held
by (insulating) screws on the sample holder; these contact to spring clips which are held
against the Au pads on the sample face.

Measurement and deposition have taken place at ambient temperature in our experiements
(300K). We have verified that little temperature rise occurs due to sputtering, as an increase
of < 5˚ C was recorded on a thermocouple located beneath the sample over 30 minutes
continuous sputtering at typical parameters. While the substrate holder design has been
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designed to be compatible with in-situ measurement during heated depositions, we have not
taken advantage of this capability.

Measurement sequence / Computer control

Resistance is measured continuously during deposition through GPIB interface to the
lock-in amplifiers. Since the A-D converter has relatively poor resolution on the SRS530 lock-
in amplifiers, we have gained resolution by measuring the analog output voltages, connected
to Kiethley DMM’s. Use of the DMM’s is not necessary on all-digital lock-ins such as the
SRS830, as no resolution is sacrificed in direct GPIB interfacing in this case.

The deposited thickness is monitored using a XTM/2 crystal monitor, also connected on
the GPIB interface. MR measurements are taken for the top free layer, and for additional
overlayers, under computer control. After deposition of a software-defined thickness interval
(in our depositions, either 0.25 or 5.0 Å), the main shutter is closed. This is accomplished
through the use of a pneumatically actuated transfer arm, with power connection fed through
a relay under the XTM/2 GPIB interface control. Magnetoresistance measurement is then
accomplished by sweeping field ± 200 Oe at ∼ 0.2 Hz. The sweep rate has been limted by
the data rate of the DMM (60 ms/pt), as a minimum of ∼ 80 points per sweep have been
found necessary to achieve adequate resolution in ∆R

R .

The sweep is then repeated, measuring GMR in the orthogonal resistance configuration,
through use of the computer-controled switch-box. Measurements are then averaged before
extracting ∆G(t) data. We have found that it is often necessary to average Rad,bc(H) and
Rcd,ba(H) to remove AMR effects, particularly where the sample edges are aligned along the
field direction. After a full sweep, the shutter is opened and deposition resumes.

4.3 Co/Cu interface scattering and the conductance drop

We start the in-situ magnetoconductance experiments with the the backbone of any prac-
tical spin-valve, the Co/Cu/Co trilayer. The intent here is to understand in-situ G(t)
phenomenology in this simple system, in order to provide a basis for understanding the
”specular” overlayer experiments, which are of more direct technological interest.

We show experimentally that unexpected and highly asymmetric features in the thickness-
dependent conductance of NiO/Co/Cu/Co may be associated with scattering at the Co-Cu
interfaces. Comparison with theoretical calculations of conductance, contributed by Evgueni
Tsymbal, indicate that most of the interfacial scattering arises from band structure differ-
ences between the ferromagnet and noble metal layers, and are thus intrinsic to the system.
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We find good agreement between experiment and theoretical calculations using a single
parameter for physical disorder in Co and Cu, in which scattering arises simply from the
calculated difference in unoccupied d-states in Co compared with Cu.

As the data may be complicated by thickness-dependent variations in microstructure, we
have examined growth modes for the trilayer by AES covering experiments and the Cu layer
crystallinity by XRD. Very little thickness dependence of microstructure is observed. As a
result, we indicate that free-electron models, which do not take into account the difference in
electronic structure of Co and Cu, encounter great difficulties in understanding the features
of the in-situ conductance experiment.

4.3.1 In-situ conductance experiments

For this study, a series of NiO/ Co(20)/ Cu(t)/ Co(50Å) spin valve structures in Cu thick-
ness, t = 7.8, 11.0, 15.5, 23.3 Å, was deposited and conductances measured in-situ. To
determine the periodicity of features observed, a NiO/Co(20)/[Cu(20)/Co(10Å)]9 multi-
layer was measured in comparison. All layers were formed by ion beam sputtering in UHV
with a base pressure of 2 × 10−9 Torr, primary beam energy of 300V, working Xe pressure
of 4 × 10−4 Torr, and beam current of 5.0 ± 0.1 mA. The NiO substrate was ion cleaned
(Vbeam = 300 V, PAr = 4 × 10−4 Torr, 45 s duration) in vacuum immediately prior to
deposition. Thicknesses were controlled by deposition time, calibrated by x-ray reflectiv-
ity measurements of layer thickness. A quartz microbalance has been used in some cases
as secondary confirmation of deposition rate. No magnetic field has been applied and no
exchange anisotropy introduced during deposition.

The full thickness dependent conductivity data for NiO/Co(20)/Cu(t)/Co(50Å) trilay-
ers, t = 7.8, 11.0, 15.5, 23.3 Å is presented in Figure 4.7. Total film conductance measured
in-situ is plotted vs. total layer thickness; the interface positions (Co on Cu, Cu on Co)
are indicated by arrows. For Co on NiO, the onset of normal metallic film conductance
is found at ∼6 Å, approximately 3-4 ML coverage. The slope of the thickness-dependent
conductance G(t) increases gradually and approaches a more linear behavior up to 20 Å.
This behavior is consistent with the formation of a high density of defects in the first several
monolayers, causing a higher bulk layer resistivity, after which the layer quality is improved
and lower layer resistivities are attained.

More striking features in conductance are observed at the interfaces. For Cu on NiO/
Co(20Å), a strong positive curvature is present in G(tCu): additional Cu layers contribute
relatively little to the film conductance for low coverage, with a progressively greater incre-
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Figure 4.7: Experimental film conductance G(ttot) measured in-situ during deposition of
NiO/Co(20)/Cu(tCu)/Co(40Å) trilayers. The position of the interfaces (starting points for
deposition of Cu and Co) is marked for samples A-D. tCu = 7.8 Å(A), 11.0 Å(B), 15.5 Å(C),
23.3Å(D). Note the strong deviations from linearity in the vicinity of the interfaces.

mental contributions at greater thickness. We point out that the curvature in this plot is
everywhere positive, with no kinks in the thickness-dependent conductance present. The
incremental contributions to conductance are plotted in more detail in Figure 4.8; these are
plotted in their inverse units (resistivity) for easier comparison with tabulated values. We
define the incremental resistivity as

ρ(t) =
(

∂G(t)
∂t

)−1

The incremental resistivity may be identified with the bulk resistivity for the added layer
only in the case where other defects (the bottom surface and interfaces) are several mean free
paths away. Otherwise, ρ(t) should exceed the bulk resistivity for low deposited thicknesses
and gradually converge to the bulk value. From Figure 4.8, we can see that the behavior
of G(tCu) converges towards linearity at ∼ 20 Å Cu. If one is inclined to search for an
enhancement in surface specularity, this could only be located in a rate of increase for
G(tCu) which is faster at low coverages than it is at high coverages. Some local minimum
in ρ(t) would need to be present, but it has not been observed. Separate depositions (not
shown) show that the established ρ(t) at 20 Å is maintained up to 150 Å Cu. We may
identify the saturation rate of increase with an upper limit on the bulk resistivity of Cu,
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Figure 4.8: Experimental incremental resistivity ρ(t)) for sample D. Note that the rapid
decrease in effective resistivity with increasing Cu layer thickness is featureless. Saturation
resistivities of 6 µΩ·cm for Cu and 16 µΩ·cm for Co are estimated.

estimated at about 6 µΩ ·cm in this thickness range.

Deposition of submonolayer Co on NiO/Co(20Å)/Cu produces, in all four cases, a drop
in the total film conductance. This is surprising behavior given that a parallel conductor
is being added. A strong Cu size dependence of the conductance drop magnitude is im-
mediately apparent, with thicker Cu layers producing larger drops in conductance. The
minimum conductance is reached at a coverage of ∼ 1.2 Å Co. Some additional structure
is visible at ∼ 3 Å coverage. Roughly linear behavior is recovered thereafter; an initially
higher slope may be attributed to scattering by disorder at the interface. An upper limit of
16 µΩ·cm is estimated here for the bulk resistivity of Co.

To determine the repeatability of the thickness-dependent conductance features, we have
also examined a NiO/Co(20)/[Cu(20)/Co(10Å)]9 multilayer. G(t) data for the multilayer
is presented in Figure 4.9. The observed behavior for trilayers is indeed quite repetitive:
always positive curvature in G(t) for Cu(20Å) on Co, always a conductance drop followed
by a linear increase for Co(10Å) on Cu. The features observed in Figure 4.9 are quite similar
to those observed in [NiFe(23)/Cu(20Å)]8 by Urbaniak et al[156], but the interpretation of
the data is quite different here (see Section 4.3.6).

The conductance drops ∆Gdrop(N) are plotted as a function of bilayer number N in Fig-
ure 4.10; in Figure 4.11, ∆Gdrop(N) is plotted as a function of the Cu interlayer conductance
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Figure 4.9: Experimental film conductance G(ttot) measured in-situ for a NiO/Co(20)/
[Cu(20)/Co(10Å)]9 multilayer.

G(tCu). No decreasing trend is visible in ∆Gdrop(N); instead, the ∆Gdrop depends primarily
on the conductance of the Cu interlayer. These features will be discussed in Section 4.3.6.

4.3.2 Comparison with first-principles calculations

The electronic structure of perfectly layered Co/Cu/Co(100) trilayers has been calculated
using a realistic multiband tight-binding model accounting for s,p, and d orbitals with their
full hybridization and spin polarization. An advantage of the model is that the high levels of
defects, principally grain boundaries, present in typical sputtered films may be treated using
a physical parameter γ , where γ2 within a layer corresponds to the mean-square variation
in the onsite energy for an orbital. The parameter γ characterizes, in this case, the amount
of bulk disorder within the multilayer. A detailed treatment of the model is provided in Ref
[36]. The presence of increased interface disorder can be described by introducing a higher
local value for the parameter γ for the respective interfacial layers in accordance with Ref.
[56].

To fit the experimental resistivities, we have set γ =0.62 eV for Cu and Co layers alike.
Bulk resistivities are found of 5.9 µΩ·cm for Cu and 14.8 µΩ·cm and Co, in good agreement
with both experimentally observed values at high layer thicknesses (6 µΩ·cm for Cu and 16
µΩ·cm for Co.) Numerous high-resolution cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy
(HREM) investigations of spin-valve microstructure, as described in Section 3.1, have shown
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Figure 4.10: Experimental con-
ductance drop ∆Gdrop(N) pro-
duced in deposition of Co on
Cu vs. bilayer number N for
the multilayer. An increasing
trend in ∆Gdrop(N) with N is
present.
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Figure 4.11: Experimental
∆Gdrop plotted against the Cu
interlayer conductance G(tCu)
for the multilayer. Normalized
to the Cu interlayer conduc-
tance GCu, the conductance
drops are constant to within
0.15 mΩ−1 or ±4 %.

little variation in grain size and crystallographic disorder across Cu and Co layers in GMR
spin valves and multilayers. The fact that one empirically introduced level of disorder
yields agreement with two experimental resistivities provides some confidence in the model
calculation.

The qualitative features of the experiment are reproduced in the calculated conductances
for Co(4ML)/Cu(t)/Co(8ML) trilayers, t= 6, 10, 14, and 18 ML, shown in Figure 4.12.
There is a roughly linear increase in conductance for the initial Co layer (not shown). No
attempt has been made to reproduce the gradual increase in conductance observed in the
experiment up until ∼ 15 Å Co; this behavior may be attributed straightforwardly to a high
level of defects present in the first several monolayers of Co on NiO. Cu on Co produces
a slow increase in G(t), characterized by a strong positive curvature. Co on Cu produces
an initial drop in conductance, followed by a roughly linear increase. The conductance
drop seen for deposition of Co on Cu is size-dependent in Cu thickness: larger drops in
conductance are observed for thicker Cu layers.

A quantitative comparison of theory and experiment is presented in Figures 4.13 and
4.14. In Figure 4.13, we compare the experimental and calculated G(t) for Co/Cu(t).
Experimental and theoretical points are in close agreement. In Figure 4.14, we compare
the experimental and calculated conductance drop for the addition of Co to Co/Cu(t).
For the experimental points, the drop is measured by taking the difference between the
initial and minimum conductances (at ∼ 1.2 Å Co); for the theoretical points, the drop is
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Figure 4.12: Calculated G(ttotal) data for Co(4ML)/Cu(tCu)/Co(8ML). The position of the
interfaces is marked for calculations A-D. tCu = 6ML (A), 10ML (B), 14ML (C), 18ML (D).
1ML Cu (100) = 1.80 Å. Note the strong deviations from linearity in the vicinity of the
interfaces. Linear fits to the second Co layer data are indicated, used to determine ∆Gdrop.
The measurement of ∆Gdrop for calculation D with constant disorder is indicated.

measured between G calculated for Co(4ML)/Cu(tCu) and a linear extrapolation of G for
Co(4ML)/Cu(tCu)/G(tCo) curve back to zero tCo. The measurement of ∆Gdrop is indicated
in Figure 4.12 for the sample with the thickest Cu layer. Here we find that the experimental
conductance drops exceed the calculated ones by a roughly constant value of 1.7 mΩ−1.

The experimental and theoretical conductance drop values may be brought into agree-
ment by introducing disorder at the top Cu/Co interface. In a second set of calculations,
the addition of Co(1ML) to Co/Cu(t) was assumed to create disorder in both layers forming
the interface; we have modeled this interfacial disorder by setting γ=0.80 eV for the top two
monolayers Cu(1ML)/Co(1ML) and γ=0.62 eV for the underlayers Co(4ML)/Cu(t-1ML)
and the Co overlayers. Agreement between experiment and theory becomes quite close for
this case.

The contributions of the various layers to total conductance Gn were calculated using
the method described in [56]. They are shown in Figure 4.15, reflecting the contributions
of various layers to ∆ Gdrop. Three calculations for the Co/Cu bilayer are presented. The
first is a calculation for the bilayer alone and the second is for the bilayer covered by a
monolayer of Co. In the first and second calculations the parameter γ was the same for
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of experimental and theoretical G(tCu). The experimental curve
has been offset in G by +2.3 mΩ−1

all the layers, thereby representing bulk disorder. The third calculation is for the second
structure with increased disorder at the top interface. One possible source for this disorder
is surface-segregation of Cu through the Co, as will be discussed in Section 4.3.6.

Several features are significant in Figure 4.15. First, the ∼ 4ML of Cu near the bottom
Co interface show significantly reduced conductance compared with layers in the bulk of
the Cu. Second, when Co is added to the surface in the absence of increased disorder,
the conductance is reduced exclusively within the Cu layers. These features point out the
origin of the ∆Gdrop and its tCu dependence: as the first several layers of Cu are already
strongly reduced in conductance by the d-states at the bottom interface with Co, layers
further removed (at greater tCu) experience most of the effect from the added d-states in
the top layer. Where additional disorder is introduced, on the other hand, the additional
scattering contributions to ∆Gdrop are balanced throughout the film stack. Finally, it is
apparent that the calculation predicts slightly reduced conduction in the surface layers; this
arises not from scattering, but instead from the change in band dispersion at the sites with
reduced coordination number.

4.3.3 Characterization of thickness-dependent microstructure

We have demonstrated so far that the main features for the thickness dependent conductance
of NiO/Co/Cu/Co spin valves, measured in-situ, can be understood by considering only the
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of experimental and calculated ∆Gdrop. The agreement is im-
proved where additional disorder is introduced to the top Cu/Co interface in the calcula-
tion; this may be attributed to segregation of low surface energy Cu through Co in the
experiment.

electronic structure of the Co and Cu layers. It has not been necessary to consider any
thickness-dependent variation in the microstructure of the films. Previous interpretations
of some similar features in G(t), however, have posited microstructural variations as the
source of these phenomena. A question then arises as to the uniqueness of the interpretation,
and whether it is justified to consider electronic-structure effects in the full absence of
microstructural variations.

In this section, we will examine the thickness-dependent microstructure of the spin-
valve multilayers more closely. In order to determine the growth mode of Co on Cu and
vice versa, Auger covering experiments have been carried out in-situ during the deposition
of NiO/Co/Cu/Co and related structures. This addresses the interpretation that the con-
ductance drop arises from much stronger island growth for Co on Cu than for Cu on Co,
producing increased microscopic roughness and a reduced specularity in the first case alone.
Previous investigators have not offered an interpretation for the conductance of Cu deposited
on Co, but one might imagine that the nucleation of small, randomly oriented grains uncor-
related with the underlayer ordering, and their gradual coalesence, could produce a similar
dependence. In order to examine the Cu layer crystallinity in a more quantitative fashion,
we have examined in X-ray diffraction the peak intensities of a series of (111)-oriented spin
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Figure 4.15: Illustration of layer contributions to total conductance and ∆Gdrop. Calculated
points, γ = 0.62 eV: a) Co/Cu bilayer (light circles), b) Co/Cu bilayer with one monolayer
Co at the surface (dark circles), c) same with disorder of the top two layers (18 and 19)
increased to γ = 0.80 eV, reflecting surface segregation of Cu through Co. Note that where
the bulk scattering is unchanged, the ∆Gdrop is produced almost entirely within the Cu
layer. The positions of the Co/Cu and Cu/Co interfaces are marked with dashed lines.

valves. of the form SiO2/Ta(50)/NiFe(50)/Co(20)/Cu(t)/Co(40Å).

We have found in both cases that the assumption of microstructural invariance is jus-
tified. No difference in the growth mode of NiO/Co/Cu(t) and NiO/Co/Cu/Co(t) have
been detected from the Auger spectra. For the case of the Cu growth in (111)-oriented spin
valves, a linear dependence of the peak intensity on Cu thickness is observed, providing
further justification for the assumption that grains grow in a columnar fashion, with little
variation in crystallinity across the near lattice-matched constituent layers (NiFe, Co, Cu.)

4.3.3.1 In-situ Auger investigation of Co/Cu/Co growth

Auger covering experiments have long been used to identify the growth mode of vapor-
deposited thin films. In these experiments, layer A is deposited on underlayer B, and the
thickness-dependent attenuation of the Auger-emitted electron yield from B is monitored.
Where Frank-van der Merwe (layer-by-layer) growth is present, the attenuation will be most
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rapid, as B becomes fully covered with A after only 1ML deposition. The attenuation will
be slowest for Vollmer-Weber (island) growth, on the other hand, as agglomerates of A will
leave patches of B exposed after deposited thicknesses of several monolayers.

The fastest rate of attenuation is determined by λmfp, the inelastic mean free path
of electrons in overlayer A at the characteristic energy of Auger-emitted electrons from
underlayer B. When comparing covering experiments of A on B with B on A, choice of
λ can complicate the analysis, so additional experiments which are independent of λ are
helpful. Comparing coverages of different underlayers (A and C) with the same layer (B) is
useful to this end, as λ in the overlayer (for a given energy) remains constant.

In these experiments, we will present a qualitative comparison of growth mode for Co
on Cu with that Cu on Co in spin valve structures. Both (111) oriented films on NiFe and
polycrystalline films on NiO have been compared.

Method

Auger spectroscopy was performed at thickness intervals of tcoverage = (0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10,
15, 20, 30, 40 Å) during deposition of the noted layers of A) a (111)-oriented SiO2/ Ta(50)/
NiFe(50)/ Co(20)/ Cu(40)/ Co(40 Å) and B) a NiO/ Co(20)/ Cu(40)/ Co(40 Å) spin valve
structure. The sample was translated from the deposition position to the AES measurement
position after completion of each thickness interval, and the electron beam was switched on
and allowed to stabilize to 10% of nominal emission current at 3kV and 0.5mA. The sum
of the transition times for each analysis was approximately 10 minutes. The AES energy
derivative signal was monitored and analyzed over the 600-1000 eV energy range of interest
for Co, Ni, and Cu LMM transitions. Base pressure immediately prior to these experiments
was verified at 2-4×10−9, near the system minimum.

Results

The raw data for one coverage experiment are presented in Figure 4.16. The thicker
curves represent the endpoints of the experiment, with the thinner curves the intermediate
depositions. A main peak at high energy, followed by smaller peaks at lower energy, are
found for both layers in accordance with tabulated spectra. Cu Auger lines are found at
946, 867, and 794 eV; Co lines are found at 796, 732, and 670 eV, respectively. Overlap
between the last Cu and first Co lines is present, so the main Cu line and second Co line
are used for quantification. In this case, the absolute magnitude of the first Cu line has
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been used for quantification of the Cu signal attenuation during coverage with Co. The
attenuating peak magnitude is normalized to the initial magnitude in subsequent plots, so
the absolute intensities for the various lines do not enter into the analysis.

Figure 4.16: Sample Auger spectroscopy data during deposition of NiO/Co(20)/Cu(40
Å)/Co(tCo), tCo = 0-40 Å. There is an overlap in energy for the third Cu(LMM) and
the main Co(LMM) peak, so the second Co(LMM) peak is used for quantification. Thicker
lines indicate the start and finish scans (pure Cu and pure Co.)

The reduced data from all covering experiments are presented in Figure 4.17. All sig-
nal attenuations appear to fall upon a single curve. The results are similar regardless of
whether A is deposited on B or B on A (Co on Cu or vice versa), or whether the film
microstructure is highly (111)-textured or randomly oriented on NiO. These data indicate
that no marked difference in growth mode is present between deposition of Co on Cu in
NiO/Co/Cu/Co(t) and Cu on Co in NiO/Co/Cu(t). We find additionally that no strong
difference is present between coverage of A with B and C with B, as seen between in the
Cu/Co(t) and NiFe/Co(t).

Discussion

Our results depend to some extent on the choice of λ. We have taken the values to be equal
in Co and Cu; this was found to be a good representation in a separate detailed study,
where layer-by-layer growth was monitored for Cu(100)/Co(10ML)/Cu(10ML) by in-situ
STM, and comparisons to Auger coverage data were made.[157] More general guidance for
choice of λ is the so-called ”universal curve,” which plots λ for all metals as a function of
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Figure 4.17: Summary of AES covering experiments. No strong difference is found in the
signal attenuation for all covering experiments performed.

kinetic energy of electrons undergoing inelastic collisions (relevant to the Auger electron
energy of the underlayer.) In the present case, the universal curve is not very reliable, since
the experimental scatter in the curve (10-60 Å) in the energy range of interest (730-930 eV) is
a good deal larger than the trend (from ∼ 10 Åat 730eV to ∼ 15 Å.) If we take the median
universal curve values as correct, such that λinCo,935eV >λinCu,732eV , normalization by a
greater λ in Co will scale the Co coverage curves in Figure 4.17 towards lower thicknesses.
This adjustment would give the impression that coverage in Co/Cu/Co(t) is more rapid
than coverage in Co/Cu(t). This would be the opposite trend expected from surface energy
arguments, and opposite what is needed to explain the conductance drop from specularity.

The comparison of Co growth on Cu and NiFe, on the other hand, does not depend
on assumptions about variations in λ from variation of the overlayer. The emission energy
through Co is different in the two cases (lower for NiFe underlayers, higher for Cu under-
layers), but as before, application of ”universal curve” behavior will shift the NiFe/Co(t)
data towards apparent faster coverage compared with Cu/Co(t). The foregoing is consis-
tent with the XMCD measurements of escape depth taken by Reiko Nakajima’s: no energy
dependence of λ over a similar range (600-800eV) and no difference in λ between materials,
was found for Co and Ni.[158]
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4.3.3.2 Ex-situ XRD investigation of Cu layer crystallinity

Introduction

In this experiment,we will examine closely the crystallinity of the Cu interlayer in the
spin-valve structure. In 3.1.2, we have seen that the clearest images of spin valves revealed in
high-resolution cross-sectional TEM are characterized by columnar, epitaxial grains which
extend across all interfaces (NiFe/Co, Co/Cu, and NiFe/FeMn). This has been found to be
equally true for the randomly oriented ”bottom” spin valves deposited on NiO, in which the
randomly oriented NiO grains serve as epitaxial templates for NiFe and subsequent layers,
as for the uniquely (111)-oriented spin valves formed by ion-beam deposition on SiO2.

The identification of crystallinity from HRx-TEM images alone is ambiguous to the ex-
tent that highly ordered regions provide the clearest and most easily interpretable lattice
images. Where misoriented lattice fringes are observed in the images, it is often not possible
to distinguish unambiguously misoriented grains in the growth direction from overlapping
grains in the beam direction. 3 If both types of growth are present, quantification of the
relative populations of each will be important.

Method

Due to its inherent advantages of macroscopic measurement and quantification, we have
chosen x-ray diffraction to study the thickness-dependent crystallinity of the Cu spacer.
We examined a series of (111)-oriented spin valve structures of the form Si/ SiO2/ Ta(50)/
NiFe(50)/ Co(20)/ Cu(tCu)/ Co(40Å), where tCu = (0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 Å). (111)-textured
films were chosen in order to provide the maximum diffracted intensity, necessary due to the
very small amounts of diffracting volume present. A key assumption in this experiment is
that the degree of epitaxy within grains is similar between the NiO-seeded films, on which
the transport measurements were carried out, and the (111)-oriented films, used for the
x-ray experiment. Justification for this assumption has been provided in Section 3.1, in
the comparison between Types A and C, and in Section 4.3.3.1, where we have found little
difference in growth between the two types.

We have found that Ta/NiFe seed layers are required to produce (111)-texture in the
Co(40)/Cu(t)/Co(40Å) films. Although we have not performed an exhaustive parametric
investigation, we have found that Ta(50)/Cu(40 Å) underlayers are ineffective in producing

3Beam and sample tilt may be used to distinguish the two cases in principle, but maintaining view of
a 100 Å grain in high resolution during tilt requires virtuosic skill, and tilt angles are quite limited in
high-resolution microscopes.
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an oriented (111)-peak, and that this result is insensitive to deposition conditions. Beam
voltages have been varied from 300 to 1000 V, and secondary ion beam mixing (100V) has
been added to the substrate during Cu deposition, with no change in the result. These
results (particularly the latter) suggest, in support of the conclusions of Section 3.1 that
adatom energy is much less important in establishing (111)-texture on Ta seed layers than
is the identity of the deposited layer (NiFe vs Cu). Further work would be necessary to
clarify the issue, however.

We show in 4.18 that where (111)-texture is established in NiFe-seeded Cu/Co/Cu tri-
layers, the bulk of the signal arises from the trilayer rather than the seed. The data are
consistent with uniform texturing across all layers. The 2Θ-integrated (111)-peak intensity,
measured in the symmetric geometry, exceeds that of the seed alone by roughly a factor of
five. These data were measured on the MSE Philips diffractometer, which has azimuthal
orientation controlled to roughly 3 deg. We have found that for the highly oriented films
of interest here, this lack of alignment control can produce variations in peak intensity of a
factor of two. In a naive analysis, justified by the very close lattice constants and atomic
numbers of FCC NiFe, Co, and Cu, one would expect the 2θ-integrated peak intensity to
scale proportionally with the FCC film thickness in an epitaxial grain. The ratio of FCC
film thickness (excluding Ta) is 3.4 in this case, which compares well within experimental
error to the observed intensity ratio of five. If we assume that the first several layers of
NiFe are disordered in contact with Ta, justified by the HR-xTEM images in Section 3.1,
the agreement between these values will be improved.

More quantitative peak intensity measurements were carried out subsequently on the
CMR-Picker, which can be aligned before scans to greater precision (<0.1◦ azimuthal) and
four-circle control. Diffracted intensities were similarly high, with the least reflective film
yielding ∼ 200 counts per second, with receiving slits set at 0.2 mm. All scans were taken
at maximum beam power (45kV/25mA) with CuKα radiation at λ = 1.5404 Å. Scans were
taken at 10 s dwell time per point at 0.08˚ intervals. The relative error in peak intensity
measurement upon mounting and dismounting a single sample was found to be roughly
10%, due primarily to fluctuations in the tube source; where the source has been allowed
to stabilize over time and all measurements are taken in sequence, these fluctuations have
been reduced to 5%. Peak width and position measurement has been reproducible to better
than 0.05˚.

Results

The 2θ scans of (111)-peak intensity for the series in Cu thickness are presented in
Figure 4.19. One can see a monotonic increase in peak intensity with thickness, along with
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Figure 4.18: Comparison of (111)-peak intensities of a Ta(50)/NiFe(50)/Cu(25)/
Co(25)/Cu(70Å) spin valve structure with the Ta(50)/NiFe(50)seed layer alone. Note that
the majority of the signal comes from the Cu/Co/Cu trilayer. Data taken on the MSE
Philips diffractometer. The unstrained positions of the Cu and NiFe (111) reflections are
indicated at 43.37 and 44.27◦., respectively. The lines are guides to the eye.

a monotonic shift of the main peak towards lower angle. All intensity plots have been scaled
by a factor (∆ω)2, where ∆ω is the rocking curve full-width at half maximum, measured
at each intensity maximum in 2Θ. This adjustment has been necessary to simulate the
integrated (111) intensity over both azimuthal angles ω and χ. Textural dispersion in the
films has varied randomly over a small fraction of total, as shown in the inset of Figure 4.19.

The intensities of the (111)-peaks, integrated over the 2θ range shown in the plots
and adjusted for rocking curve as described, are plotted in Figure 4.20. Here we can see
that a linearly increasing trend in integrated (111) peak intensity is followed. The linear
relationship between Cu thickness and diffracted intensity is consistent with the general
picture that film growth within a (111)-oriented grain is epitaxial across the Co/Cu/Co
interfaces. These data provide some evidence that disorder in the Cu layer is not thickness-
dependent, and that the observed positive curvature in G(NiO/Co/Cu(tCu)) does not arise
from a gradual increase in Cu grain size.

Strain and grain-size data extracted from the main intensity peaks are presented in
Figures 4.22 and 4.21. Using the Scherer formula,
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Figure 4.19: 2θ scans for the (111)-textured spin-valve series in tCu
Si/SiO2/Ta(50)/NiFe(50)/Co(20)/Cu(tCu)/Co(40Å). The raw count rates (cps) have
been multiplied by a factor (∆ω)2, where ∆ω is the rocking curve FWHM in radians. Data
taken on the CMR-Picker. Inset: ∆ω(tCu).
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we have estimated the grain sizes for the series in the direction normal to the film
surface. For the first 30 Å of deposited Cu thickness, this value bears a fairly close identity
with the total film thickness, apart from a constant offset of ∼ 5-8 Å. The initial linear
relationship is additional evidence that crystalline order is maintained across the Cu layer
at low thicknesses. The slight offset to lower grain sizes in the experiment represents an
amount lost to oxidation or intermixing with the Ta underlayer. Beyond the first 30 Å, the
width of the main (111)-peak does not decrease further; this may arise from conversion of
Co from FCC to HCP for thicker films. The development of HCP Co can be seen in the
2θ plots of Figure 4.19 as addition of a shoulder at higher 2θ angles. As this phase has a
significantly different d-spacing from that of the other layers, it will not contribute to the
sharpening of the main peak.

Data on the (111) interplanar spacing, reflecting the strain state of the stack, are pre-
sented in Figure 4.22. The initial d- spacing, for zero Cu interlayer thickness, is offset
significantly from the value for the unstrained FCC Co (111) planes, 2.059 Å as opposed to
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Figure 4.20: Intensities of the (111)-diffracted peak, as shown in 4.19 and integrated over
2θ, as a function of Cu interlayer thickness. A roughly linear dependence of diffracted
intensity on tCu is present, indicating (111) orientation of the Cu layer across the full range
of thicknesses studied.

2.043 Å. This distortion indicates compressive strain in the Co film plane of the same order,
roughly 1%, causing tetragonal distortion out of the plane. As half of the 2% gap between
the larger Cu and the smaller Co in their unstrained states has been closed, there is some
justification for the assumption of a uniform lattice parameter across all layers in the grain
size analysis above.

There is a clear linear increase in d-spacing of the (111) peaks, corresponding to an
expansion of the (111) planes by roughly +1% over the 50 Å of deposited Cu thickness. We
note that this trend is opposite what would be expected for simple coherency stresses. Cu
has a larger lattice; the compressive strain imposed on the Cu film will lead to increasing
tensile stress exerted by the Cu layer on the film stack as a whole, leading to a linear decrease
in out-of-plane lattice parameter with Cu thickness. The present trend is compatible with
compressive stress exerted by the Cu layer; this could arise for example from bombardment
by back-reflected neutral Xe atoms in the deposition process.

4.3.4 Comparison with (semiclassical) free-electron models

At this point we would like to point out that the microstructural measurements, taken
together with the in-situ G(t) data, indicate a qualitative failure of free-electron models
of multilayer conductance. This observation addresses primarily the Boltzmann transport
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Figure 4.21: Grain size estimates for the series in t(Cu), measured in the film-normal
direction by application of the Scherer formula to the main (111) peak. Experimental
points are plotted along with the total thickness of the NiFe(50)/Co(20)/Cu(tCu)/Co(40Å)
film.

models deriving from Camley and Barnas, although it should be equally appropriate for
the recent path-integral treatment formulated by W.A. Harrison to model the in-situ data
presented in Figure 4.7.[57]

If it is accepted that the G(t) features arise from interface scattering, and that the
microstructural measurements indicate that the layer quality varies little during deposition,
the semiclassical free-electron model lacks free parameters with which to fit the strong
asymmetry in G(t). In both these models, the interface scattering is handled simply by
a probability T of traversing the interface without scattering. Introducing any interface
scattering modeled as T < 1, the semiclassical free electron model will predict ∆Gdrop for
the case of Cu on Co as well as for the case of Co on Cu. While open issues exist with respect
to the interface intermixing, to be discussed in Section 4.3.6, the fact that ∆Gdrop is seen
in only one case points out the need for a more realistic treatment of electronic structure in
the system.

We take the results of the microstructural measurements to place the following con-
straints on any semiclassical conductance model fit. First, the AES data provide stronger
evidence to regard the surface specularity p as constant during deposition. Specularity is
presumed to arise from atomic-level smoothing and roughening of the surface, and since
identical growth modes and very different conductance behaviors are found for Co on Cu
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Figure 4.22: Peak position and measured d-spacing of the main (111) peak in the tCu series.
Note the linear increase in lattice spacing with increasing tCu.

and vice versa, we have additional reason, besides the multilayer data shown in Figures 4.9
to consider that surface reflection contributions to G(t) are likely not operative. Second, we
have seen from the XRD measurement that the layer quality (particularly grain size) for Cu
on Co does not vary strongly, and epitaxy within the grain is present. This observation is en-
tirely consistent with the HR-xTEM identification of microstuctural types A and C from the
previous chapter, expected for the (111)-oriented and NiO-seeded structures, respectively.
We conclude therefore that there is no need to assume any thickness dependence of ρCu,
and given the near linear behavior of G(tCo), little reason to consider thickness-dependent
variations in microstructure after the first several monolayers of Co on NiO.

For the Dieny model fit, we have then reduced the number of free parameters to be con-
sidered to ρCo, ρCu, λCo, λCu, the Co/Cu interfacial transmissivity T , and surface scattering
parameters p. In order to maximize the sensitivity to additional layers, necessary to repro-
duce the nonlinearities observed experimentally, p = 1 has been applied; from fits to the
saturation slopes in G(tCo) and G(tCu), ρCo=14.9 µΩ ·cm and ρCu=5.9 µΩ ·cm have been
measured. Assuming the ρ·λ values from [41], λCo=83 Åand λCu=156 Å. The interfacial
transmissivity remains as a free parameter.

The results of the model calculation are presented in Figure 4.23. Two calculations have
been carried out: one with completely transmissive interfaces (T = 1), another with partially
scattering interfaces (T = 0.5). The calculation shows that in introducing some interfacial
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Figure 4.23: Dieny model BTE
calculation

Figure 4.24: Harrison path-
integral model calcuation, from
Ref [57]

Figure 4.25: Best fit of data in Figure 4.7 to free electron models. For the Dieny model,
interface scattering (T < 1) must be introduced to produce the observed ∆Gdrop observed
during deposition of Co on Cu, producing a complemetary drop for Cu on Co which is not
observed. The same is true for the Harrison model, although it is reduced to ∼ 1/3 the
drop for Co in the top curve. Harrison model pi corresponds to T and ps to p in the Dieny
model.

scattering T < 1 to reproduce the conductance drop observed during deposition of Co on
Cu, a conductance drop of roughly similar magnitude is predicted for the deposition of Cu
on Co. No complementary drop has ever been observed on our system. While differences
in intermixing might justify the choice of a lower T for the Cu/Co interface than for the
Co/Cu interface, any T < 1 for Co/Cu will create the ∆Gdrop behavior.

We have noted in Section 2.2.3 that comparisons of free-electron models calculated in the
Kubo formalism and in the BTE yield near-perfect numerical agreement. We find here that
very similar behavior is calcuated in Harrison’s path-integral free-electron model compared
with Dieny’s BTE-free electron model. The calculation is reprinted from Ref. [57] in Figure
4.24. In Harrison’s treament, interfacial transmissivities are called pi, and the top surface
specularities are called ps. Otherwise, the model assumptions are identical.

Where no interfacial scattering is assumed in Harrison’s model, no conductance drops
are found. When interface scattering is introduced, however, ∆Gdrop is calculated at both
interfaces. In general, the ∆Gdrop is strongest the top surface specularity is highest, as
we have noted; this is true for Harrison’s ps = 0.24 curve. The magnitude here best
approximates the conductance drop observed experimentally. However, for ps = 0.12, both
are reduced strongly, and ∆Gdrop for Cu on Co is still present, about 30% that for Co on
Cu.
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4.3.5 ∆Gdrop from Ru and Ta overlayers

We have explored the pheomenology of the conductance drop further, to see if it is lim-
ited to the Co/Cu system or is more general in the transition metals of interest for spin
valves. All bilayer combinations of Co, Cu, Ru, and Ta have been investigated in an in-situ
G(t) measurement of NiO/ Cu(30)/ Ta(30)/ Cu(30)/ Ta(30)/ Cu(30)/ Ru(10)/ Ta(30)/
Cu(30)/ Co(10)/ Ta(30)/ Co(42)/ Ta(30)/ Co(42)/ Ru(20)/ Ta(30)/ Ru(50)/ Ta(30Å).
Use of a single multilayer sample, rather than a series of separate bilayers, was motivated
in this case by the greater simplicity of loading a single substrate with contacts.

The complicated structure deposited had two motivations. First, underlayer effects are
minimized by interrupting depositions with 30 Å of highly resistive Ta, so layers above
and below the Ta buffer may conduct mostly in parallel, without communication or effect
on the measurement of ∆Gdrop. Additionally, Ta has been found by other authors[159] to
”reset” thickness-dependent microstructure. Odd thicknesses of Co and Ru interlayers are
deposited to hold interlayer conductance constant in the bilayer measurements: where the
conductance drop of B on A is examined, a thickness of A is deposited to contribute parallel
conductance equivalent to that of 30Å Cu, 10 mΩ−1. For Co and Ru, these thicknesses are
42Å and 50Å, respectively.

The results of the experiment are shown in Figure 4.26. We see that the ∆Gdrop observed
for Cu/Co is a general phenomenon, with drops observed for both Cu/Ru and Cu/Ta as
well as Co/Ru and Co/Ta. The complementary curvature found in G(t) for Co/Cu is also
observed for Ta/Cu and Ta/Co. The combination Ru/Co will be investigated further on,
in Section 4.4.1, but we note that the curvature in G(t) is observed there as well. In these
cases, however, growth related considerations (see Section 3.1.4) make the interpretation of
the curvature more unclear; the lattice mismatch between Ru, Ta, and Co or Ru, Ta and
Cu is too strong to assume coherent growth across interfaces, so growth modes could play
a role.

4.3.6 Discussion

We propose a model for the thickness-dependent conductance G(t) of Co/Cu/Co, and indi-
cate that results with Ru and Ta support its extensibility to other transition-metal systems.
The interface scattering related to empty vs. filled d-states in the materials is most relevant
in Co/Cu/Co, explaining both the ∆Gdrop and curvature in G(t); the Ru and Ta data are
consistent with this interpretation. We will review why we believe this interpretation to be
unique, both in terms of microstructure and free-electron model calculations for Co/Cu/Co.
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Figure 4.26: Measurement of ∆Gdrop for underlayer/overlayer combinations Cu/Co, Cu/Ru,
Cu/Ta, Co/Ru, Co/Ta, Ru/Ta. 30 Åof highly resistive Ta is deposited between each bilayer
to control possible underlayer effects; . Similar magnitudes of ∆Gdrop are observed for all
combinations except Ru/Ta, for which no drop is present.

Interpretations from specularity have been addressed with direct experiments, and we will
discuss why these are ruled out. Complications from intermixing will be considered, but we
will show why ∆Gdrop does not measure intermixing primarily.

Interpretation from electronic structure

We have shown good agreement between the experimental and calculated film con-
ductances for Co/Cu/Co in a model which considers only the differences in the electronic

Overlayer
Underlayer Cu Co Ru Ta

Cu - 1.14 1.59 1.51
Co 0 - 0.84 1.45
Ru 0 0 - 0
Ta 0 0 0 -

Table 4.1: Summary of ∆Gdrop in mΩ−1 for Co, Cu, Ru, Ta combinations, for underlayer
on side and overlayer on top. Note that ∆Gdrop is generally asymmetric, showing up on
only one half of the matrix, but is not present for (Ru, Ta) couples.
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Figure 4.27: Physical interpretation for Co/Cu/Co G(t): cartoon. Empty d-states in Co
cause boundary scattering in Cu. Similar features are present for all other high/low d-state
density combinations investigated.

structure character between the layers, assuming that quality of the layers remains constant.
Unexpected features in G(t) for the trilayer are well-described and may be rationalized sim-
ply through the difference in unoccupied d-states for Cu and Co. The drop in conductance
may be associated with the placement of a high density of unoccupied Co d-states at the
interface with Cu; the gradual increase in Cu conductivity may be attributed to the reduced
influence of the same interfacial states as they move beyond the electronic mean-free path in
Cu. The physical interpretation for in-situ Co/Cu/Co conductance is summarized in Figure
4.27.

Tsymbal’s model, with one empirical parameter (γ) related to experimentally observed
microstructure, has reproduced many features of the in-situ G(t) data: both saturation
ρ values, ∆Gdrop for Co on Cu, linear G(tCo), positive curvature in G(tCu), and linear
∆Gdrop(tCu). For Cu/Co/Cu, the thickness independence of γ has been verified by both
the AES covering experiments and the XRD intensity series in tCu.

For Ru and Ta combinations with Co or Cu, qualitatively, we have seen that analogous
behavior is present in G(t). Ru and Ta both cause ∆Gdrop on Co and Cu; Cu and Co both
deposit with positive curvature in G(t) on Ru and Ta. In Table 4.2, we can see that these
behaviors are matched by the electronic structure for the elemental metals. In cases where
∆Gdrop is observed, the overlayer has a higher density of d-states than does the underlayer,
providing scattering-in states for the more-mobile sp-bands. For Co underlayers, this is best
realized in terms of the majority channel (Co↑), which carries most of the current.

The Ru/Ta system is qualitatively different. Here, ∆Gdrop is observed in neither case.
In both these materials, however, dominant d-character is present at the Fermi surface.
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Element Dtot(Ef ) Dsp(Ef ) Dd(Ef )
Cu 4.03 2.04 1.99
Co 11.99 1.09 10.89
Ru 11.52 0.63 10.90
Ta 17.08 3.00 14.08
Co↑ 2.46 0.59 1.87
Co↓ 9.53 0.50 9.02

Table 4.2: Fermi-level density of states D(Ef ) in electrons
atomRyspin for elemental metals examined

by in-situ G(t). D(Ef ) values are theoretical, taken from Papaconstantopolous[48], and
decomposed into sp- and d-state densities. For Ru and Ta, the Fermi surface has almost
entirely d-character, in contrast with Cu and Co↑.

Thus the simple Mott picture of conductivity should not apply: d-states here will not sim-
ply add scattering-in states for the more mobile sp-electrons, since sp-electrons are either
mostly absent (Ru) or dominated by conduction in the much more populous d-states (Ta).
There exists some ambiguity in G(t) with the possibility of island growth of Ru or Ta on
Co or Cu (due to the very different crystal structures); this has not been examined through
thickness-dependent microstructure. The interpretation from electronic structure, however,
may explain these data well.

Experiments which address specularity

The conductance drop observed during deposition of Co on Cu has been observed pre-
viously in studies of evaporated films. Here it was attributed to a simple change in surface
scattering character (”specularity”)[153] presumed to arise from an increase in the atomic-
scale roughness of the surface. In-situ resistance observation of conductance drops for Ni
on Cu[160] and Ni80Fe20 on Cu[156] have been interpreted similarly.

From the multilayer data alone (Figure 4.9), we may exclude surface-scattering variations
as the principal source of the conductance drop. If the drops in conductance are interpreted
through a simple application of the Fuchs-Sondheimer model as a reduction in the top surface
specularity parameter ptop, this corresponds to ∆ptop ∼ -0.3. Since the curvature in G(tCu)
is everywhere positive, converging to a value of bulk resistivity close to that observed up to
∼ 150 Å thickness, we may not locate any complementary increase in specularity for Cu on
Co. As only a net decrease in specularity may be inferred from Co/Cu bilayer depositions,
the ∆Gdrop(N) should be exhausted after several bilayers when ptop = 0. We have found
that the drops are not at all exhausted over nine iterations: only an increasing trend may
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be inferred in ∆Gdrop(N) (Figure 4.10).

∆Gdrop(N) becomes greater at greater thickness (Figure 4.11) because of gradual im-
provements in the Cu layer quality, inferred through the higher conductance of the Cu inter-
layers. The Cu conductance thus becomes more sensitive to scattering at the boundaries by
Co. We have modeled this effect in trilayers by increasing γ within Cu and examining the
dependence of ∆Gdrop(N) on G(tCu); a linear dependence of similar slope has been found.

The AES data 4.17 yield more direct proof that the specularity should not be modified.
The growth of Co on Cu shows identical features to the growth of Cu on Co, so no tendency
towards islanding can be indentified in our polycrystalline growth in one case compared with
the other. The observed signal attenuation is consistent with mostly layer-by-layer growth.

Interlayer intermixing?

For the Co/Cu system, we have found that for a quantitative description of ∆Gdrop, it
is necessary to assume some additional disorder for the top Cu/Co interface. This has been
calculated in terms of an increase for interface γ, which tends to decrease local conductance
Gn in all layers (Figure 4.15)

A very plausible interpretation for the additional disorder is interface intermixing. We
know from the 59Co NMR measurement that intermixing is present at the Co/Cu interface,
estimated to be distributed over three atomic planes (with half-width of ∼1.5ML, or 3Å),
so the assumption of an atomically abrupt (100) interface in the calculation is obviously an
approximation. The question arises whether the interface intermixing is strongly asymmet-
ric, to match the scattering measured in ∆Gdrop. For deposition of Co on Cu but not Cu
on Co, segregation of low surface-energy Cu during coverage by Co may provide the driv-
ing force for such asymmetric interface intermixing: for segregation of Co through Cu, no
surface free-energy reduction would be present. Segregation behavior has been documented
in surface-analytical studies of Co on Cu single crystals[161, 162], through ”CO-titration,”
where the Auger chemical shift of surface species is examined in bonding to doses of gaseous
CO. If surface segregation is very pronounced, it could possibly be argued that the entire
∆Gdrop for Co on Cu comes about from the interface intermixing.

Direct measurements of intermixing of one Co/Cu interface, compared with the other
Cu/Co interface, have not ever been carried out; NMR measurements have not yet gone
to this detail. Thus it is not well known to what extent one interface intermixes compared
with the other. However, we may cite a limiting example which indicates that surface-
segregating intermixing is not at all dominant in depositions. The sharpest (111)-line ever
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observed in 59Co NMR, which indicates near perfect 3NN environment, has been found
for a slow thermally-evaporated Co layer on a (111)-single crystal[163]. Energetically gentle
thermal evaporation indicates that only surface-energy differences will provide a driving force
for intermixing, which is apparently absent in this case. We would expect that energetic
deposition should only reduce the asymmetry of intermixing, so it will be difficult to explain
from intermixing alone why ∆Gdrop is observed only for Co on Cu.

A simple-minded interpretation of the ∆Gdrop in terms of intermixing, in any case, is
wholly incompatible with its thickness dependence and magnitude. The effect of intermixing
might be imagined to replace the unmixed parallel conductor with an intermixed region of
different ρ. At 30 Å Cu, we have seen that ∆Gdrop is roughly 6 mΩ−1. Assuming that
a 50-50 intermixed region gains a residual resistivity of 20 µΩ · cm, the fully intermixed
parallel-conducting thickness would correspond to 4.7 Å. This already exceeds the NMR
estimate significantly. We have also examined ∆Gdrop for much thicker Cu layers, up to
180Å. Here ∆Gdrop = 20 mΩ−1, so the intermixed binary layer would need to be 15.6Å in
extent. This is too thick to be plausible. There is in any case little reason to expect that
the intermixed region should depend on underlayer thickness.

Of course, the Cu thickness dependence of ∆Gdrop depends on having diffusive conduc-
tion perpendicular to the interfaces; otherwise, the current distribution on one side of the
Cu layer will not depend on the distribution on the other side. Communication from one
side of the Cu layer to the other is necessary for CIP-GMR, in any case. For these k⊥ com-
ponents, the exact placement of a Co scattering center within 5 Å, over a distance traveled
of 30 Å, should matter less than its presence or absence. It is revealing on this score also
that the entire ∆Gdrop occurs over 1.2 Å. Intermixing in thicknesses beyond this scale will
affect only the slope of GCo.

The foregoing is to argue that ∆Gdrop is not primarily a measurement of intermixing.
Calculations, the Cu thickness dependence of ∆Gdrop, and the Co thickness dependence
of G all indicate that ∆Gdrop should be present for a compositionally abrupt interface, al-
though we have not been able to realize this situation experimentally. Intermixing may
well play a secondary effect in increasing the ∆Gdrop, however. If magnetic disorder is
introduced at the interface, assumed to arise from short-range intermixing as in the Suzuki-
Taga experiments[164, 165], an increase in ∆Gdrop is found in Tsymbal’s calculation. This
increased ∆Gdrop arises since empty d-states are added for both spin-orientations of Co,
rather than only one, so both spin channels in the system are affected rather than one.
Initial simulations indicate that G(tCu) is affected less than ∆Gdrop in this case, if the loose
spins are assumed to be distributed (through intermixing) on both interfaces.
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Impurity Species
Host Lattice Cu Co Ru Ta

Cu - 5.8-6.4 5.0 n/a
Co 0.89 - 4.0[2.0-5.0∗ ] 5.4
Ru n/a [0.21∗] - n/a
Ta n/a n/a n/a -

Table 4.3: Impurity ρ for combinations of Co, Cu, Ru, and Ta in µΩcm
% , taken from [167].

Values are experimental at low temperature. Note that there is a parallelism between ∆Gdrop

for species A on a B surface (shown in Table 4.1) and ρ for impurity A in a B lattice, with
high ρ corresponding to presence of ∆Gdrop. ∗ denotes corresponding values for Fe

Previous work

Finally, we would like to conclude discussion of ∆Gdrop by linking our findings to the
1978 work of Pariset and Chauvineau (P-C)[166]. Our claim, that ∆Gdrop is a manifestation
of interface formation, is not new, and has been seen in studies of sp-scatterers on Au films.

In examining overlayer depositions on Au films with in-situ resistance, P-C have found
that there is a strong identification between the overlayer species and the magnitude of the
resistance increase. These data show a (∆Z)2 dependence of ∆ρ for surface impurities (In,
Sn, Sb) and (Tl, P, Bi), where (∆Z) refers to the column difference between impurity and
substrate, as in Linde’s law for sp-scatterers. Intermixing effects have been controlled by
depositing evaporatively at low temperature (78 K), with the initial slope of ρ vs. coverage
being monitored.

Overlayer scattering, then, bears great similarities to impurity scattering by the overlayer
species in a matrix of the underlayer. This can be seen as well in our data, in Table 4.3.
∆Gdrop is observed in the materials combinations where the overlayer species has a large
impurity ρ in a matrix of the underlayer, and not vice versa. The parallelism indicates the
applicability of the Mott-scattering interpretation in overlayers.

4.4 Metal overlayers on Co/Cu/Co spin valves: the absence

of specularity effects

In this section, we evaluate claims that specularity may be modified through deposition
of certain metals on the spin valve surface. It has been reported previously by Egelhoff
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et al that the deposition of noble metal overlayers Au, Ag, and Cu may enhance specular
scattering and GMR by modifying surface morphology. Noble metals are said to enhance
specular scattering and GMR; heavy metals are said to destroy specular scattering and
GMR. In each case effects on GMR for a few discrete thicknesses were attributed to growth
variations induced by surface energy differences of the metals. High surface energy was
thought to create rough growth and poor specularity for Ta, low surface energy was thought
to create smoothness and high specularity for Ag and Cu.

We have explored these claims through in-situ GMR and conductance measurement of
metal overlayers on NiO/Co/Cu/Co spin valves. We find, in full agreement with the in-
situ conductance and surface characterization presented in Section 4.3, that the reported
GMR variations with metal overlayers do not arise from variations in specularity. All pre-
viously reported effects of overlayers on spin-valve GMR and conductance reduce simply to
bulk and interfacial scattering processes. The enhancement of GMR by addition of noble
metal overlayers exhibits no discontinuity due to the formation of the NM surface; enhance-
ments are nearly identical to those contributed by additional Co, and arise simply from
physical separation of the external surface from the internal Cu/Co interface. For the re-
duction of GMR with addition of heavy overlayers, we show that spin-dependent effects are
material-dependent. Surface Ta destroys GMR, per unit scattering event created, at a rate
approximately twice that of Ru. If surface morphology (specularity variations) create the
scattering in both cases, only a single rate may be present. Scattering from surface d-states,
shown in Section 4.3 to be dominant in Co/Cu interfacial scattering, allow for more than
one rate, however.

There are several technological implications for these conclusions. First, while noble
metal overlayers may enhance GMR, they will not enhance GMR beyond the values achieved
without overlayers. Second, the choice of seed layer or antiferromagnet adjacent to the
Co/Cu/Co trilayer can have a strong effect on GMR.

4.4.1 Reduction of GMR by d-band overlayers: Ru and Ta

Here, we will examine the effects on GMR of Ru and Ta overlayers. Given that we have
seen that these layers increase surface scattering when deposited on Co, due to the place-
ment of a higher density of scattering-in d-states, we do not expect to see positive effects
on spin-valve performance. However, we will be able to draw conclusions on the surface-
scattering sensitivity of spin-valve GMR, particularly in the comparison between layers, and
in comparison with the sensitivity predicted by models. Finally, as both of these layers are
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employed routinely on the bottom surface of the spin valve–Ta as a seed layer and Ru in
the bottom AF layer–it is valuable to understand what price is paid in reducing GMR. The
in-situ GMR measurement during overlayer deposition offers a clear method to separate mi-
crostructural effects of underlayers, influencing growth and bulk scattering (Section 3.1.4),
from boundary scattering effects, where the Co/overlayer interface is formed.

4.4.1.1 In-situ GMR measurements

Three spin valves were deposited with the nominal structure NiO/ Co(30)/ Ru(7)/ Co(25)/
Cu(25Å)/ Co(t1)/ Ru(25Å), t1=5,10,20Å. The maximum GMR ratio was observed to be
5.5% at t=20 ÅCo. Sheet conductances were recorded throughout deposition. Exchange
bias was induced in the spin valves by performing a brief ion etch of the NiO substrate
(Vb = 300V, PAr = 4x10−4 torr, 45 s duration) before deposition and applying a field of
+100 Oe during the first Co layer deposition. During the third Co and subsequent layer
depositions, a constant field of +100 Oe was maintained to ensure constant magnetization
alignment of the spin valve. Magnetoresistance loops were measured at intervals of 1.0 Å in
Co and 0.25 Å in Ru. All layers were formed by ion beam sputtering in UHV with a base
pressure of 2x10−9 torr, primary beam energy of 300V, and working Xe pressure of 4x10−4

torr.

For depositions with Ta overlayers, comparison structures with tCu = 25 and 35 Å and
tCofree

were examined. The formula structures for these spin valves were otherwise identical,
as NiO/ Co(30)/ Ru(7)/ Co(25)/ Cu(20 or 30Å)/ Co(10)/ Ta(25Å).

The dependence of film conductance on deposited spin valve thickness is presented in
Figure 4.28. After the first Co layer, there is a rather general pattern in the evolution of
multilayer conductance. Ru on NiO/Co(30Å) shows an initial drop in total film conduc-
tance, followed by roughly linear behavior, and Co on NiO/Co(30)/Ru(7Å) shows a gradual
increase, characterized by positive curvature. These G(t) behaviors are consistent with what
has been observed previously.

A more linear increase in conductance with Ru thickness is observed over the subsequent
5 Å. Co on Ru, on the other hand, shows a strong positive curvature in G(t). A parallel
situation is present for the fourth and fifth layers, Cu on Co and vice versa. Cu on NiO/
Co(30)/ Ru(7)/ Co(25Å) produces positive curvature in G(t), and Co on NiO/ Co(30)/
Ru(7)/ Co(25)/ Cu(25Å) .produces a decrease in G, followed by a linear increase. It is
worthwhile to note that both the induced curvature and the conductance drop are greater
for Cu/Co than they are for Co/Ru. The Ru cap shows up as the final drop in G.
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Figure 4.28: Full in-situ monitoring of G(t) for all three spin valve depositions. The arrows
indicate the starting point for each layer. Note that in similarity with Figures 4.7, 4.12, and
4.3.5, Ru on Co produces a drop, and Co on Ru produces gradual positive curvature.

∆

Figure 4.29: Spin valve GMR ratio (∆R
R ) as a function of total free layer thickness (Co+Ru

cap). Ru deposition starts at 5,10, and 20ÅCo thickness for the three separate samples.
Reproducibility among samples is satisfactory. GMR falls off exponentially at first for low
Ru coverage, then linearly for greater coverage. The latter behavior is attributed to current
shunting
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∆

Figure 4.30: GMR curves ∆R
R

vs. H for various free layer
thicknesses. There is no strong
variation in loop shape as a
function of coverage, indicating
roughly constant AP alignment
for all measurements

Figure 4.31: Effects on G and
∆G for Ru overlayers vs tCo.
Greater effects on GMR are
seen for thinner Co, whereas ef-
fects on G are roughly constant
with free layer thickness.

GMR data, expressed as ∆R
R vs. free layer thickness (Co+Ru), are shown in Figure 4.29.

Even at 20 Å Co, the GMR ratio for the spin valve has not yet reached its maximum, but is
approaching it at 5.5%. Sample magnetoresistance curves (R vs. H) are presented in Figure
4.30; we may verify in these data that no significant variation in the antiparallel alignment
is present, and the thickness-dependence of GMR is an effect due to transport only.

Reproducibility in the GMR properties of the spin valves is satisfactory; the Co-only
data fall very nearly on a single curve. The anomaly at 12 Å Co is attributed to a partial
unpinning of the AF subsystem, verified from the M-H loop for this thickness (not shown).
Starting at 5, 10 and 20 Å Co for the various samples, the GMR data for Ru coverage are
recorded. Here we see an exponential decrease in GMR completed over 4 Å, and a linear
decrease thereafter. It is immediately apparent that effects on GMR are greatest where the
free layer is thinnest, with almost half of the signal reduced for 5 Å of Co.

The free-layer thickness dependence of Ru overlayer effects on scattering is summarized
in Figure 4.31. The percentage drop in GMR arising over the first 7 Å of Ru coverage, is
plotted along with the percentage drop in conductance. A strong Co thickness dependence
is present for the GMR drop (40% to 9% from 5 Å to 20 Å ), but the thickness dependence
is much weaker for the G drop, which is roughly constant at ∼ 1% of total.

To extract a sensitivity to surface Ru scattering centers, we perform the analysis shown
in Figure 4.32. The intent here is to isolate the overlayer effects on increasing scattering
from its addition as a parallel conductor. First, GMR is plotted as ∆G. The motivation
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Figure 4.32: Estimate of surface-scattering sensitivity from ∆G(Gdrop) for Ru overlayers.
Example shown for 10 Å Co thickness. Top left: ∆G(tRu) representation of GMR to elim-
inate current shunting effect. Middle left: Gp(tRu), with estimate of bulk ρRu indicated.
Bottom left: Gdrop component estimated from Gp(tRu) with t

ρRu
parallel component sub-

tracted out. Right: plot of ∆G(Gdrop) implicit in tRu.

for this form has been outlined in previous chapters; its advantage is in subtracting out
current-shunting layers removed from the interfaces in which the magnetic configuration
has no effect on the current distribution. It can be seen that a simple exponential decay
behavior of ∆G(tRu) is recovered, roughly constant after 4 Å and with decay length 2.1 Å,
whereas ∆R

R (tRu) continues to decrease. Current-shunting behavior can be verified in the
parallel conductance Gp beyond 4 Å Ru coverage, from which we estimate a bulk resistivity
ρRu 50 µΩ·cm.

To remove the effect of shunting current on G, we then subtract out a parallel con-
ductance of the Ru overlayer linear in thickness. This is justifiable in the sense that if no
interface or surface scattering were contributed by the Ru overlayer, parallel conductance
of roughly equal magnitude should be added at zero Ru thickness. The Gdrop component
of G then shows an exponential decrease analogous to that shown by ∆G. If the two quan-
tities are plotted implicitly in Ru thickness as ∆G(Gdrop), it appears that there is a linear
response of GMR to each scattering event created by surface Ru.

The analysis has been repeated on the Ru-capped 10Å Co spin valve and the two
Ta-capped spin valves. A comparison of ∆G(Gdrop) for the Ru-capped spin valve with
∆G(Gdrop) for the Ta-capped spin valves is shown in Figure 4.33. Note that very different
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Figure 4.33: Comparison of ∆G(Gdrop) for Ru and Ta overlayers. A factor-of-three greater
sensitivity is found for Ta compared with Ru.

sensitivities of GMR to surface scattering by the two different species are estimated, with
scattering events created by Ta overlayers reducing GMR a factor of three more strongly
than those created by Ru overlayers.

4.4.1.2 Discussion and summary

We have found that the sensitivity of GMR to Co/Ru scattering events is much lower than
it is to Co/Ta scattering events, by a factor of three. Having interpreted the ∆Gdrop in
terms of interface scattering, and having drawn an analogy between interface scattering
and impurity scattering, we are led to wonder about the spin-dependence of the impurity
scattering for Ru and Ta impurities in a Co matrix. If the impurity resistivity is distributed
more in the spin-up channel for a given impurity, we would then expect a stronger effect
on GMR. Under the definition α = ρ↓o

ρ↑o
, impurity-host combinations with low (fractional) α

should exhibit a high overlayer-underlayer surface scattering sensitivity ∆G
G .

Fortunately, the subband impurity resistivities ρ↑ and ρ↓ for these impurity/matrix
combinations have been tabulated by Campbell and Fert.[168] The α values for Ru in Co
and Ta in Co are 0.22 and 1.23, respectively, however–opposite to any trend which could
explain our data.

The general problem that bulk α parameters are not predictive for CIP-GMR is not new.
Parkin, in his 1998 review[169], has pointed out that no trend whatsoever exists between
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Campbell-Fert derived α values and the magnitudes of CIP-GMR observed experimentally.
Vouille et al from the Fert group, however, have responded by establishing an excellent
trend between α of interleaved magnetic layers (in [Co/Cu/X/Cu] multilayers) and both
magnitude and sign of CPP-GMR[170]. Electrons in CPP-GMR are thought to sample the
potentials in the bulk of the layers more readily. However, the disagreement with CIP-GMR
remains.

The non-applicability of bulk α has been attributed to the unknown magnitude of the
channeling effect, as identified by Butler[54]. Where the channeling effect dominates CIP-
GMR, no trend in CIP-GMR with α should be expected, as minority electrons do not enter
bulk of the layers.[171, 170] In this case, the relevant question to ask is how surface impurity
layers might affect the channeling state. Unfortunately, it is difficult to identify an intuitive
answer for this question; perhaps the easiest method to address the difference is through a
full-blown calculation.

There are alternate possibilities to consider. First, there may be very different intermix-
ing between Co/Ru and Co/Ta interfaces. If Ta intermixes much more strongly with Co, it
could diffuse in more closely to the Cu/Co interface, having stronger effects on GMR with
roughly equivalent effects on G. This is certainly conceivable, although the decay length in
∆Gdrop(t) is almost identical in Ta compared with Ru. Second, spin-flip effects might be
relevant. Spin-orbit scattering is thought to vary as (∆Z)4, so if these overlayers are strong
spin-orbit scatterers, Ta (Z=73) could flip spins more efficiently, per unit scattering event,
than Ru (Z=44), reducing GMR more strongly.

Resolution of these questions will require investigation of a much greater number of
overlayers, to identify systematics in either spin-orbit scattering or effects on the channeling.
Control of intermixing might be developed by low temperature evaporative deposition. For
the present time, however, we note mainly that the surface scattering sensitivity is species-
dependent. The species-dependence, as we have mentioned, is incompatible with the idea of
specularity variations, however, as σ for p should be species-independent.

4.4.2 Enhancement of GMR by noble metal overlayers (Cu,Ag)

Finally, we investigate scattering from noble metal overlayers. These have been shown
previously to enhance GMR for thin Co free layers, to 30Å[147] or thinner[149]. The en-
hancement of specularity has been proposed as the mechanism for the GMR enhancement
in the first case. We would like to examine the effects on GMR in-situ as a function of free
layer thickness, in order to see what effects on specularity may be present.
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To this end, in-situ G(t) and GMR measurements for three depositions are presented.
Two are presented for NiO/ Co(40)/ Cu(30)/ Co(50)/ NM(100 Å), where NM=[Cu,Ag].
In these structures, no Ru AF-subsystem has been used, as these depositions predate our
introduction of Ru, and Co free layers are relatively thick, at 50 Å. In a third deposition,
we have examined in-situ magnetoconductance for NiO/ Co(30)/ Ru(7)/ Co(25)/ Cu(25)/
Co(15)/ Cu(50Å). The Ru subsystem is used here to improve the AP state of the spin valve,
found to be poor in the first two cases. Here, the Co free layer thickness is low, at 15 Å.

4.4.2.1 In-situ GMR measurement

First, we show the in-situ G(t) data up to 30Å of the noble metal layer in Figure 4.34. The
traces for the first Co layers are omitted. Note that saturation resistivities are reasonably
low: for Co and Ag, these are a factor of two larger than for pure bulk films (5.8 and 1.6
µΩ · cm, respectively). These numbers are about a factor of two smaller than resistivities
found for values on NiO/Co/Ru/Co, presented in the previous section.

Figure 4.34: In-situ G(t) for spin valves with Cu and Ag overlayers. Note the similarity
with Figures 4.7 and 4.8. For both Ag and Cu, no supralinear increase in conductance,
indicating a specularity enhancement, is present for low coverages.

In the G(t) data, we observe features which should be familiar from the analysis in
Section 4.3. Ag on Co appears to be similar to Cu on Co, producing positive curvature in
G(t). For reasons which have been detailed, we can locate no enhancement in specularity
from the G(t) traces for NM on Co. The discontinuities in G show up every 5Å due to the
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motion of the shutter during the NM depositions.

In-situ GMR measurements for the thick Co free layers are presented in Figures 4.36 and
4.35. In each case, a monotonic decrease in GMR is noted with NM overlayer deposition.
A slight uptick in GMR is observed for 5Å Ag, from 2.53% to 2.57%, but it is uncertain
whether this results from the finite time needed during changing targets from Co to Ag. No
such effect is seen for Cu.

Figure 4.35: Cu overlayers Figure 4.36: Ag overlayers.

Figure 4.37: In-situ GMR(t) for noble metal overlayers on spin valves with thick (50Å) free
layers.

The results of the experiment for Cu overlayer coverage of a spin valve with a thin (15Å)
Co free layer are presented in Figures 4.38 and 4.39. Identical G(t) behavior can be seen
for the Cu overlayer deposition, compared with previous experiments. Here as well, then,
no specularity enhancement may be identified from G(t).

The enhancement of GMR is recovered, however. GMR rises from 6% to 6.5% over
the first 5Å depositon of the noble metal Cu. The GMR enhancement is very similar to
that observed by Egelhoff for Au overlayers, rising over a similar fraction of total GMR and
occuring over a similar thickness scale[147].

Finally, the dependence of ∆G as a function of total free layer thickness (Co+Cu cap)
is shown in Figure 4.41. This quantity eliminates the shunting effects on GMR present in
the measure ∆R

R . It is seen immediately that there is no peak here; rather, ∆G increases
gradually with increasing separation of the top surface from the interface. No discontinuity
is visible at the interface with Cu. This indicates that it is a physical separation of the
surface from the interface which enhances GMR.
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Figure 4.38: In-situ G(t)

∆

Figure 4.39: In-situ GMR(t)

Figure 4.40: Results of in-situ magnetoconductance experiment, Cu overlayer on thin (15Å)
Co for a NiO/ Co(30)/ Ru(7)/ Co(25)/ Cu(25)/ Co(15)/ Cu(50Å) spin valve

4.4.2.2 Discussion and summary

We have found that the enhancement in ∆R
R is absent for thicker free layers, slightly beyond

t∗f , but is present for thin free layers, at 15Å.

The peak in ∆R
R for spin valves as a function of tf , shown previously, arises from a

competition between current shunting, expressed as linear evolution of G, and physical
separation of the scattering surface from the interface, expressed as an exponential approach
to maximum value of ∆G. The peak in ∆R

R requires no change in specularity p, and no
spin-dependent scattering in the bulk of the ferromagnetic layer. It results simply from the
increasing thickness of the free layer, within which no spin-dependent scattering need take
place.

If a nonmagnetic cap layer is added to the Co surface, this changes relevant scattering
very little as long as a) it is transmissive to majority spins and b) the FM free layer is thicker
than the minority channel effective mean free path, estimated at ≤ 6 Å for Co or NiFe.[5]
As the thickness of this cap layer increases, ∆G and ∆R

R increase since majority spins are no
longer scattered at the surface of the film. So GMR may be increased by adding a thicker
NM cap to very thin FM layers, desirable for miniaturization of the sensor. This structure
has been named the ”spin-filter spin-valve” by the Toshiba group[149], presumably since
the thin FM layer filters the spins which enter the NM layer. An illustration of the effect is
shown in 4.42.

The enhancement of GMR presented in Figures 4.39 and 4.41 apparently arises from the
”spin-filter” effect. Specularity should manifest itself in a G(t) kink at low thickness, but
this is not present. GMR increases only for Cu added to thin Co layers, over a thickness
range where additional Co would increase GMR as well. We find that GMR is enhanced
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Figure 4.41: In-situ ∆G for SV with Cu-capped Co(15) free layer. The continuity of ∆G
across the interface illustrates that the GMR enhancement arises from the ”spin-filter”
effect.

only for thin Co. For thick Co, no enhancement is seen, consistent with the ”spin-filter”
effect. Consistent with all of the above, ∆G is continuous across the Co/Cu interface, which
is transmissive to majority spins.

A consequence of the ”spin-filter” effect is that it offers no enhancement in GMR over
that attainable without the cap layer. Additional spin-dependent scattering is not intro-
duced in the structure, and any bulk spin-dependent scattering in the Co is removed. This
is true in Egelhoff’s work as well as ours: the maximum GMR seen with the Au cap layer
is 15%, compared with up to 16% without it.

4.5 Speculations on specularity

We have concluded that specularity modulations are not present in our metal-on-metal depo-
sitions. We believe that our conclusion will hold generally for typical spin valve microstruc-
tures, of types A-C, identified in the previous chapter. Features previously attributed to
changes in specularity appear to be better understood as interface and bulk scattering pro-
cesses. Interfacial d-state scattering has been shown to be important for understanding
in-situ G(t) Co/Cu/Co and in combinations with Ru and Ta overlayers. The enhancement
of GMR seen for noble metals appears to reduce to the ”spin-filter” effect, best understood
as a bulk phenomenon.
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Figure 4.42: The ”spin-filter” effect (cartoon). GMR is enhanced through addition of a
NM cap, transparent to majority spins, since the scattering surface is separated from the
interface.

Why has specularity not been modified? There is excellent evidence that surface scatter-
ing connects with atomic-scale roughness. The single-layer surface-science oriented studies
of Schumacher and Bauer, described in Section 4.1.1.2, appear to be fairly definitive on this
point. There is also excellent evidence that deposition of Co on Cu, for example, can greatly
increase the atomic scale roughness. The In-situ STM studies of Camarero et al[126] or Min-
vielle et al[172] have shown this clearly: Co tends to form bilayer islands when evaporated
on Cu. Why does the relationship not hold for typical spin valves?

Our best guess is that the experiments listed above have been performed on very different
microstructures than those which are now relevant for spin-valves. The annealed (111)-
textured Ag films of Schumacher, Au films on 7x7 Si(111) of Jablochowski and Bauer[136], or
the Cu single crystals used in STM experiments all have close-packed surfaces with terrace
widths of 50Å or greater. These surfaces are preferred for surface-science experiments since
atomic-scale roughness can be resolved.

If surfaces are like those visible in our HR-xTEM images, with either no definite crystal
orientation (type B and C) or a high density of steps on the (111) crystallites (type A),
different behavior is likely. In these cases, atomic-scale roughness occurs on a fine enough
lateral scale (< 10Å) and large enough vertical scale (> 2ML) that slight variations in
amplitude or extent of roughness should make little difference to reflectivity, especially as
the relevant length scale is thought to be < 1Å.
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On a related note, the rough morphology is likely to allow for something like layer-by-
layer growth in the presence of large surface energy differences between underlayers and
overlayers. Given that defect densities are high, the distance between adatom landing sites
and a step edge will be short. Since adatom energies are relatively large for sputtering
compared with evaporation, it might then be possible that adatoms will tend to reach step
edges with enough energy to incorporate in layers below, reducing any tendency to cluster.

The roughness observed in our films would then seem to argue that the top surface
specularity p should be zero. However, it appears to be true from the ∆Gdrop behavior that
the metal surfaces are generally electrically active. If p = 0, no current is carried near the
surface, and introduction of defects over the first few surface layers should make no difference
to conductance. We have found, on the contrary, that the conductance of both Cu and Co
films can be reduced to roughly the same extent through overlayer deposition. It appears
then that there is some finite specularity in the films. More tenuous support for this notion
is found in the agreement between theoretical (Tsymbal model) and experimental G(t). In
Tsymbal’s calculations, no surface scattering is assumed, approximating most closely the
Fuchs p = 1 condition.

The presence of finite specularity in rough films has been a puzzle in many of the best-
characterized studies of surface scattering. Schumacher has observed that in his specularity-
quenching experiments, only a small fraction of total specularity may be reduced: ∆ptop ∼
−0.2, regardless of the initial specularity 0 < potop < 1. This implies that for films with
highly disordered surfaces, finite specularity is present. Similarly, the resistance oscillations
in Jablochowski and Bauer’s work[136] represent ∆ptop � 1, although this point has not been
made explicit. Similar conclusions have been present in the transverse electron focusing
experiments reviewed by Tsoi et al[173]: for most metals, regardless of surface etching or
ambient oxidation, p ∼ 0.5 is observed. To the author’s knowledge, no explanation exists
for this phenomenon.

The relationship between specularity and GMR remains most interesting for spin valves.
We cannot draw direct conclusions at this point, however, since we believe that specularity
has not been modified in our films. We may remark that in our case, although surface
scattering appears not to be strong from our G(t) data, the size effect in ∆G is quite
pronounced. This brings up the possibility that the surface scattering relevant for reducing
spin-valve GMR is magnetic in origin, and that surface spin-flips limit the GMR. This is
plausible since our measurements have been taken at ambient temperature, and it has been
observed previously that the surface magnetization decreases more quickly with temperature
than does the bulk.[174] Thus surface magnons may be more easily excited, allowing for spin-
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flips localized at the surface. Alternately, the possibility exists that the spin-orbit interaction
is stronger at the surface, leading to intrinsic spin-flip scattering localized there. Further
experiments would be necessary to clarify these points.

4.6 Conclusion

We have emphasized that metal overlayer deposition does not appear to be a promising
route to manipulate specularity. Other scattering effects (bulk and interface) need to be
appreciated in the interpretation of overlayer conductance and GMR data.

Our conclusion does not imply that the specularity may not be modified through other
methods. Development of spin valves with atomically flat morphologies will likely lead to
higher specularities, as has been shown for single layers. It will be interesting to see what
effects these have on GMR. For overlayers, virtually the entire periodic table remains for
investigation; here, however, interfacial effects such as those identified in our Mott-scattering
interpretation should always be considered. Ab-initio calculations will remain useful in
understanding effects, given the rich electronic structure of transition metals; free-electron
model results should always be treated with caution.

We have not yet investigated the surface ”nano-oxides,” which appear to show the most
promising results in reducing surface scattering. Informal reports indicate that spin-valves
with these layers incorporated may reach up to ∆R

R = 22%. Preliminary investigation
indicates that the NOL-GMR enhancement is compatible with specularity enhancement, as
both G and ∆G are increased upon submonolayer dosing.[175] However, it remains to be
seen whether these effects are best described as a specularity enhancement, or whether a
mechanism might be identified in the NOL scattering which points the way to even greater
enhancements of GMR.

An understanding of the microscopic surface-scattering mechanism which apparently
limits spin-valve GMR, or enhances specularity, remains lacking. We hope that more theo-
retical work on the topic will be stimulated in the next several years; the topic appears to
be quite open. Of particular interest will be the clarification of possible surface-spin flips
and the role of the electron-channeling effect in reducing surface-sensitivity in CIP.

On the experimental side, we believe that the in-situ magnetoconductance measurement
will remain useful in understanding the properties of spin-valve surfaces, and as a general
method to disentangle surface, interface, and bulk scattering in giant magnetoresistance.
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